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Ancient Oeuf.
"God is a comedian, playing to an audience too afraid to 

laugh." Voltair. 

I. The Vegetable Age.

I. The Gathering.
To the Year of the Wandering (Jamuary 11BD).

On a tiny moon, twirling round a tiny planet, long before
our Earth was formed, a small and hairy creature raised itself
up onto its hind legs and stood erect. It held a round, yellow
object aloft. In the sky a round, yellow sun radiated light. 

"O Great Fiery Solanum Tuberosum," the creature cried, "O
Spud of Life! O Potato of Eternal Light, what comes forth
from the dark mud of night, me does perform the ancient rites
of snackrifice!" Then, with great reverence, the creature tried
to stuff the round, yellow potato it was holding into its mouth.

This creature was a troggle: ludicrously hairy, about three
feet tall and as dumb as a post. Like us, troggles (genus
trogus-non-compus-mentis) walk upright and have opposable
thumbs. They don't have any fingers, but they have six
opposable thumbs. Like kangaroos, troggles have a pouch for
carrying their new-born. In practice, however, troggle parents
are far too lazy to carry anything as heavy or inedible as a
troggle child. Instead, they prefer to use their pouch as a sort
of handbag, stuffing it to the brim with potato effigies, totem
turnips,crudeflower-clubs1, humorouslyshapedvegetablesandall
the useless junk newly sapient creatures tend to think

1. Flowers on Oeuf have evolved to be sturdier than on Earth and were used as
weapons (or occasionally tools). Consequently, the phrase "flower-power" has an entirely
different meaning for the troggles.
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important. 
The creature's name was Mystix the Mystagogue, and he

was the holy-man of the Twittian tribe (the first and most
ancient of the four troggle tribes which inhabited this little
world). His job was to intone their remarkably unfunny knock-
knock myths 1 and perform the very latest ancient rituals. As
was customary, he was covered in old cabbage leaves and had
a carrot protruding from each nostril. In front of him the
troggles of the Twittian tribe waited expectantly, while behind
him towered Mount Squeegey. Periodically, the Great Fiery
Potato would rise from behind the mountain2, marking,asMystix
insisted it did, the summer solipsism.

"Me! Me! Me! Me! Me!" he chanted3, as a handful of troggles
blew down hollow stalks, making a strange, otherworldly
noise. It sounded like a quire of heavenly angels being
scraped across a blackboard; but it was powerful music to
these troggles, who started dancing wild, disjointed dances. In
the centre of this mass of dancing hair-balls, Mystix the
Mystagogue started to twirl. To the chaotic beat of wild music
he waved a geranium as he twirled and twirled and twirled.
Then he fell over. He got up, sat down and stood up.
Everyone stopped dancing, and a strange hush descended over
the mass of chattering troggles.

1. "Knock! Knock!" "Who's there?" "The Goblin." "The Goblin who?" "The Goblin
Teasmade." 
2. As troggles do not get up before ten at the earliest, no one had ever actually seen
this. 
3. The summer solipsism was one of Mystix's most egotistical rituals, supposedly
practised on midsummer's day when the Great Fiery Potato completed an orbit of him.
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"In the beginning was chaos," Mystix the Mystagogue
announced, "And the Primal Chicken did look upon the
untidiness and did be filled with wrath. So she tidied it all up
and put things in boxes and filed it chronologically, and that's
how time came into being. And then she did lay the egg, what
does be our world and what does be called Oeuf. And to keep
it warm she put the Great Fiery Potato in the sky; and she put
turnips and bananas in the sky too, so it would have
something to eat when it hatched. But the Great Fiery Potato
was very angry cos he not like being fiery, so he chucked the
little twinkling sprouts at the Primal Chicken. And the Primal
Chicken did runaway. Anyway, the stars, what is really little
twinkling sprouts, did be filled with fear of the Great Fiery
Potato, so they does hide when he does be about; but when he
goes to bed they does all come out to play. And that does be
how the luniverse was made1."

"Hooray!" the crowd all exclaimed in recognition of the
undoubted truths Mystix had just revealed. At last, someone
had come up with a convincing explanation of how the
luniverse had been created. At last, they could put the
instinctual behaviour of their embarrassingly primitive origins
behind them and step boldly forward into a new world of
irrational superstition. 

"Anyway," Mystix said, continuing with his creation myth,
"Some of the turnips and the sprouts fell to Oeuf, and sprout
and potato bushes sprouted from the ground until the Oeuf
was covered in them; and it was all very annoying. So the
Great Fiery Potato did create troggles to eat them all. But the
the troggles was very annoying too, and so he created horrible
monsters to eat us troggles. But the monsters, they was a real
pain in the bum, and so he said, 'POOH!' and started sulking."

1. The theme of creating order out of chaos is a common feature of creation myths,
which has caused some deific-psychologists to argue that the universe we know maybe a
manifestation of the prime mover's obsessive compulsive disorder.  
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"Hooray!" nearly everyone cheered, as they all realised that
they now knew almost everything there was to know about
the luniverse and that soon all the great questions would have
been answered - once and for all. Then, perhaps, they could
stop all this thinking nonsense and be stupid again. 

"Tell us prophecies!" some in the crowd cried, keen to hear
more; and, "Yes! Go on!" others added, "Your prophecies is
really funny!" 

"Alright," Mystix said. Unfortunately Mystix's prophecies
were utter rubbish - even Mystix himself knew that. Everyday
he would predict the end of the world or that it would rain
bicycles or something of the sort, and not once had even one
of them come true. However, Mystix was not one to give up
so easily, which was unfortunate as he kept predicting he
would. Undeterred by his failure to predict even his own
stubbornness, he started to recite the strange words which had
come to him during his trance like vegetation1.

Nothing very much will happen; 
And we will sit and natter; 

And not much happens after that, 
Except we all get fatter. 

"What's so prophetic about that?" the crowd asked. 
"Making up prophecies is not easy you know?" Mystix

said; but as those words left his mouth, a long forgotten
knowledge echoed through the barren wilderness of his mind,
and the swirling nonsense of his thoughts coalesced into
truths beyond his understanding. His mouth opened and the
words came: "This does be my Prophecy of Doom!"

1. A meditative state so deep the adept starts snoring.
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The end of the Oeuf is nigh!
Ten years from now or by and by, 
Big rocks will fall out of the sky, 

So if you don't all want to die, 
You best get smart and learn to fly, 

And bog off to a world nearby. 

"Oh that's a good one!" the crowd exclaimed, as they
managed to both panic and eat lunch at the same time; and, "I
wonder what it means?" they wondered; and, "What on Oeuf
is rocks?", they asked (as there were no rocks on Oeuf).

Mystix, however, was determined not to get bogged down
by piffling questions of detail. "Now close your eyes," he
commanded, "and me will magically disappear." The crowd
shut their eyes tight, as Mystix hid in a large blob of mould.

"How he do that?" some exclaimed in wonder, when they
opened their eyes and saw no sign of Mystix; and, "What a
load of rubbish!" one said. This was Plebb the Cute-Buns.
Plebb was tough and rugged, with roguish good looks which
were almost entirely obscured by his vast quantity of hair.
"For a start, he not disappeared." 

"Where he gone then?" asked a rather weedy troggle called
Wibble the Stupid. Wibble did not have roguish good looks, a
fact which even his vast quantity of hair could not disguise. 

"He does be," Plebb the Cute-Buns replied, pointing at the
blob of mould, "hiding in that blob of mould." 

"No I'm not!" a voice from the blob of mould said. "Errr,"
it added a few seconds later, "I is stuck! Get me out?" 

All around them, the troggles of the Twittian tribe settled
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down to the evening's chores: some tried fashioning simple
tools out of old potatoes, chipping away at them with chunks
of turnip; some tried inventing fire by banging tomatoes
together; some busied themselves in making small mud
effigies; but most worked on constructing vast burial mounds:
burying any troggle foolish enough to nod off for five
minutes under a small mountain of detritus. 

Eventually Plebb and Wibble managed to extract Mystix
from the blob of mould. This presented Mystix with
something of a linguistic challenge as the Twittian tribe had
yet to invent a word or phrase which could be used to express
gratitude. Mystix's mind began to whir and hum as he
searched for a suitable phrase, rejecting along the way
"marmite", "gusset" and "carburettor". Eventually he settled
for "Thank you". "Thank you," he said. Plebb and Wibble
both looked a bit perplexed at this, but as protocol dictated
that an expression of gratitude should be forthcoming they
eventually figured out that this was what it was. 

When at last they had recovered from the exertion this had
required, Wibble asked Mystix, "How come you does have all
these mystical visions?" 

This presented Mystix with another linguistic challenge, but
as he really couldn't be bothered to make up any more words
he adapted the truth accordingly. "That's cos," he said, "me
eats a lot of cheese." He was just about to start expounding on
the mystical nature of cheese and its connection to their
primitive fruit and vegetable cult, when he was interrupted by
a troggle called Floozy the Fungal.

Floozy was beautiful: she had hair the colour of spinach,
skin as soft as rice-pudding and eyes like two glistening
raisins floating in a sea of yoghurt. She was, in short, lovely!
And not just on the outside; she was lovely on the inside too -
her internal organs being almost as pretty as her face. But at
the core of this pearl of beauty and goodness lay something
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dark, something which Floozy had spent a life time trying to
conceal, something terrible. "Hello," Floozy said. This
presented Mystix with yet another linguistic challenge, as it
was not considered ladylike for a female troggle to do
anything so modern. Lady troggles were expected to grunt,
point and occasionally fart. Mystix struggled for a minute to
make up the new words required to express all this, and then
he gave up in despair. "Now," he said, "me does perform the
three card ritual."

II. The Rise of Wibble.
Year of the Wandering (Jamuary 11BD).

That afternoon, a thin and spindly troggle waddled out into
the clearing where the Twittian tribe where gathered. This
troggle was the tribe's Chief. On Earth, groups of social
animals are usually led by the strongest male (or alpha-male).
The Twittians do things slightly differently. They do not like
responsibility so the weakest Twittian (or omega-male) was
usually bullied into becoming leader. It wasn't a good
governmental system, but it didn't matter much because they
had bog-all to govern. The chief was believed to be a living
god-troggle, or Goggle: the consciousness of their world.
Whatever he did would be reflected in the world around
them: if he were to cry then it would rain, if he were to fart it
would be windy and if he were to have a pooh - the
consequences did not bear thinking about. It was this belief
which had caused the first three Twittian chiefs to eventually
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explode. Thankfully, however, the idea of a temporary god-
troggle was introduced, who would become the tribe's Goggle
while the real Goggle went to the toilet1. The symbol of the
chief's power was a square cloth in which the nasal mucus of
their god-troggle was collected, known as the Hanky of
Chiefs, or Handkerchief2, and had, according to legend, fallen
onto their first chief's head back in the forgotten times. That
chief had been the legendary Dumbo the Feckless, picker of
the ferocious dandelion, but many chiefs had worn the Hanky
of Chiefs since then, nearly all of them abdicating the same
day3.

"I got stuff to speak," the current chief pronounced, "I is fed
up!" The crowd, which had been amusing itself with the
troggle equivalent of witty banter, fell silent. "I not want be
chief no more!" 

In theory anyone could challenge the chief for the
leadership of the tribe. Of course, in practice, no one did:
being chief was a particularly thankless task. The chief got
the blame for everything that went wrong; and thanks to their
useless chiefs nothing went right. Happily, the chief could
challenge anyone for the leadership of the tribe too, and over
the past two days he'd had a belly-full. "I not want be Chief
no more," he repeated, "Who does dare fight me for
Goggleship of the tribe?"

There was a stony silence from the crowd, as they all tried
to look inconspicuous. The chief waddled toward them, trying
to spot someone who was even weaker and more cowardly

1. Their chief was not their only god. The Twittians were omnitheistic, worshipping just
about everything in the belief that, statistically speaking, they had to get it right
eventually. 
2. According to legend it measured 10 cubits by 10 cubits by 10 cubits, but that is
almost certainly untrue as: a) they could only count to two; b) they had no idea what a
cubit was; and c) it would make it an extraordinarily large hanky. 
3. It is estimated that over the years, three-quarters of the tribe had fled rather than
allow themselves to be made chief. Some scholars believe that the three other troggle
tribes were formed from these fugitives. See Frazer J.G. 1930.  
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than he was. And then he saw Wibble the Stupid. "You!" he
cried, pointing at Wibble, "Me does challenge you to the
Goggleship of the tribe, what is decided according to the
traditions of our fathers and our fathers' fathers by the ancient
rite of Goggle-boxing!"

Wibble was not the bravest troggle who had ever lived. In
fact he would have been frightened of his own shadow had it
not kept running away. He thought it might be sensible to
follow its example, but no one else did. 

"Oooo! You is so brave," Floozy the Fungal said, as she
barred Wibble's retreat with her foot, "Me did always think
that you was useless and rubbish and wet and soppy and
weak and cowardly and useless and rubbish and lazy and
spotty and more rubbish and really, really smelly; but now
you does do fighting! It's a shame you is so indescribably
awful." Then, much to Wibble's astonishment, Floozy gave
him a peck on the cheek (though it may have been an attempt
to eat a large nit). In troggle society, such an action was as
good as a proposal that, one day, maybe, they should think
about considering the possibility of thinking about marriage -
provided no one good came along. 

Wibble, who was not used to such attention, was suddenly
filled with a bizarre sense of his own invincibility. He got to
his feet, waved his poking-stick manfully and screamed,
"Yes! Me does except the challenge cos me does be great
warrior!" Then he performed his ferocious war-dance:
twirling and wobbling like some short, fat, hairy and
untalented Nijinsky. 

The crowd cheered but, curiously, Plebb the Cute-Buns
remained silent. A burning jealousy had filled his heart - for
Plebb's heart was not his own. It had never belonged to him.
Since the dawn of time, when the luniverse had been dragged
into being by the Primal Chicken, his heart had been the
property of another soul. A soul whose own heart was now, it
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seemed to him, being cast before the feet of one not worthy
even to perceive such beauty. "Floozy!" his soul cried out in
anger and desolation, as the very stars themselves consumed
themselves in fire. "Oh Floozy! Floozy!" he moaned, "Not
Wibble!"

Meanwhile, in the centre of the clearing, the destiny of the
Twittian tribe was about to be decided by mortal combat.
What actually transpired though, was a pitiful display of
abject cowardice. For some minutes Wibble and the current
chief circled each other: their poking-sticks at the ready.
Though the current chief had no intention of winning the
contest, he knew that he had to put on a good show. He
understood that the crowd could inflict much more pain on
him than Wibble ever could, and if it didn't get a good show -
it would. 

"Grrr!" the chief roared, shaking his fist. Wibble started
blubbing. The chief charged forward, deliberately tripping and
dropping his poking-stick. It was a well rehearsed move, and
he would have been lying helpless at Wibble's feet had
Wibble not runaway.

Once Wibble's frantic retreat had been halted by the less
than sympathetic crowd, Wibble decided to retreat no further
(unless, of course, his foe attacked again). 

The chief got up and waddled over to where his poking-
stick lay. This was not going to be easy, he thought, as all
around him the crowd grumbled menacingly. He retrieved his
poking-stick, turned and hurled it with all his might, missing
Wibble by a good five feet. Then he charged. Wibble fled;
but the chief had become quite a fast runner since becoming
chief, and after only three circuits of the arena he managed to
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grab Wibble by the hair. By the fifth circuit he had dragged
Wibble to the ground, and by the sixth he managed to get
himself into a headlock under Wibble's arm. By the seventh
circuit he had dragged Wibble on top of him, and by the
eighth circuit he had Wibble's poking-stick pointing at his
throat. Of course Wibble was not holding the other end, but
the crowd didn't seem to mind: they went crazy, cheering and
waving and wiping the tears of laughter from their eyes. 

"I submit! I submit! I is defeated," the chief cried, while
struggling to remain pinned to the ground. 

"Woogy! Woogy! Woogy!" the crowd cheered, "Wibble the
Stupid be Chief." Then Wibble broke free and completed
another five circuits of the arena (though he later claimed that
they were laps of honour). 

"Me does proclaim," Mystix the Mystagogue proclaimed a
few minutes later, "That, according to the traditions of our
fathers and our fathers' fathers, what our stupid ancestor
Dumbo the Feckless did makeup back in the forgotten times
and what we done forgot ages ago, Wibble the Stupid does
now be Goggle, god-troggle of all the Twittians." And then he
placed the Hanky of Chiefs on Wibble's head and anointed
him with something rather disgusting. 

At Mystix's behest the tribe's bard, one Doggerel the Poet,
stepped forward. Doggerel was small, weedy and unattractive.
His hair was a strange puce colour and his face looked like
something more usually found in a petri-dish. However, what
Doggerel lacked in looks he more than made up for with his
sophisticated charm and undoubted poetical talents. "Me done
made up sycophantic potato hymn in praise of the Celestial
Spud!" Doggerel said, and then he started to recite.
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O Great and Fiery, Celestial Spud!
Whose light does shine like golden mud, 

As potatoes go, you're quite good looking, 
And not just good for frying and cooking1.

"Hooray!" the crowd all cheered, and then they hoisted
Wibble up onto their shoulders. They carried him around the
clearing in a big procession until one of their number stubbed
his toe, and the crowd, disillusioned with their new chiefs
poor leadership during the ensuing crisis, hurled Wibble into
a nearby pond. 

Not far away, Plebb the Cute-Buns looked up at the
evening sky, his mind haunted by thoughts of Floozy and the
kiss she had bestowed on Wibble. Plebb's heart ached with
sorrow. How unmoved the celestial fruit and veg all seemed.
Did they not know how his heart was breaking? Did they not
understand? How could they ignore such suffering? "Oh
Turnip Moon!" Plebb lamented, "What shines all shiny like a
big bald head. How can this be? How can the tiny twinkling
sprouts go on shining when my heart is breaking into a
billion bits?" 

1. These prehistoric hymns and poems have come down to us through the troggles' oral
tradition; but as the this tradition mostly involves blowing raspberries, accuracy cannot
be assured. See Frazer J.G. 1923. 
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III. The Hunters and the Hunted.
Year of the Wandering (Jamuary 11BD).

The next day Wibble the Stupid awoke to the startling
realisation that he was now chief of the entire Twittian tribe.
He was not just a troggle anymore - now he was a living god-
troggle, or Goggle. Sadly this did not mean that his fellow
Twittians would worship him. The Twittians had found that
prayer and veneration just didn't get results. They felt that the
best way to get their gods to do what they wanted was to hit
them on the head with a geranium. Nonetheless, an inflated
sense of self-esteem was one of the few perks of the job.
Another perk was that, as a god, Wibble's name was tabooed:
the Twittians believing that if the chief's name was spoken out
loud, the luniverse would be ripped apart in a catastrophic
cataclysm of giggling. Instead they were supposed to refer to
him using the majestic plurinal, or royal wee-wee. In
practice, however, their beliefs did not stop them from
referring to him by name - it just meant that they were always
slightly surprised by the luniverse's continued existence
afterwards1.

Wibble yawned and scratched his head. Around him, the
clearing slowly came to life as, here and there, the Twittian
tribe got up and went about its business. Some breakfasted on
sprouts, while others engaged in elaborate social grooming
rituals - breakfasting on the various infestations in each
other's hair2. Most though, sat in small groups complaining

1. This was just as well, as the chief's name remained tabooed even after his or her
abdication. As the Twittians got through several chiefs a day, and as most of the chiefs
were named after prepositions, verbs, conjunctions or determiners, they would have
made their language totally unusable. See Frazer J.G. 1930. 
2. For a troggle, personal hygiene is not an attractive quality, as the small ecosystem of
moulds and fungi that grow in their hair is both highly nutritious and very tasty.
Indeed, the really cute thing about Plebb the Cute-Buns' buns, was what was growing on
them.  
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about their new leader's incompetence and claiming that they
could do a much better job if only Twittian society valued
merit over flashy showmanship. 

"All Wibble's fault," one said.
"Wibble not understand stuff like what our old chief did,"

another added. 
"Yes," a third agreed, "Wibble does be rubbish chief!"
"My foot hurts!" a forth complained, "What Wibble do bout

that?" 
"Nothing," they all chorused, "Wibble be useless."
Wibble, who was sitting next to them, got to his feet and

waddled off in search of breakfast. Soon he found an udder
plant. Udder plants are cactus like plants, which look
something like an upside-down cow's udder. They have teats
which shoot jets of a white, protein rich, milk drink at
anything foolish enough to come too close. As most creatures
on Oeuf are extremely lactose intolerant, this turns out to be a
highly effective defence mechanism. Happily, Wibble was
not lactose-intolerant. He opened his mouth and let the plant
squirt jets of its nourishing venom at him. Some subspecies
were kind enough to flavour their milky poison, and one even
produced a substance not dissimilar to custard. "Mmm,
chocolate flavour," Wibble thought as he gulped down his
nourishing breakfast. 

Suddenly, his breakfast was interrupted by another's. An
enormous dinosaur like creature, the size of a small house,
had crept up behind him, which was quite an achievement as
these creatures were not noted for their stealth (being, as they
were, the size of a small house). In addition to being the size
of a small house, this beast was also a vicious carnivore
called a trannysaurus1, whose breakfast usually consisted of a
dozen or so smaller creatures such as Wibble.

1. So named because the troggles believed that such a macho creature had to be
compensating for something. 
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"Wheee!" Wibble screamed as he tobogganed down the
beast's slimy oesophagus; and "Yuck!" he cried as he landed
in the first of the monster's six stomachs; and "Ouch!" he
yelped as the udder plant, which the trannysaurus had
inadvertently swallowed, landed on his head. 

"Hello Wibble," Doggerel the Poet said, "so it got you too
then?" 

Meanwhile, in the outside world, the Twittian tribe was in a
state of some distress. All the Twittians were aware of the
trannysaurus by now. Their skilled tracker's eyes had quickly
spotted the tell tale clues: the acres of squashed foliage; the
enormous footprints; the huge, smouldering piles of stinking
dung and, of course, the trannysaurus itself. Their hunters
instincts took over. Collectively they inhaled deeply, raised
their poking-sticks, took careful aim and fled! The ferocious
trannysaurus charged forward, snapping up troggles to left
and right: swallowing them whole. 

"Runaway!" the fearless troggles screamed, as they
scampered hither and thither in absolute terror. 

"Crikey!" Floozy the Fungal and a rather ugly troggle
yelped, as they dashed for cover; but the trannysaurus was
almost on top of them. It opened its huge jaws and lunged.
The ugly troggle darted back, avoiding the creature's gnashing
teeth. Sadly he did not avoid its slimy nasal cavity, and he
soon found that he was firmly wedged up the beast's left
nostril. The beast reared its ugly head, with the ugly troggle
still firmly stuck up its nose. Then it let out a terrible roar and
lunged at Floozy. Like the ugly troggle, Floozy managed to
avoid the creatures gnashing teeth; and like the ugly troggle,
she failed to avoid its slimy nasal cavity. The next thing she
knew, she was firmly wedged up the creature's right nostril.
The monster raised its head and shook it wildly - desperately
trying to dislodge the two intruders. Then the great beast's
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eyes closed, its head tilted back, it inhaled a deep gust of air,
and then it let forth the most tremendous sneeze. 

The trannysaurus was slightly dazed by the shear force of
its own sneeze, but not for long. Soon it was snapping up
stragglers once again, the bulk of the tribe having made good
its getaway. 

Meanwhile, inside the trannysaurus's stomach, it was getting
somewhat crowded. "Boohoo!" whimpered Wibble, as he
desperately sought some means of escape. 

"Gurgle! Gurgle! Gurgle!" the stomach gurgled ominously. 
"So," Doggerel the Poet said to a lady-troggle who had

landed beside him, "You come here often?" 
"Blobo-lobo-lob!" the stomach burbled and "He-he-he-he,"

the lady-troggle giggled girlishly, "No. Me never been eaten
before!" 

"Gurgle! Gurgle! Gurgle!" the stomach gurgled again; and
"Boohoo!" whimpered Wibble.

"Who'd have thought it," Doggerel said, gazing deeply into
the lady-troggle's eyes, "'It looks like the way to my heart is
through a stomach after all."  

"He-he-he!" the lady-troggle giggled; and "Blobo-lobo-
lob!" the stomach burbled. 

"So," Doggerel said, "You fancy a dance?" Sadly this
budding romance was about to be interrupted. The
trannysaurus's stomach was not behaving as a good stomach
should. It was bubbling and gurgling and rumbling quite
ominously; a situation not helped by the fact that its breakfast
had decided to hold an impromptu disco inside it. The
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trannysaurus stopped dead in its tracks, turned slightly green
and was promptly sick - regurgitating all the troggles it had
eaten, the udder plant and a lot of bits of carrot. A
trannysaurus has a very small brain, but it's large enough to
know when it's eaten something it shouldn't have. Happily, a
trannysaurus's brain is far too small to know that
trannysaurusses are notoriously lactose-intolerant, and that it
was, in fact, the milky secretions of the udder plant which had
effected its delicate stomach and not the host of filthy, germ
infested, dancing troggles1. The great beast backed away from
its regurgitated breakfast, and then it turned and fled. 

The immediate danger was gone, but the vast bulk of the
Twittian tribe kept running anyway. Soon they had
disappeared from view. Only those who had been injured or
eaten remained, and then they, with the sole exception of
Wibble, blamed Wibble.

A few hundred yards away on the other side of a small
hillock, the rest of the Twittian tribe collapsed and lay on the
ground, gasping for air. Mystix the Mystagogue, who had
bravely led their frantic retreat, sat down, got his breath back
and let his mind wander down the long, empty roads trod
only by seekers of truth such as himself. It was not an easy
path he had chosen. It was a path less travelled or, more
accurately, a path more commonly travelled in the opposite
direction. He sat and stared into space. He thought about all
the things which he had prophesied and how none of them
had come true. "Do the Garden of Edam2 be real, or does my

1. The consequent lack of calcium in a trannysaurus's diet meant that the creature's had
very poor teeth, which is one reason why they swallowed their prey whole. Another
reason is that troggles are utterly indigestible creatures. However, troggles usually have so
many moulds, funguses and parasitic infestations, they can still make a nutritious meal,
even without being digested themselves. 
2. According to their semi-mythical ancestor, Dumbo the Feckless, the idyllic land from
which the troggles had been expelled after trying to eat it.
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talismanic method of irrational deduction1 be a big pile of silly
nonsense?" In short, he blamed himself, claiming that his
folly should exempt him from any possible leadership role in
the future. Interestingly, everyone else felt that Mystix's folly
should exempt them from any possible leadership role too,
though they could not come up with any convincing
arguments as to why.  

Behind them sat the hollow shell of Plebb the Cute-Buns, all
his will and passion gone. Floozy was gone. He had seen the
trannysaurus eat her, or so he thought. His life as well as hers
was over now, and yet the blood still travelled through his
veins. It was not his will which made it do so, for his will
desired only stillness, it was the involuntary reflex of the
muscles of his broken heart. 

Eventually, Mystix the Mystagogue realised that it was now
time to dump the accursed burden of leadership on some
other poor sap. He got to his feet and all fell silent. He raised
his arms to the sky and let out a mournful cry. "O Woe! O
Woe!" he solemnly intoned, "Glum! Glum! All is very glum!
O Great Fiery Potato what dwells above with the twinkly
sprouts, how come you is so rubbish? Our chief and living
god-troggle is dead! Many is dead! They shall not return!"

"Hello," Wibble the Stupid said, having just returned. "Ow!
Ouch! Get off!" he added a few seconds later, as the Twittian
tribe expressed its anger at their living god-troggle's appalling
leadership. 

"You is rubbish living god-troggle," they all cried, as they
belted him around the head with geraniums, "We was nearly
eaten!" Some felt that anything was preferable to having
Wibble as their chief and god-troggle, and there was much

1. Consisted of spellogisms (where the truth or falsehood of the conclusion is derived by
concocting some disgusting goo out of bats wings, newts eyes and the like) and
mumbojumbogisms (which can be used to prove any proposition just by dancing naked
around a cabbage, while chanting "Nibit Nibit Ongo Poop! Hoop-di Doop-di, Doop-di
Doop!"). 
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wailing and bemoaning their fate. However, no one actually
did anything about it (except for Doggerel the Poet who, true
to form, wrote one of his potato hymns). 

Spud! Spud! Glorious Spud! 
Creator of Oeuf and of life and of mud.

You shine forth your light, and you banish the rain, 
So why can't you give us a chief with a brain! 

All this, however, had taught Wibble a valuable lesson. He
was just trying to remember what it was, when Floozy and a
really ugly troggle turned up and pointed out that they had
run so far from their old home - they were now totally lost1.

IV. The Wandering.
Year of the Wandering (Frankuary 11BD to Apron

11BD).

The next day the events of the previous day were repeated.
The same thing happened the day after that, and the day after
that. Again and again the troggles of the Twittian tribe would
wake up, wonder where they were, the trannysaurusses would
then appear and the whole tribe would flee, screaming
incoherently. 

Within a few days they had reached Nummian territory.

1. Of course, until now, Wibble had no conception of being lost as he had never really
known where he was, so the introduction of a new thing to worry about was all the
more traumatic. Worse still, this caused him to wonder how many other things there
were to worry about which he hadn't thought of yet. 
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The Nummians, Mystix claimed, were a very stupid tribe of
troggles. They were so dumb they thought themselves smarter
than the other tribes - just because they had been the first to
come down from the trees; the first to walk on two legs; the
first to use poking-sticks and bashing flowers; the first to
develop finger-painting, mud carvings, potato knapping and
technophobia. Of course, all that had been back in the days
when there had been trees. Now nothing bigger than a
blackberry bush grew anywhere. Mystix was right: the
Nummians were stupid, but they were not quite as stupid as
the Twittians. However, they were just as cowardly and,
arguably, even more so. 

"The Twittians are coming!" the panicking Nummians
screamed. Their chief, the great and powerful Mad Queen
One1, assumed that the Twittians were bent on conquest. There
was only one course of action open to her. "Runaway!" she
screamed. Luckily most of her tribe was already busy doing
so. 

The Nummians fled south-west, then west, then north where
they encountered the Yobbian tribe (possibly the most
ferocious of the four tribes of troggles). The Nummians, on
encountering these uncouth barbarians, fled south. The
Yobbians fled east, where they encountered the Snobbians
(the last of the troggle tribes). The Yobbians, in order to avoid
a confrontation with the Snobbians, fled north; while the
Snobbians, in order to avoid a confrontation with the
Yobbians, fled east.

We shall learn more of the Nummians, Yobbians and
Snobbians later. For the time being we shall follow the
progress of Wibble and the brave Twittians. They fled south-
east, and then they sat down and complained about their feet. 

1. Strictly speaking, as she was a lady-troggle, she was not so much a chief as a
misschief.  
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Days passed in a blur of panic. More days passed; and the
Twittians slowly grew used to their regular bouts of panic.
The troggle mind, like the human mind, is comforted by
familiar things, so had the Twittians stopped having panic-
attacks they almost certainly would have panicked. Wibble
the Stupid started to find that, in the morning, the rest of his
tribe would be waiting for him - all neatly facing south and
awaiting the morning rush hour. They would then panic and
the procession would set off at a steady waddling pace. As
they waddled along they sang mystical songs intended to
scare away evil, bookish, she-elves (called bookshelves),
which were believed to inhabit the area, and as these songs
were sung horribly out of tune, they almost certainly did.  

Boom bang-a-bang, Boom bang-a-bang, 
Ding-dang - da-loo. 

Shang-a-lang-a-lang, Shang-a-lang-a-lang, 
Bing! Bang! Bong! MOO! 

Yet more days passed, and they left the Great Northern
Shrubbery and entered the Great Plain. Onward the Twittians
trudged; stopping only to eat, drink, complain, sleep, sulk and
indulge in petty bickering. 

In the distance a flock of gelignightingales exploded.
Gelignightingales (genus titubãre-fragor) are small song birds
whose beautiful mating call culminates in the bird blowing
itself to bits. It is not a great survival strategy; but, at the
time, natural selection was just a matter of bothering to
evolve at all. That said, the gelignightingales only natural
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predator was the trannysaurus, and there were a lot fewer
trannysaurusses now1.

"Where we going?" Wibble the Stupid asked, as the tribe
trudged along. 

Mystix the Mystagogue looked worried. It was a good
question, and one which no one had thought to ask until now.
"Where were they going?" he wondered, as he wrestled with
the haunting spectre of uncertainty. He desperately searched
his mind for an answer, and it latched on to a half
remembered legend: of Dumbo the Feckless and his
legendary stupidity, of their fathers and their fathers' fathers,
of a land of pure cheese. "We is going," he announced
confidently, "to the Garden of Edam!"

"Oh good," Wibble said, "I was hoping we was going there.
So, is it far then?" 

The certainty and assurance which had only just appeared
on Mystix's face, promptly drained from it. "Errr, No," he lied,
as he had no idea where it was, "It's just the other side of that
hill." Ten minutes later they reached the top of the hill and
their hearts sank. "Oh Pooh!" Mystix lamented, as he
surveyed the desolate landscape in front of them. The whole
area was infested with a rambling weed, called tingle-weed,
which was so named because it tingled in a most unpleasant
way when touched. Worse still, where you found tingle-weed,
you almost always found vile, little vile-ants.

"Why," asked Wibble, "is it called Garden of Edam if there
not no edam?" 

Just at that moment a monstrous rumble of thunder boomed
out, and a bolt of lightning streaked across the heavens. The
Twittians froze in terror, and then selected a response from
their depressingly limited repertoire and tried to hide.

1. In truth, most had got fed up with carting their vast bodies around on land. After
failing miserably to evolve into birds, they returned to the sea where they evolved into
vast whale like creatures. Sadly for some, evolution is something of a slow process and
many nearly drowned. 
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Unfortunately one of the distinguishing features of a plain is
that it is plain and, as such, offers little to the prospective
hider. However, troggles are not the kind of creatures to give
up, just because a task is blatantly impossible. As they were
the only potential cover available they all tried to hide
underneath one another, and within seconds the entire
Twittian tribe had formed a large mound of squirming, soggy
troggles - all desperate to find sanctuary.

Eventually, as the thunderstorm continued to rage outside,
the squirming mound of troggles calmed down.

"What be thunder?" Floozy the Fungal asked, as the sky
above them rumbled and roared. 

"Thunder," Mystix replied, "does be the farting of the sky-
cauliflowers, what do float about in the sky just like what the
little birdies do1."

"Oooo," Floozy said, "Is there nothing what you not
know?" Mystix confirmed there wasn't. "So," she asked, "why
does the Great Fiery Potato go away at night time?"

"Well," Mystix said, "the Great Fiery Potato is a bit stupid,
and everyday he does waddle across the sky. When he gets to
the other side, he can't remember why he come. 'I know I
came here to do something!' he says, and then he goes home,
but by then it's night and all dark so we not see him. Next
day, he remembers what it was he forgot so off he goes
again..." 

A troggle called Uglette the Brainy was the next to speak.

1. According to myth, sky-cauliflowers have a rather juvenile sense of humour, which
allowed Mystix to explain lightning in terms of their childish penchant for lighting their
farts. See Lang A. 1913 and Frazer J.G. 1930. 
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Sadly nature had chosen to endow her with a face which was
almost identical to her bottom. It was therefore quite hard to
determine if she happened to be upside-down or not. This,
however, was not the cruellest burden which fate had
bestowed on her: she was also intelligent, an affliction for
which she was greatly pitied. "Me does thinks," she said,
"That the Great Fiery Potato does be the source of the
daylight, and that it does be him what does make days bright."

"No," Mystix replied, "That does be a silly superstition
what is believed by dumbos." 

"But," Uglette continued, "it does get light when the Great
Fiery Potato does appear in the east, and it does get dark
again when it does disappear in the west. Besides the Great
Fiery Potato does be very bright."

"That just be a coincidence," Mystix retorted, sternly
putting a stop to Uglette's interruptions by twisting his leg
round and thrusting his foot in her face, "Dumbo troggles like
you not see the difference between scientific fact, what me
does arrive at by having mystical dreams, and stuff what
dumbos does think cos they is stupid." 

"So," Floozy asked, "If it not be the Great Fiery Potato
what does make it light, what does?" 

Mystix looked worried. "Errr," he said, "Ummm... Light
not come from nowhere. Light does be lots of little light-bulb-
demons what does be really tiny. But they do go to bed at
night just like we does, and they does get up in the morning
just like we does too." Mystix was just thinking how clever
he was to come up with such a convincing idea, when Uglette
managed to extract his foot from her face. 

"How does we see things then?" she asked. There were
times when Mystix really hated Uglette.

Eventually the storm subsided and they continued their
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journey. Two days later they reached the banks of a great
river, which they named the Lesser-Effluent (probably
because of the smell). 

As Uglette said, "It's not advisable to step in that river
twice." 

II. The Urban Revolution.

I. The Founding of Wibbleton.
Year of the Wandering (Apron 11BD).

A short way upstream, the troggles of the Twittian tribe
came to the place where the Lesser-Effluent splits from the
Greater-Effluent and flows down to the Twit-yob Sea. Mystix
the Mystagogue thought that this new land seemed promising.
There were many sprout-bushes and udder plants (the staple
diet of the troggles) and even the occasional lump of cheese
(formed from puddles of the udder plant's milky poison and
lactose-acid producing bacteria). Could this be the Garden of
Edam, their lost paradise? Somehow, Mystix doubted it, so he
stood up, called for silence and said, "Me does proclaim that
this does be Garden of Edam, spoken of by our forebear,
Dumbo the Feckless. We does stay here, and we does build
great city!" 

"What be city?" the crowd asked. 
"It does be thing what we sits in, of course!" Mystix

replied, "And it'll be all neat and tidy and not all higgledy-
piggledy like what nature is; and it'll keep us dry when it
rains and warm when it's cold; and it'll keep out dozy barbitu-
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rats and ignorant illiter-rats and all vermin like that."
The crowd were still unsure as to what, exactly, they had

been asked to do. However, their ignorance and stupidity had
never proved an impediment before, so they set to work with
their customary zeal? Mystix, meanwhile, performed various
planning application rituals and started exorcising the
sponging welfairies and whining unfairies which were
rumoured to live in the vicinity1. He did this by running hither
and thither, hitting everything with his totem turnip while
dancing his ceremonial eviction dance and chanting. 

Me does invoke section eight, 
Subsection two, clause nine, 

Whereby you must, with haste, vacate, 
This place, or risk a fine. 

Ten minutes later their city was complete. "We're finished!"
the crowd announced, pointing at the small pile of mud they
had constructed. It was, so they claimed, the greatest city in
the whole of the known Oeuf (which, at the time, extended
for several hundred yards in each direction). Mystix, though,
was not impressed. 

"That's rubbish," he said, "Is just a pile of mud!" 
Reluctantly and with much grumbling and saying of rude

words, the tribe started work again. A troggle called Bodger
the Builder took to waddling about, tutting in a disconcerting
manner and saying things like, "A week on Tuesday!" or
"What cowboy did that!" Bodger was, therefore, the closest
thing to a builder the Twittians had, and soon he had become
the undisputed master-brain behind the great endeavour.  

Slowly the city began to take shape. Around the perimeter

1. Welfairies are a type of fairy who came from a magical land called the welfairy
state, where money grows on the magical DHSS tree. Unfairies are similar; but complain
more.  
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ran a great mud rampart, designed primarily to keep out
vermin. In the centre, half a dozen mud-heaps had been
constructed by piling up reluctant volunteers in a big heap,
which was then covered with mud, twigs and leaves. Once
the mud had dried, the volunteers were rescued from the
heap's interior and the heap usually collapsed. Occasionally
though, it didn't - leaving them with a nice little house.
Improving on the simple whatnottle and daub technique, he
introduced his whatnottle and door technique, which
incorporated the exciting new technology of the door. At last,
after many weeks of back-braking labour, their city was
finished. 

"I does proclaim," Mystix proclaimed, as he proudly
surveyed the unsightly urban sprawl in front of him, "that we
now be a great civilisation!"  

"So," Uglette the Brainy said, "Now we is civilised, what
we eat once we've eaten all the sprouts what grow nearby?"

This was a real problem and Mystix knew it. When they
had been nomads they could just move, but to do so now
would mean abandoning their city. "Ooops! Me not think of
that," he said, and then he blamed Wibble. Once Wibble had
been suitably chastised for his gross incompetence, everyone
sat about congratulating themselves on a good job well done.

"So," Uglette said again, "What we going to eat then?" The
silence was deafening. Everyone knew that only by co-
operating with one another and sternly rationing the
available sprouts could they hope to survive the coming
famine; and then, as night fell, they all sneaked away to
sneakily pick as many sprouts as they could. The next day
there was not a single sprout left unpicked.

"Who picked all the sprouts?" Mystix the Mystagogue
screamed, when he saw the bare branches of all the sprout-
bushes, his pouch bulging with the sprouts he had spent all
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night picking. 
"We not know," the rest of the tribe lied, their pouches

bulging with the sprouts they had spent all night picking too.
Soon slanderous accusations were flying in all directions. 

"It was you!" one lied. 
"No it wasn't," another lied, "It was you!" 
"Me thinks you two does be in cahoots," a third lied, "and

it was both of you." 
"No!" the first two lied, "We thinks it was you! Why else

would you say it was us when you know it wasn't cos it was
you?" 

"No! No! No!" a forth lied, pointing at another group, "It
was them!" 

"No it wasn't," the second group lied, "It was Fingers the
Bent. He's evil that Fingers the Bent." Fingers the Bent was, as
stated, evil. Unfortunately, at the time, the Twittians had a
rather limited conception of evil. As such concepts usually
arise out of failure to adhere to social norms, it is not
surprising that for the Twittians evil was, in essence, not
farting enough1.

"Get Fingers the Bent!" everyone screamed.
"But me is innocent!" Fingers the Bent lied, "Me is always

farting!" 
"No you not," the crowd replied, as they picked him up,

carried him out of the city and threw him in the river. 
"It not fair!" Fingers cried, as he landed in the Lesser-

Effluent and was washed away downstream, "I is innocent!"
"And don't come back!" the crowd shouted. However, deep

down everyone knew that, evil as he was, Fingers the Bent
could not have been responsible for picking all the sprouts.
Mistrust and paranoia ran rampant through the little city, and
that night, undercover of darkness, everyone started looking

1. Some scholars claim the Twittians had 487 social norms, but as 486 of them
involved not being able to count, they have been omitted. (see Frazer J.G. 1923). 
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round for somewhere to hide their precious sprouts. The next
morning, the land outside the city was dotted with hundreds of
little mounds of earth, each marking the spot where a sprout
had been buried during the night. Unfortunately, as everyone
had marked the places where they had buried their sprouts
with small mounds of earth, no one could subsequently tell
which mound among the multitude was the one which marked
the spot. "Me can't find my sprouts!" they all lamented, and
then they all blamed Wibble.

The next day, Floozy the Fungal sat by the river, dipping
her toes in the gently flowing water. Floozy was not vain, but
she liked pretty things and it comforted her to see that she
was still a pretty thing herself. She knew that there was more
to her than just her pretty face, and, in truth, she wished it
was not so. But wishes could not change the world in which
she lived. She looked down at the calmly shimmering
reflection smiling back at her. 

"Wow!" she exclaimed, when she saw in the reflection that
her hair was festooned with lumps of beautiful, shiny, green
stuff. "Coo!" she cooed, "Me is all green and sparkly." Then
she realised that the pretty green stuff was, in fact, the
congealed nasal mucus from the trannysaurus's nose (which
she had been stuck in a few weeks before).  

As she sat admiring her reflection in the river, Doggerel the
Poet waddled by, busy thinking poetic thoughts. He saw
Floozy the Fungal sitting alone and guessed that this might be
a good time to impress her with his debonair charm. After
performing his deeply insincere courtship dance, he sat down
beside her and said, "You is almost as pretty as what me is.
You is not as clever or brave or talented or witty or wise or
anything like that; but you is almost as pretty." 

"Oooo," Floozy oooed, "You is very good at charm. You
like my green things? They is bogies. I do get covered in
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them when I stuffed up trannysaurus's nose. They be dry now,
and they go hard and shiny. Me thinks is ever so pretty." 

"Yes me is very good at charm," Doggerel boasted, "Me is
handsome too. Lady-troggles do say that me is the bestest of
the bloke-troggles cos me does be all romantic and handsome
and sensitive and brave and charming and debonair and
dashing and wet." 

"You tell me poem?" 
"Yes I do make one up for you," Doggerel said, "I do speak

it at you." 

There once was a troggle called Floozy,
Who makes me feel all woozy. 

She's cuter than a lot of us, 
With a nose like a snottopotamus,

Which is - incredibly oozy! 

"That be lovely," Floozy said, as she wiped a tear from her
eye, "You is very good at poems." 

"Thank you. I thinks, maybe, I is genius," Doggerel replied,
as he wiped a tear from his eye too, "but I is not sure cos I is
so dumb." 

"So," Floozy asked, "What is a snottopotamus?"
"Snottopotamus does be huge creature what do live in bog

and what does got a really big nose. Mystix did say that,
according to legend, a snottopotamus did sniffed up Dumbo
the Feckless and sneezed him out, just like what that
trannysaurus did do to you. They does be pretty harmless
though. Me saw some the other day. You go down river little
bit - you see them." 

Behind them, the lone figure of Plebb the Cute-Buns
watched, his heart aching for the beautiful Floozy and his
belly aching for food. And then he turned and waddled slowly
away. 
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There was another short pause as Floozy thought about
snottopotami and Doggerel tried to think of something
sophisticated to say. "I go pooh now," he eventually said, and
with that he stood up and left. Floozy sat thinking for a long
time, and then she got to her feet and started waddling away
down stream. 

II. All That Glitters.
Year of the Wandering (Mavis 11BD).

In the Twittians' new city, urban living had been
transformed by the invention of the cesspit. Other than that,
everyone just sat about and thought about food.  

"Me is hungry," Plebb the Cute-Buns whined, as he sat
down, picked at the small yellow lumps in his hair and
popped them into his mouth. 

"We is all hungry," Mystix said grumpily, and then he
proceeded to tell his fellow Twittians one of their profoundly
pointless folk-tales, about how Dumbo the Feckless had been
tricked by a cunning foxglove1. "One time Dumbo the Feckless
did say to a crafty foxglove, 'I'm going to eat you.' But the
cunning foxglove didn't answer, cos it was a plant. But
Dumbo didn't know that so he ran away!"

"What sort of a story's that?" the crowd protested. Mystix
was just about to reply when he was interrupted by Wibble,
who had decided to bark some nonsensical orders at no one
in particular. Unfortunately everyone was getting rather fed
up with this so they all decided to drive out his evil spirits. 

"It's not fair!" and "Le goo me noz!" and "Ouch!" Wibble
pleaded, as he was grabbed and Mystix started performing his
exorcistic pruning ritual, using his special exorcissors to
exorcise Wibble's nasal hair demons. Eventually, Wibble

1. For more Twittian folk stories, such as the troggle who cried "social injustice", see
Mystix M. 7BD. 
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wriggled free and fled, a barrage of detritus hurtling through
the air after him. Once Wibble had reached a safe distance,
he turned round thinking he would return to the city. He
picked up a toadstool and rubbed his bruised and battered
body, chanting. 

Hurty-demon, hurt this toadstool. 
Hurt me not, or me just might. 

Tell your wife bout pretty ghoul, 
What me saw you with last night. 

Thankfully, he was such a gullible troggle that the charm
actually made him feel better1. It was late evening by now, and
it was very quiet: the silence only broken by the incessant
exploding of the gelignightingales, the distant roaring of the
trannysaurusses and the occasional sneezing of the
snottopotami.

As Wibble waddled back toward the city, he heard some
leaves rustling behind him. He heard a twig snap. He turned,
and then he heard the unmistakable sound of a trannysaurus
hiccup. Of course the unmistakable sound of a trannysaurus's
hiccup can easily be mistaken for the unmistakable sound of a
gelignightingale farting. Had Wibble held his nerve a little
longer, the unmistakable smell would have clarified the
situation. However, a gelignightingale's fart can be almost as
dangerous as a trannysaurus - particularly if the trannysaurus
has hiccups. All things considered, Wibble did the sensible
thing: he ran and ran and ran. When he eventually stopped
running, he realised that he was completely lost. He panicked
and fled, and when he could flee no more he burst into tears. 

"Hello Wibble the Stupid," Floozy the Fungal said,

1. The troggle is a testament to the power of the placebo effect, for during its evolution
it never developed antibodies: nature relying solely on the troggles' innate gullibility.
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waddling toward him, "What you blubbering for." 
"Me is not blubbering," Wibble blubbered, "Me is lost.

What you doing here?" 
"I is going on adventure," Floozy announced proudly, "You

want come along?" 

It did not take long for Floozy and Wibble to find the
snottopotami, which were wallowing in a large, muddy bog.
Snottopotami (nasãris-nãsus) are huge, slothful, gentle
creatures with long, fat bodies, great big heads and a single
enormous nostril. Interestingly they have virtually no sense of
smell. 

Very slowly, Floozy moved closer to the great beasts until
she was within a few feet of one. From its huge nostril, gusts
of warm air stirred her hair as she inched ever closer. Wibble,
who was watching from a safe distance, couldn't bear to
watch anymore (he managed to stay at a safe distance
though). 

Floozy took a deep breath, and with all the courage she
could muster she stepped into the monster's cavernous nasal
passage. It was an Aladdin's Cave of glistening slime. Great
strands of mucus dangled from its roof, glimmering and
shimmering in the half-light. Around her, all the colours of
the rainbow oozed from the nostril's walls: green, yellow, red,
purple and even blue. Here and there, great sparkling shards
of hardened mucus lay in pools of translucent slime. "It does
be," she thought, "most beautiful place in all the Oeuf." Then,
remembering an old Twittian proverb, she added, "Perhaps
beauty really does be stuck up the nose of the beholder." 
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She set to work, picking up all the shards of hardened nasal
mucus she could carry. Soon she was covered from head to
foot in green and yellow, glistening slime. Then she turned
and waddled out into the light. "Wow!" she said, waving at
Wibble, "It be even more pretty than me."

On hearing these words, Wibble looked up and found that
he was being address by a talking bogey. Was this his friend
or some fiendish denizen from the dark recesses of the
snottopotamus's nose; or was it, possibly, the Bogey-Troggle1?

All the little voices in Wibble's head were saying the same
thing and that thing was: "RUN!" Normally Wibble listened
to his little voices, particularly when they said: "RUN!" Yet,
this time, he did not follow their advice: he was just to scared
to move. 

"Is me!" Floozy said, wiping the green slime from her face,
"Is Floozy the Fungal. It be so pretty in there. Is prettiest thing
what me ever seen."  

They stayed by the muddy bog all day, exploring the
nostrils of many more snottopotami. Floozy quickly found
that, when they were wet, she could mould the rather
revolting lumps of nasal mucus into funny shapes. Then she
would let them dry in the setting-sun and they would become
hard and lustrous. She made all sorts of things: hats,
bracelets, necklaces and even tiaras2. The next day the two
adventurers set off for home, dragging their hoard of treasures

1. A mythological character probably dating back to the forgotten times. Not unlike a
really disgusting Father Christmas. 
2. Those finding this attitude toward nasal mucus hard to comprehend are reminded that
a pearl is, in reality, just a lump of hardened oyster snot. 
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behind them on a large waterlily leaf.

III. The Sprout Famine.
Year of the Wandering (Mavis 11BD).

A dark cloud hung over the Twittians' new city, for the
scattering of sprout-bushes which grew nearby had all been
picked clean. When the Twittians finally realised that
everyone had buried their sprouts and that all the little
mounds of earth marked the spot where a sprout was buried,
the damn things were inedible. Thankfully troggles are such
unhygienic creatures, they were able to live off the small
ecosystem of moulds and fungi which grew in their hair or
between their toes. Uglette the Brainy was so hungry she had
to eat her hat, which would have been quite ironic if she'd
said, "I'll eat my hat," but she hadn't. To cap it all Wibble,
their chief, was missing so they had no one to blame for their
terrible predicament. Some even thought he might be dead. 

Plebb the Cute-Buns was not mourning for Wibble. A
greater loss filled his heart. A loss so great that the end of
eternity would pale in comparison. "Oh Floozy! Floozy!" he
moaned, and yet he did not really understand the intangible
bond which bound his soul to hers. It was not her pretty face
or her sunny disposition which haunted his every waking
hour. It was the strange darkness at the centre of her being:
the strange, flawed jewel of her heart. Through imperceptible
fractures in her perfect skin the darkness of her being shone.
A darkness which, contrary to all the laws of reason,
illuminated his whole life. And she was gone now. She was
gone! It was the simplicity of it: the simplicity of being and
not being which seemed to make it so impossible to
comprehend. And then as though her image had been
transported to him on beams of golden light, he saw her. 
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Meanwhile, not far away, Mystix was in mid lament. He
had constructed a sort of effigy to represent death, though in
truth it looked more like an upside-down lavatory-brush. As
he bashed the effigy with his special iconoclastick, he cried
out in pain and anguish, "O woe! O Woe! O Great and Fiery
Celestial Spud! Wibble the Stupid done snuffed it. There be
much wailing and gnashing of teeth." And then he performed
his solemn funeral can-can. 

"Hello," Wibble said, as together with Floozy he entered
the city and waddled to the front of the wailing and teeth
gnashing1 crowd, "We're not dead."

"Hurrah!" exclaimed the Twittians, overjoyed to see their
leader. They hoisted Wibble up onto their shoulders and
carried him round in a big parade. Their chief and living god-
troggle had returned to them. Now, surely, all those thieving
pixie-pockets and treacherous extramarital-affairies would get
their comeuppance2. Mystix looked rather annoyed at havig his
lamentations interrupted and waddled off, muttering
something rather uncomplimentary about their living god-
troggle.

Uglette the Brainy, meanwhile, had seen Floozy - festooned
from head to foot with brightly coloured baubles. As Uglette
looked at the slime encrusted beauty, a host of malevolent
shopping demons possessed her brain, and suddenly she found
herself running toward Floozy. "Hello Floozy the Fungal," she
said, "Me like green stuff. Me want it." 

"Yes. It be pretty," Floozy replied. "Me did get it from up a
snottopotamus's nose. It does be all sparkly."

"Oooo," Uglette said excitedly, "It be lovely. What that on

1. In truth most of the wailing was due to a bout of stomach ache, and nearly all the
teeth gnashing was being performed on lunch. 
2. Rather than explaining the misbehaviour of inanimate objects in terms of their natural
antipathy for animate objects, such as with resistentialism; early troggle belief tended to
assume that such objects were under a mild form of demonic possession, known as
possession possession. 
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head? It be lovely!" 
"Yes. That be my bogie-hat!" 
"Oooo," exclaimed Uglette, "It's so green and shiny. Me

wants it?" 
"What I get?" Floozy asked.
Uglette thought for a minute, "Hmmm. No. No. No.

Maybe? No. Hmmm. Yes. Maybe?" And then she picked up a
handful of mud and offered it to Floozy.

"No. Me want sprouts?"
Uglette looked in her pouch at the solitary sprout it had

taken her all day to find, and then she looked at the sparkly
hat of beautiful bogies. She was very hungry, but the shiny
hat of bogies was so very beautiful. "Alright," she said, and
the deal was done. "Me like bracelet too," she added, as she
proudly placed the hat on her head, "Me want that too." 

"You got anymore sprouts?" Floozy asked.
"No," Uglette admitted, "but me want it."
"Tough!" Floozy replied.

Meanwhile, the crowd had tired of celebrating Wibble's
return and had returned to persecuting him and blaming him
for everything which had gone wrong in his absence.
However, their anger was restrained by their desire to possess
the beautiful, green stuff which Wibble was covered in; and
Wibble was only too happy to swap it.

That night the two budding entrepreneurs sat together and
ate themselves silly. 

"You got any bogies left?" Wibble asked.
"No," Floozy said, "You?"
"No. I got lots of sprouts though."
"Me too." 
"I do pay through nose for them!" Wibble said, making one

of the first and worst jokes in troggle history.
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A short way away, Plebb the Cute-Buns watched them, his
heart braking for the second time in as many hours. 

IV The Lost City.
Year of the Wandering (Mavis 11BD to Eightober 11BD).

Eventually, after several weeks, it became apparent that the
shortage of food was not one of those problems which could
be solved by sitting about and complaining. The tribe
reluctantly abandoned their little city and went in search of
greener pastures. For days they tramped across the muddy
wastelands of northern Twitland, devouring everything
unfortunate enough to get in their way and leaving a trail of
utter devastation in their wake. After the primitive creature
comforts of city living, this harsh nomadic existence seemed
quite delightful. Nonetheless, they were all aware that they
had somehow failed. Their heroic bid to rise above the basic
necessities of survival had been an unmitigated disaster.
Evidently, as a species, they just did not possess the nerd
instinct1 required to become truly sapient. Days turned into
weeks and weeks into months as they tramped through the
bleak landscape, and then, on one happy day, they saw a
great forest of sprout-bushes ahead of them.

"It does be an Oeufly paradise!" Mystix the Mystagogue
proclaimed as he ran into the delicious forest, stuffing his

1. Nerd instinct is by far the most important of the four instincts identified by
anthropologists as being required for sapience to arise. The other three being word
instinct, weird instinct and absurd instinct. 
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face in a frenzy of sprout eating.
"Sprouts!" Wibble the Stupid, Floozy the Fungal, Uglette the

Brainy, Doggerel the Poet, Bodger the Builder, Plebb the Cute-
Buns and all the other Twittians cried in an ecstasy of joy.
They rampaged through the forest of sprout-bushes, stuffing
handfuls of sprouts into their mouths. It was simply
extraordinary. Sprout-bushes were everywhere! Stranger still,
in the middle of this enormous forest of food there was a city,
identical in every respect to the one they had abandoned a
few months earlier. Soon the whole tribe was lying about on
the ground, clasping their swollen bellies and blaming Wibble
for not stopping them from overeating. 

"Fancy that," Wibble the Stupid said, when he had
recovered sufficiently to speak, "finding a city just like the
one what we abandoned. Me wonder who built it?"  

"OIE!" a troggle said, waddling out from the city, "What
you doing! This does be my city and these does be my sprout-
bushes!"

Wibble looked at the troggle advancing toward them.
"Fingers the Bent?" he said, "What you doing here?"

"This does be my city," Fingers said, "What I built all by
myself. Now stop eating my sprouts!"

"Me thinks you is lying," Uglette the Brainy said, as she sat
up and groaned, "Me thinks that this does be our city and that
we been going round in circles!" 

"Where the sprout-bushes come from, then?" Fingers the
Bent asked.

"That not matter!" Mystix the Mystagogue pronounced, as
he marched over at the head of an angry mob he had been
assembling, "The Great Fiery Potato did appear to me in a
vision and did tell me that this city does be ours by the Divine
Right of Kickings what I just made up1!"

1. Almost universally the first legal principle to arise in most cultures. See Rumpole H.
W. 1982.  
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"But that's not fair," Fingers protested, "Is my city!"
"And," Mystix added, pulling his trusty totem turnip from

his pouch, "He did tell me to get my angry mob to throw you
in the river, cos you is such a two-faced, lying, thieving, bum-
face!" The angry mob, keen to live up to the grandiose
traditions of mob-rule, promptly surged forward, grabbed
Fingers and threw him in the river.

"Is not fair!" Fingers cried forlornly, as he was washed
away down stream, "I is innocent!" 

Despite this happy turn of events, Uglette was troubled. She
knew only too well that soon all the sprouts would be eaten,
and then they would be in the same position they'd been in
before. Thankfully she was, comparatively speaking, an
intelligent troggle1. If anyone could solve the food problem it
was her. She sat down and snackrificed a sprout to appease
the symbolic logic spirits, and then she began to think. Given
that this was the city they had built, she mused, then the
sprout-bushes had to have come from somewhere. Assuming
that, back when she'd first identified the food problem,
everyone else had buried their sprouts, just as she had, then,
perhaps, these sprout-bushes were a reward from the great-
mud-spirit; or perhaps, all the sprout-bushes had moved here
to be near their buried friends; or, perhaps, the buried sprouts
had grown into sprout-bushes, just like baby troggles grow
into adult ones. "Yes," she thought, "No. It was too ridiculous.
Or was it? No. Never. Maybe? No. Yes. Yes. Definitely Yes.
No, not at all. Definitely no." And then she changed her mind.
"Me got it!" she said, and then she tried explaining it all to

1. She was, in fact, the inventor of the pointy-stick, the Twittian tribes greatest
intellectual achievement to date. Unfortunately this invention did not received the
acclaim it deserved: an angry mob, protesting at the high number of pointy-stick related
injuries, used their pointy-sticks to prove their and the pointy-sticks point, before
throwing them away and reverting to their utterly pointless poking-sticks (see Kramer
S.N. 1945). 
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Wibble. "This city does be the one we built," she said, "and
the sprouts did grow from the ones what we buried?"

"I don't get it?"  
"You see," she went on, "sprouts go in ground. Sprouts

grow. Sprouts become sprout-bushes."
"My brain hurts!" Wibble complained, "I still not

understand. What sprouts become again?"
Uglette sighed despairingly and started again; but after her

seventh attempt to explain the life-cycle of the sprout, Mystix
interrupted her. "That not be right," he lied, "Me figured out
how the sprout-bushes did come here. When a sprout is buried
then the sprout-sprite what does live in that sprout, does dig
itself out and does fill out form 13-A and does submit it, in
triplicate, to the Bureauboros, the red-tapeworm what
represents the eternal bureaucracy of the spirit world by its
habit of continually eating itself; but Bureauboros does lose it
in his rubbish-bin; and so the sprout-sprite then does complete
form 17-F and 17-J... Eventually, Bureauboros does vomit
forth a new sprout-bush - cos Bureauboros not really eternal it
just seems that way. Anyway, the sprout-bush does land in
the little hole what the sprout-sprite dug, and the sprout-sprite
does move in and live annoyingly ever after. And that does be
how the sprout-bushes got here."

"Oh, I see!" Wibble exclaimed, "So what does we do then?"

"We bury the bottoming sprouts!" Uglette screamed.

The next day Mystix gave a rousing speech, explaining
about the sprout-sprites: about how they kept filling out form
13-A, 17-F and 17-J; about how the eternal Bureauboros
eventually vomited sprout-bushes for the sprout-sprites to live
in; and about how, if anyone ate a sprout before he had
exorcised it, the sprout-sprite would get naughty little
toothpixies to kick the wrongdoer's teeth in.
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"Of course!" the crowd said, "It does be obvious. Me not
know why me not think of it!" 

Then Mystix performed his ceremonial sitting dance, while
Uglette led the Twittians out to pick and then bury their
precious sprouts. Slowly, as the Twittians devoured those
sprouts they had not buried, those they had buried grew into a
new crop of sprout-bushes 1.

However, everyone knew that, even with this wonderful
excess of food, there would not be enough for everyone to eat
more than was good for them; and slowly, as the sprout-
bushes grew, so did an insidious social divide. Mystix the
Mystagogue (because he was the tribe's holy man), Wibble
the Stupid (because he was the tribe's chief), Uglette the
Brainy (because she was smart), Doggerel the Poet (because
of a bitingly satirical verse he had written about Mystix
which he agreed never to recite), Floozy the Fungal (because
of the beautiful snot artefacts she made) and Bodger the
Builder (because of the palatial mud-heaps he built) became
the tribe's elite, and they all considered them selves very
superior. Everyone else was considered to be worthless scum. 

The elite had magnificent, structurally unstable mud-heaps
to live in and ate only the finest sprouts. Everyone else had to
make do with the food they discarded and lived safely
outside. It was all very unjust, which everyone who mattered
thought absolutely splendid. 

1. On Earth the agricultural revolution preceded the urban revolution, probably because
it enabled the production of alcohol.  
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V. The First Harvest.
Year of the Wandering (Eightober 11BD to Frankuary

10BD).

Time passed and the troggles of the Twittian tribe grew
used to urban living. A debate was held to choose a name for
their new city, and after much sulking and shouting and
bursting into tears, the name Wibbleton was agreed upon.
Eventually the sprout-bushes, which the poor had so diligently
cultivated, were heavy with ripening sprouts. As a reward, the
poor had their evil demons exorcised by Mystix who bashed
them relentlessly for three days. 

At last the glorious day came and the sprout crop was
ready for harvesting. Mystix performed an elaborate infertility
rite1 , which involved prancing around a small lump of mud
and waving his ceremonial hanky, while chanting: 

O spirit of fertility; O Single Mother Oeuf;
O drain on the cosmos, stop giving birth! 

Your parenting skills are woefully lacking. 
Go get a job, and stop all your slacking. 

It took three days to pick all the sprouts. Everyone worked
very hard, as Mystix had concocted a special ritual to be
performed on anyone who didn't. "Oh Bum!" a hapless
shirker said, as he was chased around the streets of
Wibbleton; "Uggg!" he wailed as he was shoved, with much
pomp and ceremony, into the giant, wicker basket Mystix had
spent all day making; and "Oh Crikey!" he lamented, as all
around the Twittians' frenzied dancing reached its crescendo

1. Oeuf had such fertile soil, the problem facing farmers was not how to improve the
fertility of their crops, but how to reduce the fertility of weeds, moulds and fungi. All
troggle cultures had such rites. Some consisted of the crowning of a May Crone, while
others required the tribe to dance around a May-Pill. See Frazer J.G. 1930.
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and the basket fell to bits1. This done, everyone sat around
chatting, eating and drinking and having a thoroughly nice
time, until Mystix decided that they had all been possessed
by evil funfairies and chatty hobnobgoblins. "Ouch!" and
"Eeek!" and "Get off!" everyone yelped, as Mystix exorcised
them with his exorcissors.

When the harvest was finally gathered in, Mystix declared
that the Great Fiery Potato had appointed him sole legal
guardian of all the harvested food. He generously gave each
Twittian two sprouts a day provided, of course, they worked
to his satisfaction which, of course, they never did. He took
to sitting on top of the great sprout heap and performing yet
another ritual, which (so he claimed) symbolised the
transmigration of the sprouts to the intestinal plane.
Unfortunately he was not alone in doing this: the work-shy
Twittians and other lowly vermin kept eating the sprouts too.
"I not know what I do?" he said, as Uglette the Brainy came
and sat beside him, "They do eat my sprouts. They is all more
bent than Fingers the Bent!"

"They is not really your sprouts, is they?" Uglette pointed
out, as she tucked into one of his sprouts.

"That not the point," Mystix retorted, "Point is, how I stop
them? You be smart. You tell me?" Uglette told him. Mystix
hated it when she did that. "No. That not work," he lied.
"Oooo. Me know," he said a few seconds later, and then he
proceeded to tell her the idea she had just told him. 

That afternoon, work began on the great building where the
tribe's sprouts would be kept safe from the poor and other
vermin. This was not to be its only function, however: it

1. Shockingly, in rural parts of Twitland such barbaric practises continued well into the
first annum BD. Though it should be noted that the practice was only considered
barbaric because it was such a dreadful waste of wicker (see Frazer J.G. 1923).  
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would also act as a temple where Mystix could perform his
esoteric nasal hair shearing rituals, so it became known as
the Shearly Temple1. Everyone was busy, and not just in
building this enormous structure. Floozy the Fungal was busy
trading the snottopotamus bogies which she bought back from
her regular trips to the snottopotamus bog, and Uglette was
busy making the easy repayments on her new snot necklace,
her new snot hat and her new snot tiara. Bodger the Builder
was the busiest: building the Shearly Temple and several
lavish palaces for the rich and powerful - and then rebuilding
them when they collapsed. The only troggle who wasn't busy
was Wibble. He did nothing, and he did it supremely well2.

An enterprising young troggle invented the spoon. Nobody
knew quite what to do with this newfangled contraption, but
everybody wanted to own one. Soon, everyone was inventing
things, and it wasn't long before the Twittians had primitive
mud bowls, shoetrees and ladders too.  

The next great leap forward was the invention of the chair.
Using these clever new gizmos a troggle could rest its legs
with out lying down. The chairs were, in fact, just small
mounds of mud, or at least they were until Uglette made one
out of potatoes. 

A rather wily troggle named Floggit the Trader saw the
market for all these wonderful new things and opened
Wibbleton's first shop. Here, prospective purchasers (or
suckers as Floggit preferred to call them) could swap their
sprouts for a potato chair or a spoon or some other wonderful

1. As was common in nearly all early, urban societies, the priesthood managed
agricultural production and were, consequently, extremely obese. In Numland, this gave
rise to the practise of yogic pie eating (not to be confused with yoghurt pie eating),
which involved the practice of esoteric mastication techniques while chanting: "Yum!
Yum! Yum!". 
2. This later gave rise to the famous Twittian legends of the Seven Labours of Wibble;
none of which got done. Note that there was also an earlier set of legends called "the
seven labours of Dumbo The Feckless," none of which got done either.
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gadget. Floggit would then give some of the sprouts to the
troggle who had actually made the thing, keeping a small
commission for himself. As these small commissions were, in
fact, extremely large, Floggit quickly became obscenely wealthy1.

Of course, the new potato-chairs were horrendously
uncomfortable and had a tendency to rot, but that didn't stop
Floggit from making a small fortune2.

"This potato chair's rubbish!" his angry customer would
say, "Me wants my sprouts back. Me must have been
possessed by sales imps when me bought it."

"Is not chairs fault," Floggit would retort, "it does be your
bottom what is too big and flabby and wobbly. Besides, my
no-quibble guarantee does only guarantee that me not quibble,
and me is not quibbling - me is saying, 'NO!'" And then he
would show the poor sap his range of lucky scamulets which
purported to protect the wearer from the various types of
demons rumoured to inhabit his shop, such as sales imps,
shopping demons, non-refundable purchase sprites and, of
course, the devious shape shifting short-changelings.

The vast bulk of Twittians, however, could not afford such
luxuries as chairs or mugs or spoons. Their lot in life became
even more miserable: they had to help rebuild the mud-heaps
for the rich to live in, they had to make Floggit's potato
furniture for the rich to sit on, and they had to plant and
harvest the sprouts for the rich to eat. Of all of them, the most
miserable was Plebb the Cute-Buns. Everyday he saw his old
friends leading a life of plenty; everyday he saw them
laughing and joking with his beautiful Floozy; everyday she

1. ie. fat. As money had not yet been invented, wealth could only be expressed in
terms of obesity. This had the advantage that credit checks could usually be performed
with a prodding stick.  
2. Floggit realised that a lot of effort could be saved by using market forces to
determine a product's commercial viability before going to the bother of inventing it.
Therefore many of the products he sold, such as fridges and bicycles, were liable to
disappoint.  
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seemed to grow more distant and more lovely; and everyday,
he grew poorer and more hopeless. 

Perhaps it was this, then, which disturbed Mystix's sleep
with portentous dreams. "What does it all mean?" he
wondered when he awoke each morning. He decided he
needed to commune with nature and waddled away from the
city, along the banks of the Greater-Effluent, and after several
days he came upon an abandoned paddly-squirmer1 burrow
near Effluent Lake. Suddenly, a troggle he had never seen
before popped its head out of a hole in the ground. "Hello,"
the troggle said, "Me does be Told-U-So the Oracle, and me
does make prophecies what actually come true sometimes." 

"Cor!" Mystix exclaimed, as he knew just how hard it is to
get prophecies right, "My prophecies never do." 

"Well mine," Told-U-So replied, "come true almost half the
time." 

Mystix, though, was no fool, "Prove it!" he said.
"Well," Told-U-So replied thoughtfully, "Long time ago,

me did prophesy that me would not be given the gift of
prophecy." 

"So?" 
"Well," Told-U-So said, "if that prophecy does be true then

me must already have the gift of prophecy, cos me done
prophesied correctly that me would not get given the gift of
prophecy." 

"I suppose so," Mystix agreed.
"And," continued Told-U-So, "if my prophecy that me

1. An amphibious creature (rêmus-volûtãrî), which has the misfortune to be soluble in
water. 
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would not get given the gift of prophecy was false, then the
opposite must be true, which does be that me would get the
gift of prophecy. Either way, that was ages ago so me does
got to have the gift of prophecy by now." 

"Gosh!" Mystix said in awe, utterly convinced by Told-U-
So's logic, as he believed fallacious logic was the logic of
ultimate truths, the logic of the gods themselves. "You do that
now?" he asked, "You do tell me what happen to Twittians? I
do give you sprouts and potatoes if you does."

"Alright," Told-U-So agreed, "But you got to drink my
magic potion so you become even more stupid and gullible
than what you already is. Me calls it alcojolly!" He handed
Mystix a small hollowed out gourd which contained a strange
liquid. They sat and drank the alcojolly for some time, and
then they started singing the do-be do song1.

Do-be do-be-do. Do-do-do do-do. 
Do-be do-be-do. Do-do-do do-do. 
Do-be do-be-do. Do-do-do do-do. 

Dooooooooooo. 

"I do like alcojolly," Mystix said, falling over for the third
time and laughing inanely. "I do fall over and I not even
standing up when I did do it," he tried to say, but some how
his mouth got confused and said, "Umply shloobly plop, nick
hopo gufug." 

"Me does do prophecy now," Told-U-So announced, and

1. Perhaps singing is not the right word, but if a word does exist which describes what
they were doing, one must hope that it is not onomatopoeic. 
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then he started his trance like muttering, "Hello Sybil. Yes.
Oh. Right. OK. Yes. Yes. Mmm. Yes. Really? You don't say.
Well I never did. How is she? Oh. That's nice. Really? Yes.
Yes. OK. Right. Bye then." A few seconds later Told-U-So
came round and started to recite. 

They come and eat, But find defeat. 
Taste not the victory. It is not sweet. 
And one shall rise, And one shall fall, 

Like a rubber, Bouncy ball. 
And he who rises, Will cause pain, 

To you and yours, And a Queen, insane. 

"What's that supposed to mean?" Mystix protested, "Is
nonsense." 

"Yes," Told-U-So replied, "That way I can't be proved
wrong1."

VI. Spencerism.
Year of Spencerism (Frankuary 10BD).

Mystix the Mystagogue returned home, but he was still
troubled and Told-U-So the Oracle's prophecy hadn't helped.
Ever since Floozy had pointed out that sprouts weren't
twinkly, he had been plagued with doubts: his myths of the
Creation of Oeuf and of the great hatching just didn't seem to
make sense anymore. 

Mystix sat down and entered a deep vegetation. He sat
there staring down his own nose2, giggling inanely. As he did

1. Some accounts state that Told-U-So received his prophecies through a special type of
mystical tripod, he called an I-Pod.  
2. Troggles have no nose bone and can, by pushing the nose upwards, see down their
own nostrils. As the most mystical thing about a troggle is the contents of its nose, it is
little wonder that this practice of introspective nasal gazing developed into a mind
altering, vegetative technique. 
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so he thought he saw the meaning of it all: so simple, so
obvious, and yet so infinitely beyond his understanding.
Reality shimmered like shadows dancing in the strangeness,
as entoptic images burned themselves into his retina. And
then the voices spoke, "Oooo, Betty! The cat's done a
whoopsy in the kitchen!" 

The next day Mystix the Mystagogue stood in front of all
the troggles of the Twittian tribe. He held his arms aloft. "The
Great Fiery Potato not create Oeuf," he announced, "This
powerful god called Frank Spencer did do it."

"Oh no," the Twittians groaned, "Not again!"
"Yes," Uglette the Brainy protested, "Why you not make up

your mind. First you said that it was the great cosmic bottom
what done created Oeuf and we all lived in dread of the Great
Flushing; then it was the all smelling nostril what sneezed the
luniverse into being; then there was all that rubbish about eggs
and potatoes and the Primal Chicken; and now you say it does
be this thing called Frank Spencer!"

"Having mystical visions does not be easy," Mystix
retorted, "Now can me go on?" Uglette grumpily gave her
consent. "Anyway," Mystix said, "Frank Spencer does be
rubbish at D.I.Y."

"What does D.I.Y. be?" Uglette asked.
"SHUT UP!" Mystix screamed at Uglette, "If you not shut

up, me not tell you the secrets of the luniverse what me
learnt!" Uglette reluctantly shut-up. "D.I.Y." Mystix said,
taking a deep breath, "Does be an esoteric magic what Frank
Spencer uses to put up shelves and mend guttering and all
stuff like that. Happy? Can me go on now?" Though Uglette
felt none-the-wiser she gave her consent. "Right! So, Frank
Spencer do be married to Betty, who does clean up all the tiny
twinkling sprouts with her ethereal dustpan-and-brush; and
she does say stuff like, 'Oh Frank!' and 'what you does need is
a nice cup of tea.'" The crowd looked baffled.
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"Anyway," Mystix said, "Frank Spencer and Betty do live
in a magical place called Sodbury Terrace, where they does
stuff their faces with spambrosia, what does be the pork
luncheon meat of the gods. Frank Spencer does make days
bright by switching on the Great Fiery Light Bulb, and he do
make it night by switching it off again. Lots of other gods do
live nearby. There does be Nora Batty, what does be the
goddess of beauty and love and wisdom and what does have
sexy wrinkly stockings. Then there's Captain Mainwaring,
what was a great warrior; and Corporal Jones, what was a
swift messenger; and Sybil Fawlty what was an old harridan
and a gossip and what does tell her Sybilline gossip
prophecies to this oracle what me met. And there was many
more too. Underneath the Sodbury Terrace was a dark
kingdom what was called the Shady Hades Retirement Home
for the Dead, where Victor Meldrew did hold sway, and
where we all does go when we does snuffed-it. And down
there, all beings did live in misery and gloom: eating tapioca
pudding and watching Midsummer Murders on the telly. But
of all of these gods, Frank Spencer was the most powerful,
and everyone was scared of him cos he did keep blowing
them to bits with his awful D.I.Y. skills1."

The crowd were now so baffled by the incredible nonsense
Mystix was spouting, they all felt that it just had to be true. It
just had to be! 

"Now," Mystix continued, "me does tell you Frank
Spencer's Guidelines for D.I.Y. Thou shalt not use a spirit
level; thou shalt not turn off the water when plumbing; thou
shalt not turn off the electrics when electricing; thou shalt
stand in a bucket of water when thou dost do the electrics;
thou shalt bash thine thumb with thine hammer. They be
Frank Spencer's Guidelines for D.I.Y. And me does be the

1. In total the Twittian pantheon consisted of so many gods and goddesses they
outnumbered believers five to one. See Mystix, 5BD. 
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Odd Job Priest what does be appointed by Frank Spencer to
enforce them." 

"But," the crowd cried plaintively, "That's nonsense! How
we obey nonsense?" 

"You don't," Mystix replied, "You obey me cos me
understands nonsense, and if you don't Frank Spencer does
bash all your thumbs with his mighty thumb bashing
hammer." 

"Oh great!" the bewildered crowd grumbled, as Mystix
talked on and on, revealing one or two truths, quite a lot of
half-truths and an awful lot of lies. 

"Now me does tell you story of how Frank Spencer did
make the Oeuf," Mystix announced, "That other story what
me did say: that not be true - it be allegorical." 

"Oooo," Wibble oooed, "One of them did eat me once?"
"What really happened was this:" Mystix said, ignoring his

chief, "In the beginning was chaos, and then Frank Spencer
did buy some self-assembly kitchen units. On the first day, he
did lay out all the bits across the firmament, and did insert
flip-hinge B into the hinge housing on side panel C. Then he
does use the small allen key to adjust the hinge fastenings.
And lo, he do slot panel B into the retaining groove, and he
do insert the locking screws. And lo, holding panel H at right-
angles to the back-plate, he did affix the panel-clasps as
shown in diagram C...." After about two hours of this he said,
"And on the Seventh day, he did rotate the upper retractable
peg-mounting anticlockwise, and he do insert the securing
pin. Then he did go unto the hospital and have his finger
sown back on." 

"Errr?" the baffled Twittians errred in utter bafflement.
"And lo," Mystix continued, "on the eighth day1, Frank

1. On Earth, the eighth day became synonymous with infinity (which is where we get
our symbol for infinity from). On Oeuf it became a day of rest, which was unfortunate
as the troggle week is only seven days long.
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Spencer does look upon what he's done, and he saw that it
was a bit wonky. 'Oooo Betty!' he did say, 'That not look
right. Me done gone and created the luniverse again.'"

"That does be," Uglette said, "The biggest pile of nonsense
what me ever heard!" 

"Yes," Mystix replied, "That does be what is so mystical
about it." 

"Does all that mean," Wibble asked, "that me not be a
living god-troggle no more?"

"Yes," Mystix said.
"Hooray!" cried Wibble and, "BOOO!" cried all the other

Twittians. "We does like all them old beliefs," the Twittians
all said, "They may be rubbish but they is good fun." 

"Alright," Mystix said, "Wibble does still be a Goggle, and
all them superstitions what me made up, I mean what were
revealed to me in mystical visions, they does still be true too1."

Then he raised his arms to the sky, looked up and spoke, "O
Divine Erector of Wonky Shelves what do make all stuff. O
Destroyer of Gas Appliances, you're great!" Then he
snackrificed a potato (as this was one ritual he was not going
to give up, no matter what his mystical visions said). Finally,
he told the assembled multitude of the Sybilline gossip
prophecies which Told-U-So the Oracle had told to him, and
which, according to Mystix, the goddess Sybil Fawlty had
told to Told-U-So.

1. The assimilation of earlier beliefs was enthusiastically embraced by troggle
theologians, the hope being that the resultant hotchpotch might actually make sense
(Mystix, 5BD). 
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VII. The Attack of the Wildesheep.
Year of Spencerism (Marge 10BD).

Time passed and the Twittians' second crop of sprouts
slowly ripened. Uglette the Brainy tried cultivating other
crops too: potatoes for sacred rites, udder plants for their milk
and custard and foul tasting moulds to help feed the poor. In
the main, though, most of the Twittians' food came from their
fields of lush sprout-bushes.

Pests were a real problem. The troggles found it relatively
easy to deal with the small and dozy barbitu-rats which tried
to eat their precious sprout-bushes. Happily, barbitu-rats are
neither fierce enough to scare a troggle or energetic enough to
escape one. In addition they can be thrown quite a distance.
The small hedgehog like sledgehogs (genus acûtus-parvus)
were even less of a problem, as they had never got round to
evolving legs so they were really easy to catch. More of a
problem were the sheep like wildesheep (genus lãnãtus-
bãlãtus) in their thick woolly coats. Though they have an
extremely docile nature, they are twice the size of a troggle
and consequently cannot be thrown any distance at all. In
desperation, the Twittians tried to discourage the wildesheep
from eating their crops by creating an effigy of the offending
creature and throwing mud at it while chanting. 

Stop Eating all our sprouts,
You stupid, fat glutton, 

Or else we'll bite your legs off, 
And turn you into mutton1.

Bizarrely this was quite effective, and usually the woolly

1. Homeopathic magic, such as this, was common in early troggle culture, and no one
minded very much that it never worked because it was such jolly good fun. See Frazer
J.G. 1930. 
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beasts would amble off after only a few hours. Fortunately,
up until now, the Twittians had only been visited by single
wildesheep and not the large herds which roamed the Great
Plain. Then, on one fateful day, a huge herd of wildesheep
appeared on the horizon and ambled, menacingly toward the
Twittians' carefully cultivated fields. Mystix knew that his
cowardly farmers could not hope to hold off this great herd.
"Oh Pooh!" he said, as bands of cowardly farmers gathered
round him; and "Good luck!" he said, as he turned and fled
toward the city, leaving the cowardly farmers to defend the
city's precious sprouts.

"Why me?" the cowardly farmers lamented as they fell to
their knees and prayed to Frank Spencer for deliverance; but
in their midst stood one who was not afraid, one with nothing
to lose but the pain of a broken heart, one who believed his
truelove had forsaken him! 

Plebb the Cute-Buns stood up, raised his bashing flower
and screamed, "Charge!" 

"We'd rather not," the cowardly farmers replied; but Plebb
was adamant. 

"Charge!" Plebb screamed, waddling toward his dreaded
foe. Unfortunately, at that moment, he realised that he was
afraid after all. He turned to flee, but by then he was
panicking so much he completely forgot what he was
panicking about. He turned round to check, remembered,
turned to flee, forgot again, turned back, panicked, turned
again, forgot, turned and remembered. Around and around he
twirled in this strange war-dance1. Infusedwith giddy courage,he
twirled and whirled and fell over and whirled and fell over,
screaming, "Ouch!" and "Eeek!" and "Ow my bum!" Soon he
was so giddy he didn't know where he was or what he was
doing. He stumbled forward, then back and then he bumped

1. Prior to this, all war dances had involved moving in a strait line, directly away from
the foe - at some speed. Known, for obvious reasons, as an avoidance.
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into a wildesheep and the wildesheep ambled away.
Encouraged by this success and completely unable to stop
himself, he stumbled about all over the place, bumping into
wildesheep and occasionally hitting them with a geranium.
"Take that!" he screamed, as he fought and twirled and fell
over and got up; and, "Have at you," he yelled, as he took on
another beast. 

Plebb's brave band of cowardly farmers, inspired by Plebb's
heroic example - stood and watched. Plebb, though, fought
on, attacking one wildesheep and then another. Gradually the
cowardly farmers started to realise that wildesheep are not
creatures to be feared. In ones and twos they started
performing twirling war dances of their own, and soon they
were all in the thick of the fight, bashing and twirling and
falling over and getting up and charging and retreating and
twirling and charging and falling over again. 

Sadly the wildesheep were now trapped between Plebb's
twirling Twittians and Wibbleton. As the accursed creatures
retreated they came ever closer to the little city. Soon the
battle reached the reinforcements who were standing by the
Greater Mud Heap listening to Mystix the Mystagogue's
lamentation. "O Woe. O Woe. Brave Plebb the Cute-Buns be
dead," Mystix cried out, as Plebb stumbled past him chasing a
bewildered wildesheep.

Mystix and the other important Twittians, though they
would have loved to have been in the thick of the fray,
realised that their job was to command - so they ran away and
hid. 

The other Twittians, realising that it was their job to actually
fight the wildesheep, ran away and hid too. Only Plebb and
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his brave band fought on. The battle raged and many heroic
deeds were done. Eventually, by the end of the day, Plebb
and his brave band had chased the bewildered wildesheep out
of Wibbleton, back across their sprout fields and out onto the
Great Plain. All were tired, many had been hurt, more by
Plebb's painful dancing than by the wildesheep. That said, it
had been a great victory, and to celebrate, Mystix told the
legend of the Seven Labours of Dumbo the Feckless: how he
had picked the Seven Headed Hydrangea, listened to the
Erymanthian Bore, eaten the Stymphalian Birdseed and
pinched the Ceryneian Behind1. Doggerel, meanwhile, set about
immortalising the great battle in an epic limerick he called
The Attack of the Wildesheep.

There once was Doggerel, a bard,
Who Bashed wildesheep exceedingly hard.

Mystix joined in the fray,
And the wildesheep ran away,

And Doggerel chased them for many a yard.

Doggerel's critics felt that there were a number of historical
inaccuracies in this poem. However, Doggerel argued, with
some justification, that it was the job of the artist to depict
reality in the most aesthetic way possible, and that a poem
about how he had wet himself and hidden in the municipal
cesspit would not have done the battle justice.  

1. The tasks Betty asked Dumbo the Feckless to do; probably to stop him banging
things together. The mathematically inclined reader might spot a discrepancy, but it
should be remembered that Dumbo could not count, even to two; not that that matters,
as none of them got done.  
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VIII. The Poor are Revolting.
Year of Spencerism (Apron 10BD).

The next day the harvest was gathered in and stored safely
away where the poor, who had so diligently cultivated it and
so bravely defended it, could not eat it. The poor did not go
entirely unrewarded though. They were given small lumps of
mud, which Mystix called spondulics. In theory these
spondulics could be exchanged for sprouts and other
commodities. However, in practice, they were only
exchangeable for other spondulics and usually only from close
range. 

The poor were not happy about all this, and some were
utterly miserable. Of all the malnourished poor, the most
miserable was Plebb the Cute-Buns. Everyday he had to
watch Floozy the Fungal laughing and joking with those
around her. She was rich now, as everyone wanted to own the
beautiful snot artefacts she made. He was poor, having
nothing to offer her but his blood, sweat and tears - a cocktail
not relished by well bought up young ladies even in those
primitive times. A great anger filled his heart. Everyone else
had so much and he had so little. He had endured the
hardships of the great wandering; he had toiled without rest to
build their city; he had risked life and limb in mortal combat
with the ferocious wildesheep - and what had he gained from
it all? Nothing! 

Mystix the Mystagogue decreed that there would be a feast
to celebrate, in his own words: "My great victory!" Of course
only the rich and powerful would be invited but, as a
concession, the poor would be allowed to watch. At the
appointed hour the guests started to arrive, resplendent in
their finery: on their heads they wore glittering bogie hats,
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they had shiny bogie bracelets on their arms and twinkling
bogie baubles dangling from their hair. A great banquette was
laid out before them: small dollops of tasteless mould,
hollowed out gourds brimming with milk and custard and, in
the centre, a huge pile of delicious sprouts. The conversations
were witty and sophisticated. 

"You does got a big bottom," Bodger the Builder said, as he
popped another sprout into his mouth.

"And so does you," Uglette the Brainy replied, "The only
difference does be that yours does be on your face." 

"Oh," Bodger said, trying to change the subject as he
realised that he had crossed swords with a superior wit, "I is
building me a new heap. One what I do live in now be too
small. I is so fat I do get stuck in door." 

"Oh, I used to have that problem," Uglette said
thoughtfully, "But then my ceiling fell in and the walls fell
over. Now it's all door." 

"I is fixing that," Bodger blustered, "Is them poor troggles
what me gets to do the work for me - they not do nothing
right." 

"Yes," Mystix agreed, joining the conversation, "The poor
is rubbish." 

"Yes," agreed Floggit the Trader (the budding shopkeeper),
as he tried to sit on one of the potato-chairs he had made,
"They is all dirty, rotten thieves too - just like that Fingers the
Bent."

"Is true," all the wealthy Twittians chorused, as Plebb and
the malnourished poor grumbled menacingly. 

At that moment Mystix got to his feet. "Shut up!" he
boomed, interrupting the nattering guests and grumbling
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onlookers, "I do say what feast is about. Frank Spencer, the
Incompetent Architect what made all things, do lead us here
to Garden of Edam. Now we got bogies and sprouts and
potatoes and heaps to live in and fancy gizmos like spoons
and whatnot. Everybody happy, except the poor and they not
matter cos they is all useless wobbly-bottoms." The crowd of
malnourished wobbly-bottoms standing just yards away
murmured menacingly.  

"Now I do tell you Frank Spencer myth," Mystix said,
continuing his speech. Though no one understood the bizarre
myths surrounding their new god, everyone longed to hear
them. Some were cautionary tales about the dangers of trying
to do-it-yourself; some explained why Oeuf was the way it
was; but most just made no sense at all. "Early on," Mystix
said, "there did live a bunch of dodgey-geezers what was
even more bent than Fingers the Bent; and they did rule all the
Oeuf; and all troggles was miserable; and no one did nothing,
cos if anyone had anything the dodgey-geezers would pinch
it; and the Oeuf was really gunky; and Frank Spencer would
only touch it with his rubber gloves. That's why we called
that period the Marigolden Age."

"But Frank Spencer did be filled with wrath and did smite
the dodgey-geezers with his fiery ASBOs, and then he stuffed
them in the ethereal porridge. With the dodgey-geezers out
the way, there was no one to do the thieving so all the
troggles did think, 'Result!' And then the troggles did all stole
from one another and lied to one another; and things got
much better." 

"Only two dodgey-geezers escaped from the fuzz, and they
was brothers what was called Del Boy and Rodney. Del Boy
was always thinking of the future. 'Next year we does be
millionaires!' he would say, and then he would wonder what
a millionaire was cos he could only count to two. Anyway,
Del Boy did go out among us troggles, selling us dodgey gear
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what fallen off the back of a lorry. Then, one day, he did get
hold of some stuff called fire. Back then, us troggles did not
know what fire was. So, anyway, Del Boy did put it in the
back of his three-wheeled chariot. But Frank Spencer did
smite Del Boy with fiery ASBOs, just like what he done to
all the other dodgey-geezers; and that does be why we not
know what fire is."

The baffled crowd, unable to think of anything more
sensible, cheered. 

Then Mystix pulled a host of sacred artefacts from his
pouch and started performing the ritual of the replacing of the
faulty gate valve. When he had finished smashing all the
sacred artefacts with his ceremonial D.I.Y. hammer, he said,
"But now is special treat. Doggerel the Poet do speak poems
at you." Doggerel stood up and did as he was bid.

There once was a tribe called the Twit,
What Frank Spencer did make from a kit.

Thanks to Mystix's bribes,
It was the best of the tribes. 

Still, none of the bits really fit! 

The guests all cheered, and Uglette the Brainy said that
Doggerel was the foremost poet of the age. Of course
Doggerel was the only poet of the age so this wasn't really
much of a compliment. However, Wibble the Stupid felt that
the poem gave too much credit to Mystix. He felt that it
should have been all about him, and he said as much to
Floozy the Fungal.

"Yes you is much more important than Mystix," Floozy
lied. 

"Yes me is," Wibble boasted, "Me is great chief. Me done
built cities and conquered wildesheep and invented stuff and
me is brave and clever and handsome and witty and brainy
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and really, really great! You must really fancy me? You can
snog me if you like?" 

There was a short pause as Floozy tried to think of a reply
which would not hurt Wibble's feelings too much. "Me not
fancy you," she eventually said, "cos you does be all ugly and
timid and stupid and smelly and dumb and stupid and ugly
and rubbish and fat and wet and dumb and annoying and
rubbish and rubbish and rubbish and really, unbelievably
rubbish. Me does fancy Plebb the Cute-Buns cos he does be
beefcake." And then she looked over to where, just out of
earshot, Plebb the Cute-Buns was standing. "Corrr!" she said
longingly, "Look at the buns on that!" 

"I is very unhappy," Wibble said, trying to hold back the
tears, "I do fancy you and you not fancy me. Is sad. I is so
miserable I not never cheer up." 

At that moment Mystix the Mystagogue got to his feet,
clapped his hands and said, "And Now we eat." Wibble
cheered up, all the guests cheered up and any pretence of
sophistication was lost in the feeding frenzy which followed.
They ate and ate and ate. Interestingly, there is a point where
it becomes physically impossible for a troggle to continue
eating: their bodies become so round and fat their puny little
arms cannot reach their mouths1. Soon the guests were so
swollen with food they could not move: they just lay with
their heads stuck in the pile of sprouts, gobbling up anything
which they could reach with their mouths. 

It was an unsightly and degrading spectacle, but everyone
seemed to enjoy it. At least the guests did, who seemed
determined to continue eating until they popped. For Plebb
and his fellow poor - it was the last straw. Plebb's mind was a
seething mass of hatred and bitterness. He was poor and

1. The real cause of this alteration in body shape after overeating, was, in fact, chronic
wind. Indeed, thanks to their diet, troggles are so prone to wind that when developing
language, the species seriously considered talking out of their bottoms.  
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hungry and his beloved Floozy did not love him, or so he
thought. He was alone; and then he looked at those around
him, and he realised that he wasn't. "It not fair!" he cried, "It
not fair! It not fair!" Slowly the rest of the malnourished poor
joined in. 

"It not fair! It not fair!" the poor all chanted, and then, as
though directed by a single will, they all charged forward. 

"Stop it!" cried Mystix, as bands of poor troggles rolled him
out of the way and dived head first into the big pile of
sprouts; but there was nothing Mystix could do: he was just
too tubby.  

The other guests were similarly abused too, and now they
were all so round and podgy they could not fight back or even
runaway. While some of the rioters were busy indulging in a
frenzy of sprout eating, others were bent on revenge: using
their podgy oppressors as living bowling-balls! 

Plebb cheered and danced with glee, as he climbed to the
top of the Shearly Temple's pontificating plinth. And then he
gave the first political speech in troggle history. Sadly it
would not be the last. "It's not fair!" he said, "It's not fair!
Why us lot have to do everything? Why us lot not got
nothing? Why us lot not got shiny things and pretty things
and sprouts and all stuff like that? Me thinks me does make a
city where everything be fair and just and all that rubbish.
Everyone does be equal in my city, except for me cos me does
be king. But other than me, everyone does be equal and does
get lots to eat and squalid heaps to live in. And my city does
be called Plebbton, after me cos me does be so great. And it
does have lots of sewers and pedestrian crossings, and those
what live there can do just what they wants provided they pay
me first. Me calls that feedom! And everybody does say
Hooray for Plebb!"

"Hooray for Plebb!" the rioters all cheered, or at least those
who weren't too busy eating did, "Hooray for feedom!"
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By now about half the malnourished poor were too fat to
walk. The rest enthusiastically proclaimed Plebb to be their
new Chief, and Plebb started wondering what he had let
himself in for.  

IX. The Exodus.
Year of Spencerism (12th of Apron 10BD).

Plebb the Cute-Buns stood on the top of the Greater Mud
Heap and started to panic. It is said that all journeys begin
with a single step. This one didn't though, because Plebb
slipped and set off down the Greater Mud Heap on his
bottom. He decided to travel west, following the banks of the
Greater-Effluent.

Surprisingly, Doggerel the Poet decided to come along. He
claimed to have joined the malnourished poor out of principle.
However, the truth was that he had run out of words which
rhymed with Wibble but he still had stacks which rhymed
with Plebb. He made up a poem in praise of Plebb, his new
leader, which became something of an anthem for the new
tribe (or Plebbians as they would now be known).

There once was the poor what had squat! 
And the rich what had sprouts and snot! 
With Floozy, Plebb wanted to snuggle,
But then he engaged in class struggle, 

And thus, he became a despot. 
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"So," Doggerel the Poet said, "Now we is Plebbians, is we
still Twittians."

"Yes," replied Plebb the Cute-Buns.
"So what is them what did stay in Wibbleton. Is they

Twittians too?"
"Yes. We does all be Twittians cos we all does live in

Twitland. But them what lives in Wibbleton does be
Wibblians, and us what does be going to live in Plebbton,
once we done built it, does be Plebbians. Now shut up or me
does bash you with my bashing-flower." 

Doggerel recognised the tell tale signs of a cruel tyrant in
the making, and he wondered just how utopian Plebb's utopia
would turn out to be - once it actually existed. He was not
alone, doubts were widespread. "Maybe," some said, "if we
says we is really sorry and that we not never revolt again
then, maybe, they let us be all poor and oppressed again."
However, deep down, they all knew their future lay elsewhere.

The next day the brave exiles followed the banks of the
Greater-Effluent westward. Above their heads twirly-birds
(genus pîpilãre-flabellum) flew round and round in circles.
Plebb thought it might be sensible to follow them, for
everyone knows it's the twirly-bird that catches the worm; but
as he didn't like worms much he continued west. On their
right the enormous expanse of the Great Plain stretched off
toward the far horizon. "Is big," one of their number thought.
Her name was Brickette the Bricky. She liked things to be just
so, and when they weren't she liked to hit whoever was
responsible. As she surveyed the majestic landscape before
her, she sighed despairingly at Frank Spencer's lack of colour
co-ordination. 

Doggerel the Poet waddled along beside her. "You come
here often?" he asked. 

"No," Brickette replied.
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"This place does be ever so pretty," he said, "You think is
pretty?" 

"No," Brickette replied.
"Me thinks is pretty. Pretty like what you do be," Doggerel

said, unleashing the full power of his debonair charm. 
"You is stupid," Brickette said.
"You is very podgy," Doggerel said, "but me not mind cos

me thinks that beauty does not just be skin deep, it does be as
deep as all your layers of subcutaneous fat." 

"Shut your gob! Stupid!" Brickette said.
"Me thinks me might make up poem bout you," Doggerel

said wistfully, "cos if you wasn't so ugly you'd be quite
pretty." 

"Do you have to?" Brickette asked.
Doggerel fell silent and thought very hard. "I got it," he

pronounced three hours later, and then he started to recite his
new verse. 

There once was a troggle called Brickette,
Who had a spot, and she did pick it, 

She was ugly and plain, 
And vain, and mundane, 

And she looked like a tingle-weed thicket.

"That's rubbish!" Brickette said, "What does mundane
mean?"  

"Is word what I make up," Doggerel explained, "that do
rhyme with plain. It mean sort of boring." 

"That be cheating," Brickette said, "You can't just make up
words." 

"I can too," Doggerel retorted, "I make up lots of words.
How you think language get so big? When Prudy the Prude
did make-up our language she did only create five words -
and four of them was prepositions! Is hardest part making up
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words. One time, I did make up word what did mean foot.
Then I did remember that foot do be a word already. Luckily,
first word what I did make up to mean foot was foot, and
second word I made up to mean foot was foot too, so no one
know it really be two different words what both mean same
thing and do sound the same1."

"Who does Prudy the Prude be?" Brickette asked.
"She does be," Doggerel said, "one of them ancient troggles

what we only hear about in stories. You know, like Dumbo
the Feckless and Sarcy the Ironic and that lot. It does be said
that Prudy the Prude did invent our language, cos the one
what we had before was too rude." 

"You is stupid," Brickette said.
"Thank you," Doggerel replied, bathing in what he decided

to take as a compliment. 

The Plebbians walked for miles, passing lots of places
which would have been ideal locations for a village. However
Plebb the Cute-Buns was reluctant to decide anything on the
grounds that, if he did, he would almost certainly get the
blame for it. During that time Doggerel made up four poems,
Plebb got a blister on his big toe and a troggle called
Bumpkin the Peasant fell down a hole (twice). Curiously,
while Brickette the Bricky liked things to be just so, Bumpkin
liked it when they weren't. Consequently they had a number
of quite heated debates on the matter. 

"Me thinks things should be just so," Brickette said.
"No," Bumpkin retorted, "Things should be all higgledy-

piggledy." 
"HA!" Brickette laughed, "you would say that cos that is

what you is. If you was neat and tidy like what me is, you

1. Prof. O. E. Dislocksic claims that British English used to be composed almost
entirely of such words. It was only the general public's total inability to spell or
remember the meanings of the duplicates that gave rise to the language we have today. 
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would not have fallen down no hole - twice." The argument
went on and on, as they trudged wearily west. 

On the third day they met Told-U-So the Oracle (who
Mystix had consulted prior to his mystical revelations
involving Frank Spencer and who, according to Mystix,
received his mystical revelations from Sybil Fawlty). After
hearing all of Told-U-So's Sybilline gossip prophecies and
drinking all his alcojolly, everyone decided that they were
non-the-wiser and set off once again. A few days later, they
reached the vast, sickly green ocean. 

Doggerel had always supposed that the land went on
forever. It had never crossed his mind that it would stop
somewhere and something else would begin. He just stood
and stared. He could not tell where the sea ended and the sky
began. In his mind a strange idea formed. He thought that,
maybe, the luniverse was like the inside of a great egg. At the
bottom was the land. All around it was the sea, and the sea
stretched up into the sky where it then fell down as rain.
Perhaps, he thought, the Great Fiery Light Bulb was not a
light-bulb at all; perhaps, he thought, it was a skylight
through which the light of the unimaginable shined.  
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X. The Building of Plebbton.
Year of Spencerism (Mavis 10BD to Jolly 10BD).

"Right," Plebb the Cute-Buns said, as he stood staring out
to sea, "Well, we not go no further that way, so you lot does
build my utopian city of Plebbton here. Me go exploring."
And with that he turned and waddled away. His followers
watched their leader go, and then they set about carrying out
his orders. 

Doggerel the Poet appointed himself ruler in Plebb's
absence. He put Bumpkin the Peasant (a peasant) in charge of
agriculture and Brickette the Bricky (a bricky) in charge of
building. With his part in the great endeavour complete, he
waddled off to compose a poem about the loneliness of
command. Unfortunately Bumpkin and Brickette didn't get
on. 

"You is bonkers," Brickette said, when Bumpkin told her
his idea. 

"No I is not bonkers," Bumpkin replied, "You be bonkers to
think I is bonkers." 

"I is not bonkers." Brickette retorted, "You is double
bonkers. You is bonkers-bonkers." 

"If I is bonkers-bonkers," Bumpkin argued, "then you is
bonkers-bonkers-bonkers." 

"Bonkers-bonkers-bonkers!" exclaimed Brickette, "there not
be no such thing." 

"There is too," Bumpkin said, "and you is living proof cos
you is bonkers-bonkers-bonkers." 

"I not be bonkers at all. You just think me be bonkers-
bonkers-bonkers," Brickette said, "cos you be bonkers-
bonkers, when even someone what is bonkers knows there's
no such thing as bonkers-bonkers-bonkers." 

"I is confused. What we argue about?" Bumpkin asked.
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"I not know," Brickette said, "All I know is that me be
right." 

"Well I disagree," Bumpkin insisted, "Whatever it is. I do
disagree." 

"So do I," Brickette agreed.
"Good. We agree then," they both exclaimed triumphantly.

Bumpkin wasn't sure how he had won the argument, but he
was not one to complain. Brickette wasn't sure how she had
won the argument either, and then they both fell over. 

"You see, Bumpkin," Brickette said when they had
recovered, "That be why Plebbton be better than Wibbleton.
We do solve stuff cos we do have logical debates." 

"No we don't," Bumpkin said. They debated the matter at
some length, finally concluding that it was all the others fault.
After a few more heated debates, Bumpkin's Plebbians started
planting sprouts and Brickette's Plebbians started digging a
canal to water them.  

Brickette decided that she would build Plebbton just down
stream from the canal, mainly because Bumpkin said she
should build it further upstream. It would be shaded by a
large hillock which Bumpkin had named Bumpkins Hillock.
Needless to say Brickette still referred to it as Brickette's
Hillock, but she was the only one who did and even she
forgot occasionally. It had been decided that construction of
the city itself could not begin until the canal was complete. In
the meantime Brickette made sure that all the mud, extracted
from the new river, was transported to the site she had chosen
for their city. This proved to be a somewhat wearisome
undertaking until she invented the bucket and got Bumpkin to
carry it. "This not fair!" Bumpkin eventually protested, "Stop
passing the bucket." 

After only two weeks, both the planting and the Plebbton-
canal were almost complete. Then Brickette started trying to
create actual buildings. First she arranged her living troggle
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scaffold in a rather pretty blob formation, and then she started
piling up the lumps of mud (or bricks), which had come from
digging the Plebbton-canal. The lumps of mud had been dried
by the sun, and at first they just tumbled to the ground. 

"Ha ha!" Bumpkin laughed, "Me told you that would
happen." 

"No you didn't!" Brickette replied, and, after a rather
tortuous debate, she tried sticking the lumps of dried mud
together with wet mud (a process she called bricking it),
which worked splendidly. By the end of the day Doggerel's
heap was complete, and by the end of the week Bumpkin and
Brickette (and even the now absent Plebb) were proud home
owners too. 

The next task was to build a temple and sprout store,
which, as they now worshipped Frank Spencer, they called the
Temple of Silly-Man1 . Brickette really put her artistic talents
to work. She created soaring and highly unstable columns,
terrifyingly rickety arches and walls which were almost
flattish and even occasionally vertical2. The columns ran around
the exterior of the temple but did not support an overhanging
roof. It was here that worshipers would gather to swap gossip,
which maybe why they were called gossip-columns. The
main room was used as a sprout store, and was where the
temple guards would sell the sprouts they were supposed to
be guarding, giving the room its name of seller. Brickette
even used the inky yellow secretions of the yellow oozle-
worm (GENUS luteus-stillãre-vermis) to paint the great
building. 

"It does look like a big pile of sick!" Bumpkin said.
"Thank you," Brickette replied.

1. In the centre of this temple was a cube of edam cheese, 10 cubits cubed, which they
called the holy of holies. 
2. In troggle architecture, few features remain vertical for long. Non-vertical walls are
called patios; non-vertical columns are called rows (though they later developed another
name) and non-vertical arches are called fallen arches. See Bodger B. 6BD.  
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"That wasn't a compliment." 
"Yes it was." ... 

Happily, because Brickette and Bumpkin each believed they
were right and the other wrong, each tried to out do the other,
and they each worked almost ceaselessly to prove their point.
When they ran out of mud Bumpkin would start a new canal.
When that was complete and the surrounding area planted,
they would start building heaps again. Within weeks,
Plebbton was quite the city, with many stately buildings and
great fields of lush sprout-bushes watered by innumerable
canals. It was simply magnificent. Nothing could compare to
it: not even the mythical island of Fatlantis, which, according
to the story, subsequently sank due to the extraordinary
obesity of its inhabitance. 

Even so, Brickette was not content and set about inventing
all sorts of home improvements such as the closeable door,
and a few days later when she finally escaped her home, the
doorknob which let her open it again. Unfortunately these
doorknobs frequently malfunctioned, which gave rise to a
belief that they were inhabited by evil, mystical creatures
called doorknobgoblins. Not to be outdone, Bumpkin invented
the first bed, but that was about it for his inventing career as
he subsequently spent all his spare time testing his creation. 

A few weeks later, Doggerel commemorated the building of
Plebbton in an epic limerick he recited at the celebration of
their first harvest. 
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There once was Plebbton, a town,
Where in rising damp we could drown; 

Where subsidence does tilt it, 
Cos Frank Spencer built it;

And, daily, our hovels fall down.

Everyone cheered, and then everyone asked Doggerel what
a hovel was.

"Is new word," Doggerel replied, "what I make up to
describe Brickette's heaps, cos they be so much better than
ones what Bodger did make." But Doggerel was no longer
just a poet. Now he was an Odd Job Priest, city administrator,
inventor and musician. He invented didgeridoo-kazoos and
swanny-bagpipes; he accepted bribes and back-handers; he
performed ceremonial D.I.Y. rituals; and he even made up
myths about Frank Spencer. Unfortunately he decided that for
the rest of the evening he was going to be a musician - so
everyone stuffed oozle-worms in their ears and ran away.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Far away to the north, Plebb the Cute-Buns waddled away

from Plebbton and away from everything he knew, toward
the tiny specs of white he could see on the horizon. Slowly,
as days passed and he drew closer, the tiny specs of white
grew into vast, jagged peaks. These were the White Mountains
which covered the north-west corner of the continent of
Twitland. In places they soared a hundred feet into the sky,
and they stretched for miles. 

As Plebb approached the white peaks, he felt small and
insignificant in comparison to this majestic mountain range.
Cautiously he prodded one of the mountains with his poking-
stick, fearful that it might turn out to be a sheepshifter1 or
something worse. It did not bite or try to eat him or even

1. A mythological breed of wildesheep capable of disguising itself as a different breed
of wildesheep, simply by spending five hours in makeup.
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shoot globules of poison venom at him. Plebb concluded that
it was his friend, and soon he was scrambling up the
mountain's side. It was not difficult or dangerous, as this
mountain was not particularly tall or steep and the white-stuff
of which it was made was not particularly hard. 

As he reached the summit, he experienced a profound sense
of his own greatness. In the distance he could see the Greater-
Effluent snaking its way to the sea. "Me small. Me
insignificant. Bah!" he said, and as those words left his mouth
he felt himself change inside. He felt his heart harden and his
mind close doors on dusty, vacant rooms. His eyes narrowed,
his mind focused as it never had before and his will became a
weapon.... 

XI. Fear in Wibbleton.
Year of Spencerism (Jones 10BD to Organ 10BD).

Far away in Wibbleton, the Wibblians had decided to stop
calling themselves Twittians and start calling themselves
Wibblians, at least until the Plebbians stopped being Plebbians
and everyone could put all this nonsense behind them and be
Twittians again. This caused an enormous amount of
confusion and everyone felt that Plebb the Cute-Buns had
been very silly. Floozy the Fungal, though, secretly wished
that she had gone with Plebb.

The revolt had caused all the wealthy and powerful
Wibblians to re-examine the moral framework by which they
lived. Needless to say they found nothing wrong, and it was
generally accepted that the poor had been very silly. However,
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Uglette the Brainy pointed out that the poor were still very
silly; and if something wasn't done the revolt would almost
certainly happen again. In response, Mystix put her in charge
of ensuring that it wouldn't. To this end she set about
improving the lot of the poor. 

Of course, everyone believed that everything was all
Wibble's fault, so she proposed that every Thursday would
now be Wibble Walloping Day. On this day the residents of
Wibbleton, even the poor ones, would wallop their chief with
geraniums while chanting.

Is all your fault, you stupid troggle-god.
You is smelly and spotty, and ugly and odd. 
And dumb and annoying, and fat and a clod, 

And weedy and wet, and you smell of old cod. 

When eventually everyone tired of this, a great feast would
be held; but Uglette demanded that the poor be allowed to do
more than just watch, and it was eventually agreed that, from
now on, the poor would be allowed to beg for scraps too. 

Because Wibbleton lay between two rivers, virtually all the
land was fit for cultivation, allowing Uglette to increase food
production to a point where the rich had such an excess of
food the malnourished poor could live quite well on what they
threw out. She got Bodger the Builder to start building
unsightly, sprawling slums for the poor to live in; and then
she got a gang of hired thugs to start collecting rents.  

When her reforms were complete, everyone felt that
Wibbleton was now a truly utopian city, the only exception
being the poor. 
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The first Wibble Walloping Day was a great success, and
all the rich troggles sat down to the scrumptious feast
afterwards. 

"You does be most ugly lady-troggle what me ever done
seen," Bodger the Builder said, as he sat down next to
Uglette.

"And so is you," Uglette replied.
Bodger realised that he had crossed swords with a superior

wit again and changed the subject, "Me does be very busy at
the moment." 

"I know," Uglette said, "Me does still be waiting for you to
rebuild my heap."

Bodger realised he needed to change the subject again.
"So," he said, after some thought, "Does you got anymore
reforms to trick the poor with?" 

"Yes," Uglette replied, "Me is thinking about introducing
Bodger Bashing Day!" Bodger went rather pale. "So," Uglette
added, "When you fix my heap then?"

"Tomorrow?" Bodger suggested meekly.
Gradually, the sophisticated banter died down as, by now,

they had discovered that talking with your mouth full wastes
an awful lot of food. Mystix got to his feet. "I do tell you my
new flood myth," he announced, "One time, Uncle Albert, our
god of the sea and all things wet, did see Del Boy, what was
one of the dodgey-geezers what had once ruled the luniverse.
And Uncle Albert did say, 'During the war,' and then he
droned on and on and on and Del Boy did get very bored.
Anyway, Del Boy did tell Uncle Albert that Frank Spencer
did be going to mend the leaky tap, and so everything would
get all wet. Uncle Albert did think unto himself, and then he
did say, 'During the war...' Eventually, he did bog off and he
did make himself a boat. Then Frank Spencer did smite the
leaky tap with his mighty D.I.Y. hammer, and all of Oeuf was
flooded. And Uncle Albert did get into his boat; but it done
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sunk and Uncle Albert did get just as wet as what everyone
else did.'" 

"Hooray! That one was really silly!" cried the baffled
Wibblians, as Mystix performed the ritual of the mending of
the burst pipe: smashing a host of sacred artefacts with his
ceremonial D.I.Y. hammer before throwing them away and
sitting down in a huff. 

"Me does be worried," Mystix said, as he rejoined the
guests, "that Plebb the Cute-Buns might come back. If he do,
then it be very bad cos he want Wibbleton be fair place. How
we be rich if no one be poor?" 

"You think Plebb the Cute-Buns do come back?" Floozy the
Fungal asked hopefully, "I hope he do. I know he revolted
and clobbered us and nicked our snot and all stuff like that,
but his buns is so cute!" 

"Me thinks," Mystix said, "Floggit the Trader should go
spy on them Plebbians. Then he can tell us what they is up
to." 

"Why me?" Floggit protested.
"Cos you do sell me potato furniture what be useless. My

couch-potato be most uncomfortable thing what I did ever sit
on. Maybe we make Friday Floggit Flogging Day," Mystix
said angrily, and Floggit set off on his mission right there and
then. 

Weeks passed and not very much happened. Wibble got
thwacked a lot and complained about it bitterly. Most of
Bodger's heaps fell down and were rebuilt to an even lower
standard. 

Uglette spent her time monitoring the movements of the
Great Fiery Light Bulb and the astral turnips and bananas in
the sky, which together formed what she called the Solanum
System. She deduced many fascinating facts from her studies:
the most relevant being that she was baffled. "I is baffled!"
she said, "They does go all wibbly-wobbly all over
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everywhere!" 
She persevered, though, dividing the night sky into four

houses: the House of Mainwaring, House of Jones, House of
Godfery and, of course, the House of Fraser. She started
keeping records of her observations by drawing them in
lumps of mud, and in the process of so doing she invented
something which made about as much sense as Spencerism,
and which she consequently named mythematics. She quickly
identified all the basic arithmetical operators and deduced that
numbers could be classified as either odd or even odder.
However, as she only bothered to invent the numbers one and
two1, her mythematical system proved somewhat limited.

She subsequently returned to her observations of the night
sky and noticed a correspondence between the seasons and
the positions of the heavenly veg. From this she inferred that
the heavens and the Oeuf were connected by some
inexplicable symmetry, an idea encapsulated in her maxim:
"Ooops above - look out below!" However, as her real motive
for all this nonsense was a cunning plan to eat the heavenly
veg, she called the new science gastrology.

As the curvature of the Oeuf is easily visible due to its
small size, Uglette inferred that the Oeuf was round, just like
the astral turnips and the Great Fiery Potato. She realised the
astral bananas were round too, but had been partly obscured
by some other celestial body blocking out the light from the
Great Fiery Potato. She then concocted her turnipcentric
theory of the Solanum System, in which she postulated that
the Oeuf kept circling one particular turnip. This was odd as
experiments indicated that, in general, things didn't like going
round in circles because it never got them anywhere, a
phenomenon she called centrifutile force. Most outlandish of
all though, she claimed that the turnips were not turnips but

1. Though both these numbers already existed, they had no specific numerical value. In
fact it was theorised that they might be exactly the same. 
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little worlds - just like Oeuf.
Mystix the Mystagogue, needless to say, saw in all this an

opportunity to put irrational superstition on a scientific
footing. Playing join-the-dots with Uglette's star charts to
form pictures of animals, he created the signs of the zoodiac.
This allowed him to produce hundreds of absolutely terrifying
predictions, called hammerhorrorscopes, which told of
invasions of mutant, zombie monsters and the like - and
which, more importantly, allowed him to hit everyone with a
hammer.  

Uglette built a vast obelisk to act as a sort of shadow-clock.
This she called a blobelisk as it was not nearly pointy enough
to be an obelisk. The idea was that its shadow would point to
a ring of hour markings on the ground, supposedly indicating
the time. Unfortunately as Oeuf was a moon, and its orbit was
extremely eccentric due to the gravitational pull of eight other
moons, the Great Fiery Potato's transit was somewhat erratic
so the duration of an hour varied wildly from hour to hour and
day to day. Happily, as the troggles possessed no other way
to measure the time, it was assumed to be accurate which
gave everyone a splendid excuse for being late. 

Another consequence of these observations was the first
Twittian calendar. On Earth, most dating systems try and
combine the lunar and solar cycles. Unfortunately, on Oeuf,
the best multiple was what the troggles called the gin-n-tonic
cycle, which was approximately nineteen years in length. As
Mystix's Prophecy of Doom predicted that Oeuf would be
destroyed in only ten, this was not a practical measure,
though Uglette didn't know it as she could only count to two.
Instead, she adopted the solar year and decided to fudge the
lunar months so that they sort of fitted. Happily, her
measurements were so inaccurate and her mathematical
abilities so limited, they almost allowed her to perfectly
combine the two cycles. In the end her calendar had twelve
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months named, in some cases, after gods or mythical objects:
Jamuary,Frankuary, Marge,Apron, Mavis, Jones, Jolly, Organ,
Sevenember, Eightember, Ninember and Tenember. Some
critics said that these were stupid names as Tenember was the
twelfth month not the tenth, but Uglette said that as they
could only count to two it didn't really matter. Each month
had between twenty-eight and thirty-one days (though no one
knew this at the time), and marked the recurrence of her
inexplicably bad moods. Individual days were assigned a
name, corresponding in most cases, to some religious rite or
festival. Years, also, were named rather than numbered1.

The rest of the Wibblians, of course, were not quite as busy
as Uglette or Mystix, and Floozy the Fungal just sat about all
day thinking about how cute Plebb the Cute-Buns' buns were.

Then, on Wibble Nose Prodding Day in the month of Jolly
and the year of Spencerism (or once the calendar had been
eventually reformed, the 13th of Jolly 10BD), Mystix decided
that Floggit the Trader was probably not coming back from
his spying mission to Plebbton. He gathered the Wibblians
together and cried out in bitter lament, "O Woe! O Woe!
Floggit the Trader is no more. Even the Divine Erector of
Wonky Shelves will weep, for Floggit is dead."

"No me not," Floggit the Trader said, as he waddled into
the little city. He had rushed all the way so that he would not
miss Wibble Walloping Day. Sadly he had. Happily it was
Wibble Nose Prodding Day which turned out to be even more
fun! Everyone wanted to know what he had been up to, and
Floggit wanted to tell them, just as soon as the nose prodding
was over. 

"Well," said Floggit, when it was, "I do follow Greater-
Effluent like what Plebb do do. Me did have lots of exciting

1. Many other dating systems were tried, but as they were all based on a tiny amount
of data, most of them required leap-days to be added, almost daily. See the relevant
appendix. 
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adventures like fights with trannysaurusses and whatnot; but
me not tell you them cos me can't be bothered to make them
up. Then me meets a giant, two eyed cyclops, called a
bicyclops, what trapped me and asked me my name. So I said
my name was Nobuddy, cos I not got no buddies, and he felt
sorry for me. After that, me made him carry me; but me kept
falling off my bicyclops so in the end I walked. Anyway, then
me do meet Told-U-So the Oracle, what was being swindled
by evil card-sharpys , so me did chase them away. Anyway,
once me told Told-U-So what me was doing, he did prophesy
that me would do what me said me was doing. And you
know what? That's what me did!" 

"Blimey!" the crowd said. 
"Anyway, me keep going and then me do see it. Me do see

strangest thing what I ever done seen. Me see where no more
land is. Land just stop. Plebbians do call it - sea."

"GOSH!" the crowd exclaimed. 
"In front of where the land stop is Plebbton, what does be

their city. Is big. All around is fields with many sprout-
bushes. Me go in through the Plebbton's great west gate. Is
many hovels. They do live in hovels not heaps. Hovels is like
heaps only they not fall down all-time like what Bodger the
Builder's heaps do. They is all very friendly. Me say, 'Hello,
Me does be spy what does come from Wibbleton to spy on
you.' They does say, 'Hooray for Floggit!'"

"Hooray!" the crowd cheered. 
"They does tell me that they does call themselves Plebbians

now, and they does show me round their city. Me asks them,
'Where be Plebb?' And they does say that he gone away. So
then me says, 'Does you be going to attack Wibbleton?' And
they says, 'No, cos Wibbleton does be big pile of stinky
rubbish! Not like Plebbton!'"

"Boo!" the crowd booed. 
"Anyway, then me does come home, and on the way all
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these pretty lady-troggles called sirens do sing at me. "Nee-
nor! Nee-nor!" they sings; and it was really horrible so me
did runaway1. Eventually me gets home, and tells to you all this
nonsense what I made up." 

"Hooray! Hooray! Hooray!" the crowd cheered, and then
they started re-enacting episodes from the great saga.
Everyone wanted to talk to Floggit. Bodger wanted to know
about the hovels and how they were constructed, Mystix
wanted to know if they still worshipped Frank Spencer,
Wibble wanted to know how to ride a bicyclops and Uglette
wanted to know if anything he had said was true. He told
them everything he knew, and he made up the rest. He also
made them pay. 

Finally came Floozy. She, of course, wanted to know about
Plebb the Cute-Buns; but the news was not encouraging:
Plebb was gone; all realistic hope of seeing him again was
gone. And then it flooded in on her like a torrential down
pour of regret, which seemed, by some fallacious natural law,
to wash her clean: clean of the dull aching of love; clean of
need and pity and despair; clean of all the thousand emotional
contaminations which infect the mind; clean of everything; so
that all that seemed to remain was the pretty, empty headed
girl she longed to be. It was time to accept reality. She would
marry Wibble.

1. The songs of the sirens were thought to use a standard harmonic progression of
twelve bars in 4/4 time, and were thus known as blues-and-twos.  
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III. The Rubber Age.

I. A Geological History of Oeuf.
Many thousands of years before the troggles walked upon

the face of the Oeuf, this little moon had been covered with
great forests, majestic mountains and wide savannahs, lush
with wild grasses. This paradise was short-lived, however,
destroyed by hundreds of huge meteors, all rich in sulphur,
iron, exotic minerals and other rare chemical compounds.
They smashed the mountains and pulverised the forests:
destroying even the planets muddy crust. But, in time, the
forests grew again; and, in time, the meteors returned and
smashed them to bits. Each time a new geological layer was
created from the pulverised vegetation. 

In some places the crushed vegetation fermented, producing
underground seas of ethanol. In other places, the crushed
vegetation turned into large deposits of coal, which was
sometimes heated to extremely high temperatures thus
producing coke. Gradually water seeped down through the
moon's geological strata, turning into steam and then reacting
with the coke to produce huge underground seas of trapped
hydrogen. In yet other places naturally occurring nacholite
would come into contact with a sea of ethanol, causing vast
volcanic eruptions, spewing great plumes of pus into the air.
As the liquid evaporated large beds of baking soda formed on
the surface. In still other places, the nitrates crystallised from
decomposing vegetation mixed with the potash from the burnt
remains of trees. 

At other times the crushed trees settled to form thin layers
of matted wood-pulp fibres. Sometimes, the trees which
formed these forests were similar to the species Hevea
brasiliensis which we have here on Earth. They produced a
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milky white fluid, and during the meteor storms this fluid
reacted with the acids, sulphur and foaming agents released
by the bombardment. 

The result of all this, in geological terms, was that Oeuf
consisted of a dense core with large mineral deposits. Around
this were layers of coal and coke, permeated with large
bubbles of trapped hydrogen. Nearer the surface the little
moon was enveloped in thick layers of mud, papier-mâché,
and foamed or vulcanised rubber. 

All the rock and metal near the surface had been atomised
by the repeated meteor strikes and absorbed by the outer
most layer, which was mostly mud (infused with phosphates,
nitrates and calcium). In some places - arid deserts formed
from the remains of trees, burnt by more recent meteor strikes
- mixed with the sulphurous deposits left by the meteors
themselves. In others huge deposits of baking soda or saltpetre
mottled the moon's surface. Of course, in all but the driest
places, these deserts soon disappeared. In a few places, the
inner geological layers broke through the outer crust: forming
great mountain ranges of rubber or papier-mâché.

One interesting upshot of all this curious geological activity
was that when a meteorite struck the tiny moon, the
subterranean layers of rubber would usually cause it to
bounce strait off again. Unfortunately the consequences of a
meteorite strike could still be devastating, as it would set in
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motion a seismic wobbling which could continue for many
years. 

II. The Wedding.
Year of Spencerism (Organ 10BD).

Troggles are not naturally monogamous: their memories are
just not good enough. Most can't remember who they are, let
alone who anyone else is. From an evolutionary standpoint,
this is quite a useful trait as one troggle family would often
adopt the orphaned child of another without even noticing. Of
course this made little difference to the orphaned child as
troggles are not particularly attentive parents.

Troggles lay eggs, which solves many of the problems of
raising children by simply encasing them in a hard,
soundproof shell. Nature had intended that, when the eggs
hatched, the doting parents would keep their precious
offspring in a small pouch on their belly. Unfortunately the
troggles found the pouch far too useful to waste on anything
as heavy or inedible as a troggle-child.

For the most part, hatchlings were left to fend for
themselves. Luckily, adult troggles are pretty stupid, and a
hatchling can usually obtain all that it needs by performing
simple con-tricks similar to the Three Card Trick or the
South-African Diamond Mining Scam1.

Despite all this, the troggles do have a marriage ceremony
and for such a primitive culture it is quite complex. First, the
bride runs off and hides, crying out, "It all off. I do hate him.
He smells of pooh!" It is then the duty of the brides mother to
drag the bride, kicking and screaming, back to the alter.
Someone then objects to the wedding on some pretext or
other: usually it is the bride but occasionally the groom will

1. This is a universal behaviour pattern exploited by children. The relatively crude,
crying, poohing and screaming scam being the most common technique. 
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object as well. The Odd Job Priest then asks them if they do,
and they both say they don't. At this point the father of the
bride attacks the groom with a geranium. Finally the best man
gives an incredibly embarrassing speech before vomiting all
over the brides mother, and it all ends in an enormous food
fight. All in all, very similar to the ceremony we have here on
Earth1.

On the day of Wibble and Floozy's wedding all of
Wibbleton was buzzing with excitement. Weddings were
always good fun, particularly if you were not the bride or
groom. At the foot of the Greater Mud Heap a lavish feast
had been laid out. Around it crowded the unwashed masses,
greedily eyeing the sumptuous banquet. Between the
unwashed masses and the sumptuous banquette, though, stood
Mystix's band of hired thugs.

Soon the guests started to arrive, resplendent in their finery,
and soon the demure conversations of polite society drowned
out the uncouth shouting of the unwashed masses. 

"You does smell of pooh," Bodger said.
"Yes," Uglette the Brainy replied, "That's cos me is sitting

next to one." 
"Oh," Bodger said, realising he had crossed swords with a

superior wit again. 
"So what you do about my heap then?" Uglette asked, "It

done fallen down again." 
Bodger was getting rather fed up with the unfounded

allegation that his heaps kept falling down. He was also
getting rather fed up with his heaps falling down.

"Hello Bodger," Floozy the Fungal said as she approached
the two troggles. "My heap do fall down."

Seconds later, Floggit the Trader told him that his heap had
fallen down too, and then Mystix the Mystagogue did the

1. Interestingly, the wedding was never considered the greatest day in a girl's life, as is
common on Earth, rather the divorce settlement was. 
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same. Wibble would have joined in, but sadly he was still
trapped in the rubble that had once been his home.  

"Hello," Bumpkin the Peasant said, having just arrived on
his first trading expedition from the new city of Plebbton, "Is
me, Bumpkin the Peasant. I've come on trading expedition
from Plebbton."

"Oooo! Hello Bumpkin," Floozy said excitedly, "Has Plebb
the Cute-Buns come back yet?"

"No," Bumpkin said, "I reckon he's probably snuffed it by
now." Floozy, on hearing these words, promptly burst into
tears.  

"So," Mystix asked, ignoring Floozy's blubbering, "who be
Chief of you Plebbians?"

"We not really have Chief," Bumpkin replied, "Me and
Brickette the Bricky do decide what to do, but we do argue
lots cos she be wrong and I be right. Doggerel not decide
much cos he be more interested in poems and lady-troggles,
and we all blame everything on Plebb cos he's not around to
thump us." 

"Do it work?" Mystix asked.
"Not really," Bumpkin admitted, "Doggerel keeps inventing

new governmental systems. He invented one where we is
ruled by the most oily and smarmy. He called that an
oilygarchy. Then he invented one where we is ruled by a
drunk. He called that one beerocracy. Now he's got one where
we is ruled by everyone. That way, it's everybody's fault
when it all goes wrong. He calls that one idiocray1."

Ten minutes later, Mystix climbed to the top of the Greater
Mud Heap, called for silence and said, "Hello. We do marry
Wibble the Stupid and Floozy the Fungal today. We do have
big food fight too. But first, I tell you bout marriage.

1. From the Greek kratos (meaning power) and idiotese (meaning one who is not
interested in politics). 
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Marriage was made up by the Incompetent Architect, cos
Betty said if he didn't she'd hit him with a frying-pan."

"Hooray!" The baffled crowd cheered, and then Mystix
started performing the ritual of the fitting of the dimmer
switch. 

While this was going on, Floozy was escorted to the top of
the Shearly Temple, followed a few minutes later by a rather
dishevelled looking Wibble.

Once Mystix had finished his ritual, the ceremony began.
According to tradition, Floozy dutifully ran off screaming, "It
all off. Me not want marry Wibble. I do hate him. He smells
of pooh!" Uglette, who had taken on the role of mother of the
bride, promptly followed her.

It should be noted that the roles of the Mother of the Bride
and Father of the Bride are purely symbolic, as troggles rarely
know who their real parents are, and even if they do they will
not usually admit it1.

Meanwhile, Mystix and Wibble stood on top of the Greater
Mud Heap awaiting the return of the bride and her symbolic
mother. Uglette soon obliged, dragging Floozy by the foot.
They reached the top of the Greater Mud Heap and, right on
cue, Floozy raised her objection to the marriage. "I not want
marry Wibble," she screamed, "I want marry Plebb the Cute-
Buns. Wibble be awful and ghastly and smelly and...."

"Do You?" asked Mystix.
"No we don't!" The happy couple replied. 
"Me does pronounce you bloke and chattel!" Mystix

announced, and then, as he had decided to play all the other

1. This is due, primarily, to the social stigma attached to being related to a troggle.
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roles in the wedding, he attacked Wibble with a large
geranium.

Everyone was getting excited as the ceremony was nearing
its climax which was, of course, the food fight. 

First, Mystix had to make the Best Man's Speech.
"Unaccustomed as I am to public speaking," he said, and
everybody laughed and cried and said that that was the best,
best man's speech they had ever heard. Then the Greater Mud
Heap collapsed.

"FOOD FIGHT!" Uglette screamed, as she emerged from
the rubble; and the entire city of Wibbleton descended into a
magnificent and scrumptious battle ground. 

Eventually all the food was eaten or just disintegrated, and
the crowd calmed down. Floggit the Trader had been chosen
as the Wibblians' new poet and storyteller because of his
imaginative yarns describing his travels. He stood up and
started to recite. 

There once was a troggle called Floozy,
Who mined snottopotami bogies,

She traded with me, 
And got quite rich, 

And then she married Wibble.

No one was quite sure why, but everybody felt that this
verse lacked a certain something. 

To round the evening off, the happy couple performed the
Twittians' traditional post wedding dance, with Mystix taking
on the role of referee. "Those Frank Spencer wishes to
destroy," Mystix muttered to himself, as he watched the
carnage, "He first makes married." Then he announced that
Floozy was the winner by two falls, six submissions and
three knockouts. Finally they all had a good-old singsong. 
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Ning Nong Noo. Ning Nong Noo. 
Ning Nong, Ning Nong, Ning Nong Noo. 

Na-na na-na, Na-na na-na, Na-na na-na, Nooooo. 
Bong! Bong! Bong! Bong! 

From a musical standpoint it was horrible. 

III. The Bouncy Mountains.
Year of Spencerism (Sevenember 10BD).

The moment their wedding was over, Floozy the Fungal
and Wibble the Stupid agreed on a trial separation, at least
until their divorce was finalised. Now they rarely saw each
other. Partly this was because Floozy was far too busy
running her nasal-mining business, extracting the precious
gunk from the noses of the big nosed snottopotami; but
mainly it was because they didn't really like each other much.
Floozy founded a small settlement near the great muddy bog
where the snottopotami lived, which she called Floozton. It
wasn't much of a town; being, in reality, just a small camp
where her weary nasal-miners could rest before working their
next shift. The marriage had served one purpose though, it
had made her realise that, deep down, she still loved Plebb the
Cute-Buns. She realised, also, that Plebb was gone.
Heartbroken, she found solace in poetry.  

Life is woe and life is grief. 
From true love there is no relief, 
His buns are cute, beyond belief, 
Like two eggs in a handkerchief. 

Heartbreak and misery aside, life went on as usual in
Floozton, even though it was now flu season. Though
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snottopotami are extremely gentle creatures, their sneeze can
shoot an unfortunate nasal-miner over two hundred feet, so at
this time of year Floozton becomes a somewhat hazardous
place to live. 

"Is not nice," one nasal-miner complained, "I want go
home." 

"I know," a second agreed, "Me keeps telling them elf-and-
safty sin-spectres, but they not do nothing!"

"You is bunch of cowardy-custards," Floozy retorted, "Is
not scary. Is easy." 

"INCOMING!" a third miner shouted, and everyone dived
for cover as a fourth miner came crashing through the roof,
landing in a huge pile of snottopotamus bogies. The fourth
miner's name was Loopid the Mad, and he had so many
screws loose it was a wonder his head didn't fall off. 

It should be noted here that the troggle brain is one of the
true, natural wonders on Oeuf. Though it is only the size of
the walnut, it has many highly complex structures. The bad-
temporal lobe contains the errorbellum (or very little brain),
which controls movement and balance, though perhaps
control is not the right word. The bad-temporal lobe also
contains the hippycampus, the hoppycampus and the
happycampus, which deal with various memory constructs
involved in forgetting, hopping and being happy. The bimbic
system (or over-emotional brain), located just behind the bad-
temporal lobe, deals with such mental constructs as shoes,
fashion and makeup. In addition to the cortex, which is also
found in humans, the troggle brain also has the snortex (for
nasal control), the sortext (for memory ordering), the tortex
(for understanding tort law) and, of course, the tipex (for
correcting mistakes). There is much more to the troggle brain
than this, but this should be sufficient for the reader to deduce
that the real wonder of the troggle brain is, of course, that the
damn thing works at all. Unfortunately, in Loopid the Mad's
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case, it didn't. 
"Is you alright?" Floozy asked, as Loopid shoved his

broken bones back into place, scraped the snottopotamus snot
from his hair and stood up. 

"He-he-he-he," Loopid giggled inanely, as he looked round
and wondered who he was this time. "Je'm appell Napoleon,"
he said, and then he rushed out of the door, muttering
something about turnips. Loopid loved his job, though he had
no idea why. Within minutes he was back at the snot-face,
scraping the accumulated gunk of decades from its bogey
encrusted walls. Needless to say, he did not stay there long.
The snottopotamus inhaled a vast lung full of air, then
another, then another. Loopid knew what was coming, and
then what he knew was coming came. "Ahhh-Chooo!" the
great beast sneezed, and Loopid was expelled from its nose at
over one-hundred-and-fifty miles per hour. 

Up he went and up, up past flocks of circling twirly-birds,
and then: "THWACK!" For a moment Loopid thought he had
hit the roof of the Oeuf, but then he realised it was a
terrorducktyl (a terrifyingly large, carnivorous duck of the
genus tetrinnîre-flãbellum). These ferocious birds were
capable of carrying off a fully grown troggle, though they
tended only to do this when the troggle in question became
really annoying, as raw troggle garnished with snottopotamus
snot is not a dish relished by terrorducktyls. As Loopid and
the terrorducktyl tumbled through the air, the great duck
started flapping its enormous wings and turned west, with
Loopid firmly clasped in her webbed talons.

As they flew, Loopid could see for miles and miles. Behind
him the Lesser-Effluent flowed north. Beyond it lay miles of
muddy grass land dotted with woolly wildesheep, and beyond
that the sickly green sky seemed to meet the muddy earth. To
his left, he could see all the way to Wibbleton and the
Greater-Effluent, snaking its way down to Plebbton. Ahead of
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him he could see the yellow mud of the Great Plain, while
beneath him and to his right a raging sea of jagged peaks
seemed to erupt from the surface of the Oeuf.

Suddenly the terrorducktyl stop dead in the air. She
hovered for a second and then fell. The wind screamed
through her feathers as they hurtled toward the jagged peaks.
Loopid was terrified beyond words. "Zoot Allores!" he said
speechlessly. Then the great bird let go, and Loopid hurtled
toward what he thought would surely be his death. His whole
life pass before his eyes: his youth, the Sardinian campaign,
Egypt (damn Nelson), the end of the First Republic, the
Austrian campaign, Trafalgar (damn Nelson), the retreat from
Moscow .... 

"BOING!" Loopid boinged, as he bounced off one of the
mountains, which happily were not made of stone but
vulcanised rubber; and "Quack! Quack!" the terrorducktyl
chortled as she watched. 

"Eeek, Ouch, Uugh, Oooo, Eek, Ow, Uugh, Ouch, Ouch,
Eeek, Ow!" Loopid screamed, as he tumbled down, then
sideways, then up, then down, then up the mountain side.
Eventually, Loopid came tumbling to a stop at the foot of one
of the mountains. He got to his feet, dusted himself off and
burst into tears. After a good hour or so bemoaning his
plight, he decided he had no alternative but to walk all the
way back to Floozton, which he could see in the distance. A
few hours after that, he set off down the rubber foothills with
a surprising spring in his step. All around him, lumps of
rubber were scattered all higgledy-piggledy. Some were round
and some were square, some were long and thin, while
others were big and fat. He kicked a small round lump and
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watched it roll and bounce off into the distance. He kicked a
flat slab and watched as it slid off down the muddy, rubber
foothills. "Coo!" he said to himself. He jumped onto another
flat slab, gingerly pushed himself and started to slide. By the
time he reached the mud flats he was travelling at such a rate
he kept going - all the way back to the snottopotamus bog.

"Hello Loopid," Floozy The Fungal said, as he was jolted to
a stop next to her, "What's that?" 

"Is thing what I did invent, and what I used to slide all the
way to the bog on," Loopid replied, "That's why me calls it a
toboggon."

"What funny stuff," Floozy said, prodding the sledge with
her finger, "What is it? Where you get it from?" 

"Je suis une pomdetair!" Loopid replied. Floozy did not
think this answered her question, so she asked again. "We we
mon capitaine," Loopid replied, pointing at the black peaks
which peeked above the horizon, "Me calls it rubber. Me gets
it from over there. Them is mountains what is made of it."  

"I was wondering what they was!" Floozy said.
"Yes," Loopid said, "I heard Mystix say they was inhabited

by loutish yobgoblins and slobbish slobgoblins. That's why
me calls them the Himalayabouts.

"So how far away is they?" 
"FOOD?" Loopid said, "FOOD! FOOD!"
"Oh Right," Floozy said, handing a handful of sprouts to

Loopid, who stuffed them greedily into his mouth, "So how
far is it?" 

"Oooo-la-la!" Loopid replied, splattering his employer with
pieces of half chewed sprout, "Three hours, maybe two-
hundred as the twirly-bird flies. I make picture." Then he
rearranged all the food on his napkin to make a picture of
what he had seen from the air, and handing it to Floozy, he
said, "Look! Me invented the mapkin!" 
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The next day they all followed Loopid's mapkin, trudging
up through the muddy foothills until they reached the rubber,
Himalayabout mountains. They tried climbing up them, and
then they tried falling off them which was much more fun. 

"Oooo," Floozy said, as she finally came to a stop, "falling
down mountains do be fun. Me want do it again." 

"Me did jump in chasm," one of her nasal miners boasted,
"and then me bounced strait out again." 

"We did invent cricket," two more nasal miners said, "We
do have balls and bats; and Loopid be wicket; and we do
bash him with the bats and bung the balls at him. It teach us
sportsmanship." 

"That not nice," Floozy said, "Can me have a go?"
When they had finished their game1, they constructed a

makeshift shelter from the lumps of rubber they found
scattered around them. As it turned out, the makeshift shelter
was a comparatively palatial building far greater than
anything in either Wibbleton or Plebbton. What's more it was
water proof and it didn't fall down. 

"Oooo," Floozy thought, "Rubber be useful."
The next day they started bouncing lumps of rubber back to

Floozton, and from there they transported it to Wibbleton.
In Wibbleton rubber was a great success, particularly with

Bodger the Builder who found that, with it, he could build
hovels which did not fall down all the time - or at least, when
they did, they tended to bounce back up again.  

1. 23 (bowled), 4 (LBW), 0 (caught silly mid-on), 30 (run out), 18 (bowled), 3 (caught
square leg), 7 (caught deep square leg), 19 (LBW), 16 (bowled), 14 (not out).
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IV. Trade and Culture.
Year of Spencerism (Organ 10BD).

Time passed and both Wibbleton and Plebbton grew in size
and sophistication. 

In Plebbton, Doggerel the Poet managed to dump the
accursed burden of leadership on the town's ordinary citizens.
He created an assembly called the henpecclesia1, where the
citizens could meet and fail to decide what they should do,
and he created the courts where two litigants could resolve
disputes by throwing cabbage and mayonnaise at each other,
which were consequently called coleslaw courts. The
populace, of course, complained bitterly about this shameless
abdication of power, and their first act was to make Doggerel
king. Doggerel's first act, of course, was to abdicate. This sort
of thing went on for several weeks until the ordinary citizens
got bored and stopped going to the assembly. With Doggerel's
idiocratic government firmly established, his mind turned to
thoughts of mortality, in the way that poet's minds do from
time to time. He became very depressed and took to
wandering through the streets reciting mournful dirges at
unfortunate passers-by. 

Frank Spencer, why does you kill us?
With horrible things like bacillus? 

I'm close to despair, 
Cos it's all so unfair, 

Most service providers just bill us! 

For the most part, the unfortunate passers-by responded by
hitting him with their shopping; and perhaps it was this that
caused Doggerel to stop bemoaning his fate and start thinking

1. So called because they did what their wives told them.
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about how he could escape death's invidious clutches. After
much thought he realised that if the gods could create both
life and death, then they could, in theory, make an exception
in his case. He also realised that his charm worked best with
the ladies. For this reason he started worshipping the Great
Celestial Betty, claiming that if she had made the luniverse it
wouldn't have been total rubbish and have nasty things like
death in it. He got Brickette the Bricky to build a small semi-
detached temple which he dedicated to Betty, and he started
composing hymns in praise of the great goddess. 

O Great Celestial Betty!
Your hair does look like spaghetti, 

Your face is more cute, 
Than a wellington boot; 

And your legs look like those of a yeti! 

The new religion quickly caught on, and soon Betty was the
most worshipped deity in Plebbton.

Trade, meanwhile, began to flourish between all the
Twittian cities. Floggit the Trader would bring cargoes of ripe
sprouts to Plebbton, which he would then swap with the
Plebbians for equally ripe sprouts. Similarly, Bumpkin the
Peasant (when he wasn't digging canals or planting sprouts)
would transport his sprouts to Wibbleton where he swapped
them for yet more sprouts.

One might wonder what the point of all this was, as one
sprout is much like another, but that would overestimate the
troggles mathematical ability. At this stage their number
system was extremely simple, consisting of just three values:
one, two and many. Therefore, trading many sprouts for many
sprouts was something of a lottery. Sometimes traders would
come out on top and sometimes they wouldn't. Luckily they
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never knew which had happened, and so, by and large, they
assumed they were making a profit. 

Though trade was pretty pointless from a commercial point
of view, from a cultural standpoint it was vital: allowing the
free exchange of ideas between the Twittian cities. The only
problem was, no one had any ideas worth exchanging either. 

One of the ideas not worth exchanging, was, of course,
Doggerel's cult of Bettyism. In Floozton, Floozy the Fungal
was not overly impressed with Doggerel's cult; but the notion
of tailoring Spencerism to suit her specific needs did seem
like a rather good idea. She was, of course, still hopelessly
besotted with Plebb the Cute-Buns, and consequently she
wanted the favour, not so much of Frank Spencer or Betty but
Nora Batty, the Twittians' goddess of love and beauty. To this
end Floozy built a little, rubber temple in her honour, which
had the words "Kiss me Quick" over the door. Here she
performed esoteric dating rituals: dancing wild dances,
chanting dirge like love-laments and generally misbehaving. 

All over Twitland, single lady-troggles, keen to increase
their chances of finding a boyfriend who wasn't total rubbish,
enthusiastically signed up to the new Nora Batty dating-cult1.
Many moved to Floozton, and soon the little town was hosting
great festivals where drunken, single lady-troggles would
rampage through the streets ruthlessly marrying any
gentleman-troggle unfortunate enough to come within
snogging distance. 

1. This cult has been compared to the Greek cult of Dionisus and the Maenads.
However, the Maenads never actually married their victims, they just ripped them limb
from limb, which many consider more humane.  
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Come back! Don't go! 
Your face I want to snog! 

Now hold still, 
Or else I will, 

Hit you with a log! 

Back in Plebbton, Doggerel the Poet dreamt that the Great
Celestial Betty had dunked him in a bowl of chilly con-carne,
so that his only vulnerable spot was now his chillies heel.
Keen to find something else to complain about, he realised
that though he might be immortal, his poems weren't. He
wrote several poems on the subject, but sadly he forgot them
all. He sat and forlornly watched Brickette the Bricky busily
making mud-bricks. What she created, Doggerel thought,
would probably last for weeks! He waddled over, casually
poking one of the bricks with a twig, and noticed the small
indentation it left. Then he made another and another. 

"Oie!" Brickette said, "Stop poking my bricks. You make
them fall to bits if you keep doing that." 

"Look!" Doggerel replied, holding up the mud-brick, "I just
invented writing." 

"Oh," Brickette said, wondering what on Oeuf he was
going on about this time, "Well done?" 

Needless to say, Doggerel set about preserving his poetic
works all over Plebbton's great buildings: wetting down the
building's mud-bricks, and then inscribing onto them some
mournful dirge or sentimental couplet. Within days the whole
town was covered in mawkish graffiti; and worse still, the
damage done to the mud-bricks cause several of Brickette's
finest buildings to collapse. 

"STOP IT!" Brickette screamed when, at last, she caught
the culprit red-handed. 

"But," Doggerel protested, "where I do my writing then?
Mud-bricks is the only thing what works." 
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"Well make your own mud-bricks," Brickette said, as she
clobbered the unfortunate poet with a brick, "It's not exactly
difficult." 

Reluctantly, Doggerel agreed, and soon Plebbton could
boast Twitland's first book-shop, where all the citizens of
Plebbton could come and buy the bricks on display. No one
did. 

At this point in the evolution of Twittian civilisation they
had no laws as we understand them. There were certain things
which a Twittian just did not do - so when a Twittian did
them, an angry mob would chuck the perpetrator in the river.
To improve this situation Doggerel composed the first law
code, and used his new writing invention to inscribe it on a
great stele he had erected in the centre of the town.
Unfortunately the underlying principle he used while
composing his law code was not that it be just or fair, but that
it rhymed. 

If a troggle does, your gob, punch,
Then he shall not get no lunch. 

If a troggle does poke you in the eye,
Then he must buy you a pie. 
If a troggle does, to you, lied,

Then he he shall be ostrichised 1....

Though the concept of property was well understood, the
troggles' method of marking their property was not dissimilar
to the method used by dogs on Earth, making the adjudication
of property disputes an extremely unpleasant business. To
solve this problem Doggerel invented a potato-stamp, which

1. Ostrichism is a draconian punishment whereby a wrongdoer has his head shoved in
the sand. Note also that it was from this law code that the phrase "an eye for a pie"
was derived. 
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had markings carved onto it that identified a particular troggle.
These could then be used to mark a possession or make a
troggles' mark on a legal tract (which he called a contract
because it was nearly always a con). Of course he marked
everything as his before announcing his invention; but even
so it was considered a great legal advance. 

V. The Return of a Stranger.
Year of Spencerism (Eightober 10BD).

Not far from the now thriving city of Plebbton, where
Doggerel the Poet, Bumpkin the Peasant, Brickette the Bricky
and all the other Plebbians lived, a troggle could be seen
waddling along the beach, dragging a strange, white lump
behind it. The troggle had dragged this curious bolder all the
way from the White Mountains in the north. It was made of a
substance similar to papier-mâché, being composed of matted
wood pulp fibres and soluble glue, which tended to become
soft and malleable when wet. 

The troggle was not soft and malleable - not anymore. The
troggle was hard and bitter. The troggle was Plebb the Cute-
Buns, King of the Plebbians, and he was not in a good mood.
He braced himself. He was expecting to find the deserted
ruins of an abandoned village. Surely, he thought, by now,
his followers would have given up and returned to Wibbleton.

He was, therefore, gob-smacked when he first saw Plebbton.
"Gosh!" he said, as he gazed in awe at the vast urban sprawl.
In the centre, great towering edifices of mud and twigs soared
many feet into the sky; smart, mud dwellings radiated out in
neat rows; a huge mud rampart, four feet high, encircled the
whole thing: and that was just the start. Beyond the rampart,
for hundreds of yards in all directions, lay field upon field of
lush sprout-bushes watered by winding canals. Here and there
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he could see his brave Plebbians diligently tending the crops
in the fields, or not so diligently eating them. On the muddy
rampart Plebbian guards slept, while on the horizon a caravan
of Plebbian traders could be seen snaking its way past
Bumpkins Hillock and off toward Wibbleton.

Plebb entered the city through the great north gate, which
was, in reality, just the part of the rampart which had fallen
down. He waddled slowly down the main thoroughfare,
marvelling at the simple elegance of the buildings, and when
he came upon the Temple Of Silly-man he gasped in awe: it
was spectacular. However, it was Doggerel's stele that
intrigued him the most. He stared at the strange squiggles
inscribed on it and wondered what on Oeuf they were for and
why they all looked like pictures of lady-troggles' bottoms.

"Plebb?" a voice asked from behind him, "Where you
been?" 

Plebb spun round. "Me done gone to great white
mountains," he said. Then another voice called his name and
then another. Suddenly the streets were filled with excited
Plebbians. They lifted Plebb up onto their shoulders and
carried him through the city. 

There was a great feast in Plebbton that night. All wanted to
hear about Plebb's adventures, but he was strangely quiet.
Brickette the Bricky (the Plebbian responsible for building the
great city) was very interested in the lump of mountain which
he had bought back. She felt certain that they could use this
new material to build something truly spectacular.  

"Is most splendid stuff. It get wet. You can change its
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shape. It dry. It stay like that," Brickette said, "I go get more.
I make into things what we can use." 

Plebb remained silent.
"While you not here, I do invent writing," Doggerel the

Poet boasted1. And then he produced a small brick with a lot of
squiggles on it. 

"So," asked Brickette the Bricky, "What is those little
squiggles for? I've been wondering for ages." 

"Each one does be like a word, only me says it by
scratching it in mud. That way me not forget it." 

"Blimey! That's useful!" Brickette exclaimed. "So," she
added, pointing at the brick, "What's it say." 

"That one," Doggerel said, "was the first one I wrote. It say
to me what writing is. I did write it so me not forget what
writing is." 

Plebb remained silent.
"When you do that?" Bumpkin the Peasant asked, having

returned from his trading expedition to Wibbleton the day
before. 

"Oh," Doggerel remarked casually, "I do that months ago. I
not tell you till now cos I forget." 

"Why you forget," Bumpkin asked, "if you invent writing
so you not forget?" 

"Well, you see," Doggerel replied, "I not invent reading till
last night." 

Plebb remained silent.
"How you draw a picture of clever?" Brickette the Bricky

asked. 
"I draw a picture of me," Doggerel said, "Everyone knows

that mean clever cos that's what me is." 
"What about handsome?" Bumpkin asked, "How you draw

1. It should be noted that writing had been invented prior to this (many times).
However, as the these earlier inventors had nothing very much to say, the invention fell
into disuse and was forgotten. 
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that?" 
"That's a picture of me too." 
"And strong?" 
"That's me too." 
Plebb remained silent.
"We does be an idiocray now," Doggerel said, as he

thought it wise to change the subject before he was asked how
he had represented ugliness and stupidity. "It does be a new
political system where everyone votes on what to do. Course,
no one bothers to turn up so we can still do what we want;
but now we can blame it all on them when it doesn't work." 

Plebb remained silent.
"We do have flood," Bumpkin said, "what Told-U-So the

Oracle did tell me about in Sybilline gossip prophecy. So I did
dig drain, and it did rain and rain; but my drain did save
Plebbton. Next day Plebbton be all dry again. Course,
everything got washed away, but there not nothing me could
do bout that. I be hero and Doggerel did write poem bout it. I
do speak it at you." 

There once was lots of rain, 
So Bumpkin he dig a big drain,

It was all very boring, 
And we all did do snoring, 

And then we rebuilt Plebbton, again!

"After that, I did go to Wibbleton," Bumpkin said, "I do
swap sprouts for snottopotamus bogies. We do visit
Wibbleton much. They come here too. Floggit the Trader do
come here first. First he do come as spy, but then he do come
to swap stuff." 

Plebb remained silent.
"Much do happen in Wibbleton since you gone," Bumpkin

said, "Them Wibblians have silly festival in which they all do
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run round and round in circles and do throw poking-sticks at
nothing in particular. One what run slowest or throw shortest
distance do be looser and everyone do bash him with
geraniums; but everyone do say it not the loosing - it be the
bashing with geraniums what be important. They all get hurt
and limp about saying, 'Ow!' That's why they calls them the
owlimpics. Them Wibblians is strange! Not like us Plebbians.
What else? Ummm. Oh yes. Their Shearly Temple do fall
down." 

At that Brickette burst out laughing. She always liked to
hear of a rivals failure. "That Bodger the Builder can't build
for toffee," she said. 

Plebb remained silent.
"Anyway, in Wibbleton, Bodger do start making new heap,

but he do make it out of big bits of rubber what Floozy did
bring from Floozton. Bodger say it not fall down."

"Bodger not never build nothing what not fall down,"
Brickette said, before asking, "What be rubber?"

"Is funny stuff?" Bumpkin answered, "I got little bit, what
me got when me in Wibbleton. Me show you later. Is sort of
bouncy. They say there be mountains of it, just like Plebb do
say there be mountains of papier-mâché."

Plebb remained silent.
"Ummm," Bumpkin said, trying to remember what else had

happened, "Oh, that's right. Wibble the Stupid and Floozy the
Fungal do be married."

"WHAT!" screamed Plebb, with venom in his voice. Floozy
- she whose existence conjured into sound, substantial flesh
and blood, the abstract notion of love; she whose eyes
contained the whole of Oeuf in their wondrous gaze; she
whose smile could cause the skies to weep with unrepentant
joy and the Oeuf to shake with trembling; she - had married
WIBBLE! Suddenly Plebb knew what he had to do. The cold
steel in his heart glowed with white hot fire. He stood up.
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"Listen what I speak," he said, "Me is Plebb the Cute-Buns,
chief of all the Plebbians. Me does speak what we must do.
Me do say we does destroy Wibbleton!"

VI. The Trial of Sylloggit.
Year of Spencerism (Organ 10BD to Sevenember 10BD).

In Wibbleton, rational thought was about to cautiously pop
its head above the parapet and have it blown clean off.
Sylloggit the Know-it-all was a scientist, mythematician and
philosopher, who had been named after the incredibly silly
syllogisms he kept making up, as well as the fact that he was
a git. Everyone thought that Sylloggit was extremely clever
because, most of the time, they didn't understand a word he
said. In this, as in so much else, Sylloggit disagreed with
them. Sylloggit did not think that he was clever. He thought
that everyone else was stupid, and if he believed what they
did not, most of the time, he would be right1. "The troggle is by
nature an idiot!" and, "I know nothing except I'm always
right," he repeatedly said. 

Sylloggit delighted in telling everyone they were stupid.
For the most part though, everyone did not delight in hearing
it, and when Mystix told him to stop, he composed his
famous syllogism2:

All troggles are stupid.
Mystix is a troggle.

Therefore Mystix is stupid!

Meanwhile, Uglette the Brainy had been busy, theorising

1. This is known as syllogittian logic, and while not being terribly logical, it is an
extremely practical method of determining the truth. See Uglette B. 6BD. 
2. Theoretically, syllogisms are a particularly poor way to resolve disputes, because, as
reason and not subjective self-interest dictates the result, everybody loses. In practise,
however, Sylloggit almost always won.
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that everything was formed from a single element which she
called "Stuff", and which, in different concentrations, made
up all the matter in the luniverse. To annoy her, Sylloggit
countered by claiming there were actually two elements, both
of which he called "Stuff" too1. He would have argued for
more, but he was limited by their number system which, at
the time, only went up to two. Uglette replied to this by
arguing that reality was an endless stream of nonsensical
drivel emanating from some prime-mover's introspective
naval gazing, and thus didn't make any kind of sense. Central
to this idea was the concept of blogos, which literally meant
to spout endless, platitudinous rubbish. In response Sylloggit
argued that Uglette had a fat bottom and smelt of pooh, and
Uglette responded by saying that flattery wouldn't get him
anywhere. 

The argument continued in this vein for many weeks, until
Mystix the Mystagogue threatened to institute Philosopher
Fustigation Day if they didn't shut up. Mystix, however, was
far from impartial in the dispute. Partly this was because
Uglette had bribed him not to be; partly it was because
Sylloggit kept making up rude syllogisms about him; and
partly it was because Sylloggit's rigorous philosophical method
threatened to undermine the very essence of Spencerism.
Though Sylloggit did believe in a prime-mover, he said that
the idea that a troggles spiritual well being could be enhanced
by repeating the phrase "Oooo, Betty, the cat's done a
whoopsy in the kitchen", was about as likely as the idea that

1. On Earth the elements were, of course, fire, air, earth and water. As Sylloggit thought
air was just an absence of stuff and the Twittians had not invented fire, we may
assume that stuff was earth and stuff was water. See Sylloggit K. 7BD. 
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we lived in a rational luniverse1.

Sylloggit did not just annoy the rich and powerful, though.
He annoyed everyone. Everyday he could be seen in the
market place, accosting some hapless passer-by and inflicting
on them one of his profoundly annoying dialogues. 

"What you doing?" Sylloggit would say, "Where you
going? What's your name? How..." 

"Oh bottoms!" the passer-by would reply, "Not you again!" 
"What you mean, not me again?" 
"I mean, you make my brain hurt!" 
"But how you know your brain hurts?" 
"Because it does!" 
"Is not things hurting, often, a sign that something is

wrong?" 
"I suppose so." 
"And we does our thinking with our brain?" 
"Yes." 
"So, cos your brain is hurting, that means it can't be

working properly, cos it is hurting and things what are hurting
aren't working properly. Now, cos you does your thinking
with your brain and your brain ain't working, then what you
is thinking is going to be wrong. As what you is thinking is
that your brain is hurting, that means your brain must not be
hurting cos your brain is not working." 

"What?" 
"I just cured your headache." 
"Did you?" 
"Yes. Now, most quacks would charge two sprouts for

that!" 

1. As has been stated, Sylloggit did believe in a prime mover, but he also believed that
this prime mover must be so alien to our experience it would be impossible to believe
in him unless the believer was also the prime mover. Having proved to his satisfaction
that he was god, he erected the "Altar to Me". Unfortunately everyone who saw it
assumed that the altar had been dedicated to them, and so it was that, for a time, the
entire population of Wibbleton came to believe themselves gods.
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This kind of argument Sylloggit called bodgical deduction,
bodgic being his own special form of logic. Sylloggit was
also a teacher to the young, though he only did it to annoy
them. When Sylloggit wasn't teaching or annoying shoppers
in the marketplace, he was making great strides in the field of
mythematics. He understood the concepts of addition,
subtraction, multiplication and even division. He couldn't
actually do them, but he understood the concept well enough
to teach it. He even had a crude estimate for the value of pi.
Unfortunately - as their number system only consisted of the
numbers one, two and many - his estimate of many was not
accurate enough to be of much use. He then invented all sorts
of aids to help him with his investigations. Among them were
such geometrical instruments as the comparse, which allowed
him to draw an almost perfectly spherical bottom1; and the set-
square which, bizarrely, wasn't square at all. 

The real breakthrough, however, came when he invented
the number three by adding one and two together. From there
he quickly demonstrated the existence of the numbers five,
seven and nine. Sadly he was distracted by a piece of string
so, for many months, the Twittians' number system consisted
of the values: one, two, three, five, seven, nine and many.
This was a great improvement on the old system, and if you
knew how to work it right, which Sylloggit did, you could
make a tidy profit. Simply put, most troggles couldn't tell the
difference between four sprouts and six sprouts; to them they
were just many sprouts and many sprouts. Needless to say,
Sylloggit got fat on his ill-gotten gains, and once Uglette the
Brainy had figured it out, so did she. Eventually though,
Uglette realised that there are more important things than
personal gain - there's revenge, so she decided to expose
Sylloggit as the trickster and charlatan everybody knew him
to be. 

1. According to syllogittian thought, the most perfect geometrical form.
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Though the Plebbians now had something approximating to
a law code, the Wibblians opted for a system based solely on
precedent. Unfortunately, as no one could remember what
precedents had been set, they didn't really know what was
against the law and what wasn't. That said, the Wibblians
now had a systematic method for determining guilt. On Earth
such things are decided by twelve good men and true, sitting
in a jury room and playing rock, paper, scissors. The
Wibblians had a slightly different system.

Uglette's case against Sylloggit hinged on proving the
existence of the number four and showing that it was less than
six. Unfortunately, due to the nature of Twittian courts, she
could not use mythematical logic to do this. According to the
law, the matter would be decided by an eating competition1.

At the appointed hour, Sylloggit and Uglette climbed to the
top of the (newly rebuilt) Greater Mud Heap. Mystix the
Mystagogue, who was acting as judge, was waiting for them.
Behind him stood the hastily erected scales-of-justice, in
which the two claimants would be weighed after the trial.
Around the Greater Mud Heap swarmed a host of Wibblians
and a few Plebbians too, as Wibbleton was becoming quite
cosmopolitan. Everyone was rooting for Uglette.

Mystix raised his arms and said, "One time, Del Boy did
say that he could eat more pizza than what Frank Spencer
could, and Frank Spencer did say he couldn't. So they did
make bet. Nora Batty, the goddess of beauty and wisdom, did
agree to officiate; and they do order many Pizzas from Pizza
Express. A pizza-delivery-bloke, what is half bloke and half
moped do come bearing pizzas, and they does both stuff their
faces with bits of pizza. Eventually Del Boy does go,
'Urrrch!' and bits of pepperoni and tomato and pineapple do
splurt out of his mouth across the firmament; and that do be

1. Originally such things had been decided by combat, but as both parties kept running
away this system was eventually abandoned.  
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what the tiny twinkling stars are. Frank Spencer do go
'Urrrch!' too, but he do do it in a bucket! It be from this story
that we does get our legal system. For, just as Frank Spencer
do eat more pizza than Del Boy, a troggle what be right can
always eat more sprouts than one what be wrong."

"Hooray!" the crowd cheered, and then Mystix performed
the ritual of the unblocking of the waste-pipe, which everyone
thought very funny. When he finished, he raised his arm. "Let
the noshing do start," he said, signalling the start of the
competition. 

Uglette started things off by eating a sprout. Sylloggit
countered by eating a sprout. Uglette ate a sprout. Sylloggit
riposted by eating a sprout. Uglette thought for a moment,
and ate a sprout. Sylloggit ate a sprout. Uglette smiled, licked
her lips confidently, and ate a sprout.

It had been Sylloggit's plan to eat just four sprouts which
would, thanks to their incomplete number system, allow him
to claim victory or at worst a draw. However, with all those
scrummy sprouts in front of him he could not resist - so he
ate a sprout. Uglette ate a sprout. Sylloggit looked worried,
and then he ate a sprout. Uglette ate a sprout. Sylloggit ate a
sprout. By now the crowd was going insane with excitement.
What, they wondered, would happen next? Uglette ate a
sprout. Sylloggit countered by eating a sprout. Uglette was in
trouble. She looked decidedly queasy. She took a deep breath,
exhaled and ate a sprout, and then the Greater Mud Heap
collapsed. 

From the dusty pile of rubble, Mystix declared Uglette the
winner. Sylloggit would have objected as he wasn't beaten
yet, but he was too busy eating. Eventually, the Court
Officials rolled the two rotund claimants back to their
respective heaps, and Mystix decreed, "Uglette do prove by
the eating of sprouts, that the number four do exist, and that it
be less than six." 
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Thus it was that the number four became the first number
whose existence was legally recognised in law. Similar cases
followed to establish the existence of the other numbers in the
number system, and Uglette and Sylloggit both agreed that
this was the best scam ever1.

VII. The Taming of the Wildesheep.
Year of Spencerism (Eightober 10BD).

In Plebbton, Plebb the Cute-Buns, enraged by the news of
Wibble and Floozy's wedding, was busy plotting his revenge.
He knew that destroying Wibbleton would not be easy. First
he had to turn the peace-loving farmers of Plebbton into a
ruthless army. Unfortunately his suggestion that they destroy
Wibbleton hadn't gone down very well. Doggerel the Poet
was the only one to show any enthusiasm, and that was only
because he wanted something other than administrative
problems to write his poems about2. The rest of the Plebbians
had all just burst into tears, and thanks to the idiocratic
constitution which Doggerel had introduced, they now had
the power to veto all his plans.  

Plebb realised he would have to be crafty. He would start
small, with a foe they had defeated before. He called an

1. According to Uglette B. 6BD, as he was rolled away Sylloggit lied, "You owe me a
sprout!"
2. Some critics feel that his administrative poems are among his best, if only because he
wrote a line almost identical to one written by Shakespeare. However as Shakespeare
was questioning the point of continued existence and Doggerel was wondering what
pencil to use, I think the comparison is unfair. The line was, of course: "2B or not
2B."  
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assembly of the henpecclesia and addressed his subjects. "I is
Plebb," he screamed. The expectant crowd of Plebbians knew
perfectly well that he was Plebb and wondered why he
thought they needed reminding. 

"Wildesheep do eat our sprouts," he ranted. The expectant
crowd knew the wildesheep ate their sprouts, and they were
slightly annoyed that he had interrupted their hectic schedule
of napping and eating just to tell them things they already
knew. 

"It not fair!" he said, "Why we let wildesheep eat our
sprouts? Is we free or does we live in a dictatorsheep? Them
wildesheep is bigger thieves than what Fingers the Bent is!"
The expectant crowd had to admit that he had a point. "Why
we do work?" he said, "Why we not rule wildesheep and get
them to do all the work?" Though the expectant crowd didn't
understand how you could get a wildesheep to do work, they
all thought that it sounded like a jolly good idea. "We do beat
wildesheep before. We do beat wildesheep now too. DOWN
WITH WILDESHEEP!" Plebb ranted. Then Doggerel joined
his king and recited his rousing war-poem. 

There once was a beast what went, "Bah! Bah!", 
And was as mean as what Tsars are! 

It's snooty and rude, 
And eats all our food, 

And says, 'Pretentious? Pah! Moi!' 

"DOWN WITH WILDESHEEP!" the crowd screamed,
waving their poking-sticks in the air in a singularly
unconvincing display of machismo, "DOWN WITH
WILDESHEEP! DOWN WITH WILDESHEEP!"

Doggerel snackrificed a potato to the Great Celestial Betty,
as he felt that Frank Spencer (who those rubbish Wibblians
worshipped) was rubbish. Then he looked to the heavens and
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cried out, "O Great Celestial Betty, give us victory over
wildesheep like what you did have in the legend of Frank
Spencer and the Wedding Anniversary."

Plebb the Cute-Buns led his bloodthirsty mob out of the
city. It was not long before they saw a wildesheep, drinking
from the river close to where small, wading birds with
bizarrely shaped beaks trawled the water for fish. The
Plebbians took these knife-fork-and-spoonbills, as they were
known, to be a good omen as they never caught their prey
either. The bloodthirsty mob performed a rather timorous war
dance, and then they charged the wildesheep, singing their
terrified battle song: "I've wet myself! I've wet myself!",
which was consequently called a pee-on. The wildesheep took
one look at this foul smelling army and turned and fled. 

It was a great victory, and the celebrations went on late into
the night. They hadn't actually captured any wildesheep
though, so the next day Plebb led them into battle again. This
time though, they didn't find a single wildesheep - they found
a whole herd. Military discipline immediately broke down
and the Plebbians, confident from their last victory, charged.
Unfortunately their woolly foe, unexpectedly finding courage
in numbers, did not runaway. Somehow the Plebbians' charge
missed. When the Plebbians finally stopped charging, they
found themselves thirty yards behind the wildesheep. Plebb
rallied his brave troops. Happily, the wildesheep were now
trapped between his army, Plebbton and Bumpkins Hillock.
This time the Plebbians realised that their foe could not
runaway, so their advance was slower and more orderly.
Reluctantly, they fanned out into a long line and approached
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to within a few feet of their enemy. 
Then Plebb, realising that he would have to lead by

example, tentatively stepped forward, tripped, stumbled,
screamed in fear and bumped into a wildesheep. Much to his
amazement, the wildesheep bleated and retreated before him.
Encouraged, Plebb repeated the manoeuvre, and this time
Brickette, Bumpkin and half a dozen others joined in as well.
Unexpectedly the attack met with complete success. Almost a
third of the Plebbian army was involved in the next attack,
and just about everyone joined in with the one which
followed that. The Plebbians thwacked and parried, charged,
panicked, withdrew, calmed down and charged again. Slowly
the wildesheep bleated and retreated, and slowly the Plebbian
line advanced. After many minutes of bitter fighting, the
Plebbians had the wildesheep just where they wanted them:
pinned against their city's great mud rampart. And then the
victory celebrations began. 

"So what we do with them now?" Brickette asked the next
morning. 

Plebb hadn't thought of that, and then he noticed that this
wasn't much of a problem as the damn things had all escaped.
"Oh Pooh!" he said. 

To solve this problem Brickette started building a big
wildesheep-pen, and three days later the Plebbians marched
out to do battle once again. Once again the Plebbians fought
tooth-and-claw with the ferocious wildesheep, and once again
victory was theirs. By the end of the day they had fifty
wildesheep imprisoned in their wildesheep-pen. It was another
great victory, and one which would be celebrated for weeks
to come. 

Happily, the Plebbians quickly discovered that the
wildesheeps' wool was infested with really delicious yellow
nits and flees, and they took to sucking them from the sheep's
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wool. As Brickette said, "Who said there's no such thing as a
flea lunch." 

Bumpkin the Peasant tried using a grasschopper (of the
genus rõdere-scarabaeus) to shear the wildesheep, so he could
eat their nits and fleas at his leisure. This creature is a sort of
grasshopper and is commonly found in long grass. It has jaws
three inches long. It is quite harmless though, only using its
fearsome mandibles for cutting its way out of what is, to it,
an impenetrable forest of foliage. If squeezed slightly it will
automatically clamp shut its mandibles - making it into a
naturally occurring pair of scissors. The idea quickly caught
on and soon all the wildesheep had been shorn, leaving a
large pile of wool behind. 

Bumpkin the Peasant thought they could use the wool as a
building material or some kind of weapon or they could trade
it with the Wibblians (at least until they destroyed
Wibbleton). The possibilities were endless. "Is good stuff," he
said to Brickette, when he showed her the nit and flea infested
wool he had collected. Brickette, of course, didn't agree.
"Your trouble is," Bumpkin replied, "You can't see the wool
for the fleas." Eventually, she agreed to help. Of course
Bumpkin didn't want her help and Brickette certainly didn't
want to give it: it had just been one of those arguments where
everybody loses. 

After much experimentation Brickette discovered that, using
two hedgehog like animals called sledgehogs (genus acûtus-
parvus), she could separate the fibres of the wool, which could
then be spun into a sort of yarn using a twirly-maggot (genus
volvi-vermis - a maggot that, for reasons which will be
explained later, crawls round in circles). 

Because Bumpkin claimed the spoon to be the troggles
greatest achievement to date, Brickette invented chopsticks
and tried to use them to pick the newly hatched nits and fleas
from the yarn. This didn't really work as intended, but it did
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cause her to invent nit-picking, or as she called it knitting. 
Knitting was a great success, not because it allowed them to

create warm clothing, but because the cloth produced in this
fashion proved an inviting home for the yellow nits and fleas.
Even better, it finally gave the Plebbians something to do
with their hands. By their nature troggles are compulsive,
nervous fiddlers; and soon the contented clicketty-clack of
knitting-needles mingled with the voices of troggles as they
spun unbelievable knitting-yarns they called who-done-knits.

VIII. A Spy in Plebbton.
Year of Spencerism (Eightober 10BD).

A few days later, Plebb the Cute-Buns, about thirty of his
toughest Plebbians and the herd of enslaved wildesheep set
off, intent on collecting the valuable papier-mâché from the
White Mountains. The rest of the Plebbians just continued
knitting. They were not sure what they were knitting but,
whatever it was, it was going to be big! 

A few days after that, Floggit the Trader arrived from
Wibbleton with a cargo of rubber carried on an enormous
rubber sledge. "It does nought to one mile-an-hour in sixty
seconds," Floggit boasted, as he demonstrated the vehicles
impressive acceleration, "I did base the design on the
legendary stove in Frank Spencer's kitchen. I does call it the
Arger." Then he grabbed a lump of rubber from the sledges
cargo, handed it to Brickette and said, "This does be rubber."

"Oooo!" Brickette exclaimed, as she played with the rubber
lump, "What funny stuff. Me want it!" 

"What I get?" Floggit asked, ever the astute business man.
Brickette thought for a minute. "I give you the big thing

what we did knit from wildesheep wool," she said, as she took
Floggit to see the enormous garment which the entire
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population of Plebbton had been making. "Me not know what
it is. Me not know what it for neither. Is just thing what we
did make. It does be one of the One Wonders of the Oeuf!"

"No it not," Floggit said defensively, "The One Wonders of
the Oeuf does be in Wibbleton. It does be these gardens where
drunks does shout at you and tell you that you is rubbish.
They're called the Haranguing Gardens of Wibbleton." At
last they reached the enormous knitted object. "Cooo!"
Floggit cooed, "What a big knitted thing. How come it's so
yellow?" 

"It's cos," Brickette said, "It's covered in tasty yellow fleas
what the wildesheep is infested with. We call it the Golden
Fleas of Plebbton."

"Coo," Floggit said, picking at some of the fleas on the
knitted cloth and popping them into his mouth, "They is
tasty! So what's it made of?" 

"Wildesheep' wool," Brickette replied, "We did get lots of
wildesheep and we did cut off all their wool with
grasschopper. Then we did use sledgehogs and twirly-maggots
to make yarn. Then we do knit yarn like this," Brickette said,
demonstrating the process. 

"Didn't the wildesheep mind you cutting off their wool?"
Floggit asked.

"They not got no choice," Brickette replied, "We got big
army now; what defeated them in battle. It was great victory!
The army does be big secret though. Plebb did make army so
he can destroy Wibbleton, but that be big secret too. I not tell
you that cos Plebb did tell me not to."

"Tell me what?" 
"Tell you that we do be going to destroy Wibbleton."
"Oh, that," Floggit said, "So Plebb's back then?"
"Yes," Brickette said, "He come back few days ago, and he

does be mad with power now. He do make us all into rough,
tough soldiers so we can fight wildesheep and conquer you
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Wibblians." Then she pointed toward the pen where they had
imprisoned the wildesheep, and added, "We do keep
wildesheep prisoner over there."

"There not no wildesheep there?" Floggit said.
"That's cos," Brickette admitted, "Plebb the Cute-Buns do

take them to White Mountains. They bring back papier-mâché,
what is like rubber but not so bouncy, but they not carry it
themselves - they make wildesheep drag it."

"That's clever," marvelled Floggit, who had long been
searching for some easier way to transport his cargoes. 

"Yes," Brickette said, "and papier-mâché does be useful
stuff." Then she showed Floggit the handful of bowls and
cups she had made from the piece she had. "Me did make
these. They does be pots in what you can put things. Me was
going to call them amphora, but they is so shapeless I called
them amorphora instead, and me did paint them with the ooze
from the oozle-worm."

"Coo," Floggit said, pointing at one of the pictures on a pot,
"What does that be?" 

"It does be a picture of Frank Spencer."
"It looks more like a potato to me," Floggit said.
"Coo!" Brickette cooed, "You're right! Cor, it's really

realistic, isn't it."  

Just at that moment a Plebbian on the city's ramparts
shouted, "Wildesheep!" and the city burst into life. From
every corner of Plebbton, Plebbians came running, waving
their geraniums and shouting bloodcurdling battle cries.
Brickette the Bricky abandoned her guest and led one column
into battle, while Bumpkin the Peasant led the other. They
quickly cut off the wildesheep's retreat and then herded it
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toward Plebbton's great wildesheep-pen. Within minutes the
animal had been unceremoniously stripped of its woolly coat,
which was then carded and spun. The balls of precious wool
were hastily transported to a great hall which Brickette had
built, and soon the clickety-clack of knitting needles echoed
round the great hall. 

This hall, or Angora as it was known, was now the centre of
social and cultural life in Plebbton. For them, knitting was
symbolic of their new warrior code, and only through its
constant practise could harmony of body and spirit be
achieved. Those who attained renown from their heroic
knitting and their exploits in battle were given the honorary
title of nits, and those who did so while making witty bon-
mots were called nitwits1.

Floggit was impressed. "Me is impressed!" he said as
Brickette returned, "Us Wibblians don't stand a chance against
your army and your new warrior code. So what else you give
me for all my rubber?" After some haggling Floggit managed
to get all Brickette's cups and pots, a big pile of sprouts,
Doggerel's didgeridoo-kazoos and swanny-bagpipes and the
Golden Fleas of Plebbton. "I've been fleased!" he lied, when
the goods were exchanged, and Brickette gave him a mud
brick with a lot of little squiggles drawn on it. 

"What's this?" Floggit asked.
"That do be receipt," Brickette said proudly, "Doggerel the

Poet do invent reading and writing. I use it so I know what I
got and what I not got. You can use them for building too.

1. It is probably from these honorary ranks that the nightys of late middle age Twitland
derived their name. 
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Doggerel, he built himself a hovel out of them. He calls it a
library. It keeps falling down though, cos everyone keeps
borrowing his bricks. He thinks we actually read them!" 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Meanwhile, far away in Floozton, Loopid the Mad (Floozy

the Fungal's best nasal miner) had been busy. Inspired by his
traumatic experience with a terrorducktyl, he had been trying
to discover the secrets of flight. After much painful brain-
storming, he constructed a pair of wings from old feathers
stuck together with ear-wax. When all was ready, he climbed
to the top of the highest rubber mountain he could find and
leapt off - flapping his wings frantically. Loopid thought it
best not to fly too close to the sun, for he feared that it would
melt the ear-wax holding his wings together. In this at least
he was supremely successful: landing with a loud "BOING"
at the bottom of the mountain, several times. 

IX. Wibbleton Prepares for War.
Year of Spencerism (Sevenember 10BD to Marge 9BD).

In Wibbleton, Floggit the Trader returned from his trip to
Plebbton just in time for Wibble Walloping Day, and everyone
walloped Wibble even more than usual. This was odd as
nothing very much had gone wrong: Bodger the Builder had
built some magnificent buildings out of the new rubber
material; the current crop of sprouts was getting on nicely;
and Uglette the Brainy had built a sort of abacus by
skewering lots of sprouts onto an array of twigs - an
invention she called a kabacus. This was a great leap forward
for troggle mythematics as, provided Uglette was not feeling
hungry, it meant that she occasionally got the correct answer
to her sums. The Wibblians only real problem was finding a
new poet, as everyone felt that Floggit the Trader's verses just
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didn't have that certain something. Uglette made up good
poems, but they tended to be rather technical. Wibble made
up poems too, but they were so soppy he couldn't recite them
without causing major civil unrest. 

Once the walloping part of Wibble Walloping Day was over
and Mystix the Mystagogue had finished telling the myth of
Frank Spencer and the Public Relations Course, the feast
began and Mystix asked Floggit what was happening in
Plebbton.

"I did swap some rubber for one of the two One Wonders of
the Oeuf," Floggit said, "Is called the Golden Fleas of
Plebbton. They did knit it out of wildesheep' wool. I did also
get some pots, what Brickette made from stuff what Plebb the
Cute-Buns did bring back from the White Mountains."

"You say Plebb do come back?" Mystix asked, "I want
know everything." Floggit took a deep breath, and then he
told the assembled multitude about how the Plebbians had
conquered and domesticated the wildesheep; how they had
invented knitting and pots and bowls and writing and
reading; and how they had created a law code and an
idiocratic constitution. Finally he showed his fellow
Wibblians the swanny-bagpipes and didgeridoo-kazoos which
he had bought back with him. "We have singsong." he said,
and everyone started singing, this time accompanied by an
orchestra. 

Ding Dang Doo. Ding Dang Doo. 
Ding Dang Ding Dang Ding Dang Do. 

They sang, while the swanny-bagpipes howled and the
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didgeridoo-kazoos farted. It was, in short, horrible. And then
Mystix the Mystagogue performed his mystical belly dance.
"Hooray!" the Twittians all cheered, as they watched their
high-priest's enormous tummy wobbling uncontrollably. 

"What about Plebb the Cute-Buns?" Mystix asked, when the
singing finally died down. 

"Well," Floggit said, "Brickette the Bricky says he does be
mad with power and he does want destroy Wibbleton. They
got a great big army now, what does be invincible. They
conquer us easy! Ooops! Me wasn't supposed to tell you that
cos Brickette did tell me that it was a secret."

"Oh dear!" the Wibblians said in dismay; and "Surrender!"
Wibble screamed, as he fled from the council of war.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
If necessity is the mother of invention then war is its insane

old grandmother; and Mystix knew that like all insane old
grandmothers it would bring chaos in its wake. Mystix felt
that it would be better not to tell Floozy the Fungal (who was
still in Floozton supervising her snot mining and rubber
quarrying business) of Plebb the Cute-Buns's return. However,
he sent a message, asking her to send all the rubber she could
find back to Wibbleton. He then set about turning the entire
population of Wibbleton into a ruthless army. He realised that
a large army would, in most cases, defeat a smaller one; and
that, in the short-term, the only way to increase the size of his
new army was through a rigorous program of overeating. He
therefore instigated a new warrior code to this effect and,
"Either on it or eat it," became the order of the day. Needless
to say it was a great success and the Wibblian army doubled
in size in under a week. This new attitude toward eating was
summed up by Uglette who said, "A troggle's character is his
fat." 

Mystix got Bodger to build a great eating hall, which had
an easy to clean, bouncy, rubber floor; and it was from its
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floor that the building derived its name of The Linoleum. It
was here that those in training would compete in eating
competitions and perform great feats of mastication, before
being bounced out the door by the burly bouncers. The fattest
troggle Mystix could find was put in charge of the army. His
name was Lug the Thug and he was as dumb as a post1.

Happily, Lug was not just fat and dumb, he was also brave. It
never occurred to him to runaway from danger. Lug
sometimes got it stuck up his nose, but he only occasionally
ran away from it.  

Floggit the Trader told Mystix that the Plebbians practised
by fighting wildesheep, and slyly offered a reward of one
sprout for each wildesheep captured. Bodger the Builder
started improving the cities defences, building a great rubber
wall which stretched all the way around the city. Time passed
and many wildesheep were captured. More time passed and
Floggit opened Wibbleton's first wool shop. Needless to say
knitting caught on, just as it had in Plebbton; but in Wibbleton
they knew what they were knitting: woolly jumpers and
bobbly-hats to protect them from the Plebbians' poking-sticks.

Uglette the Brainy and Sylloggit the Know-it-all were not
idle either. Sylloggit had used the new rubber material to
create a wildesheep drawn war-sledge, and Uglette invented
the wheel. The early prototypes of the sledge were quite
impressive but gave a rather bumpy ride. Uglette refined
Sylloggit's design by adding her new wheel invention in an
attempt to improve the steering. However the real
breakthrough came when she removed the wheel from the
steering column and attached it to the axle instead. Using this
system you turned right by attaching the wheel to the left
axle, to turn left you did the opposite and to go strait ahead
you removed it completely. They still weren't happy and the

1. Unlike the post, however, the kind of stamps he used were not the kind sought after
by philatelists. 
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invention went through many more forms until they
eventually perfected it. 

The finished machine now had two wheels, one on the left
and one on the right, which gave a comparatively smooth
ride. It was pulled by two wildesheep, which almost solved
the steering problem as to turn right you poked the left hand
wildesheep (thus causing it to walk faster), and to turn left
you poked the one on the right. 

Sylloggit refined the design even further by allowing the
wheels to turn round on the axles, and when Uglette tried
using round wheels instead of square ones - they felt that they
had something truly special. As the result was, essentially a
comfy chair on wheels they proudly christened the invention,
a comfy-chairiot.

Not all technological developments were military though.
The invention of knitting and the importation of large
quantities of rubber also gave rise to new forms of furniture:
most notably the beanbag, which was a large knitted sack
filled with hundreds of beans in a thick tomato sauce. 

Bodger the Builder invented the plumb-bob, and
subsequently became very depressed because nothing he built
ever stayed vertical long enough for him to use it.  

Uglette the Brainy's wheel invention had many peaceful
applications,suchaswheelbarrows1, shoppingtrolleysandwheely-
bins. She also introduced a system of weights and measures,
using her foot to measure distance and her weight to measure
weight, saying, "I'm the measure of all things." However, as
she was slightly sensitive about her large feet and her figure,

1. These were similar to the long barrows built by Neolithic cultures on Earth, except,
of course, the troggle barrows had wheels.
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both these measures tended to dramatically overestimate the
measured object. 

More importantly, she abandoned her theory of the one
element. Instead she claimed that everything was made from
tiny, indivisible blobs. These blobs, she claimed, were the
smallest taxable objects in the luniverse, which was why she
called them vatoms 1. The different types of vatoms could stick
together to form the substances of the everyday world, and
were capable of emitting images of themselves that could
enter the eye and be perceived. Solids were solid because the
vatoms were packed together, and liquids were liquid because
they weren't. It was simple yet brilliant, and best of all it put
commodity taxation on a scientific footing, or it would have
done, had anyone bothered to invent money. 

While Uglette was doing all this, Sylloggit invented the
number zero. Unusually, he was very modest about this
contribution to the troggles mythematical knowledge, saying,
"It was nothing2!" He tried squaring the circle, but as he did so
with a hammer Uglette felt that he had missed the point. He
even realised that some numbers were only divisible by one
or themselves. He represented these numbers on Uglette's
kabacus with small lumps of soft cheese, which maybe why
they became known as primula numbers. He even developed
a method for finding primula numbers by threading beans
unto Uglette's kabacus, indicating those numbers which could
not be primula. This he called the sieve of error-beans.
Perhaps less significantly, he also invented the dice, the
crooked dice, gambling and the pump (a sort of shoe designed
for carrying water). 

1. The concept of tax was well understood by philosophers at the time. However, they
kept it secret, guessing the sort of chaos that would result from telling their rulers. 
2. Neuro-psychologists believe that Sylloggit's mind was ideally suited to the
contemplation of nothing as it was almost entirely empty. Thus it was natural that the
troggles developed the concept of zero comparatively early in their history. See Hart-
Davis A. 1998. 
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This period also saw the rise of troggle medicine. Though
disease was virtually unknown to troggle-kind, that does not
imply they had no doctors as, happily for the medical
profession, troggles are all appalling hypochondriacs. The
primary theory of health was that of the Four Humours,
which were identified as irony, sarcasm, parody and slapstick.
The doctors would then use these humours to cruelly
lampoon their patients, and when that failed to make them
better, the doctors would resort to turning the air blue with
their foul mouthed hippocratic oaths1. If even that failed, they
occasionally resorted to beating the patient remorselessly with
their vicious diagnosticks.

X. The March on Wibbleton.
Year of Spencerism (Sevenember 10BD to Marge 9BD).

Not long after Floggit the Trader's short visit to Plebbton,
Plebb returned from the White Mountains. Behind him
wildesheep, lassoed with woollen ropes, strained and heaved
as they dragged great slabs of papier-mâché across the muddy
earth. Beside each wildesheep waddled a Plebbian,
occasionally urging the poor beast forward with the aid of a
geranium.

Now Plebb had the raw materials, it was time to start
producing arms and armour. The papier-mâché, once wetted
down, could be easily reformed to make protective suits tough
enough to withstand a repeated prodding with a poking-stick.
They also made from this versatile material: shields, maces,
called grim-maces (which were useless), bows, called el-bows
(which, like an arm, had a joint in the middle to make them
easier to draw) and wildesheep drawn war sledges which had
a top speed of nearly two miles-per-hour. They knitted things

1. The rationale being that the evil spirits, responsible for ill health, were rather genteel
and found such foul mouthed utterances unbearable. 
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too: nets in which to trap the enemy and protective suits and
bobbly-hats for those without papier-mâché armour. Rubber
proved too difficult to carve to be of much use; though they
had some footballs and clubs and whatnot. Much was learnt
of the techniques of working papier-mâché, and Brickette
invented all sorts of tools to help. The mangle was probably
the most complex of her inventions, but she also made papier-
mâché sledgehammers (for hammering sledges), shrewdrivers
(for removing shrews) and molegrips (for gripping moles -
though it is unclear as to why). 

While all this was going on, Bumpkin the Peasant was busy
stockpiling food, and Doggerel the Poet was busy training the
Plebbian army. He taught them to march in step, screaming
"Left. Right. Left. Right..." Sometimes he would abbreviate
these commands, just shouting "Left. Left. Left..." And his
soldiers would all hop along after him. It was from this
practice that the soldiers got their name of Hoplots. Soon they
were so well drilled they could hop into battle backwards.
This way, he said, they would be facing in the right direction
when the time came to runaway. 

In addition to the Hoplots, there were also Sploplots who
were armed with lumps of gunk for hurling at the enemy,
Droplots who had bouncy footballs, and Moplots who had the
job of cleaning up after the battle. 

Of course, the ordinary Plebbians did not know that Plebb
still planned to attack Wibbleton. That was a closely guarded
secret. They thought the protective suits, weapons and
training were all in preparation for another campaign against
the wildesheep. Only Plebb, Doggerel, Bumpkin, Brickette and
the enemy knew the real plan. 

Soon everything was ready. The greatest army Oeuf had
ever known assembled in the fields outside Plebbton: rank
upon rank of heavily armed Plebbian Hoplots clad in their
papier-mâché armour; scatterings of mould-hurlers (or
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Sploplots) and footballers (or Droplots) in thick woollen
pullovers and bobbly-hats; four papier-mâché war sledges,
each drawn by two wildesheep; and masses of supplies piled
onto yet more wildesheep drawn sledges. In front of them
stood Plebb's trusted lieutenants Doggerel, Brickette and
Bumpkin, resplendent in their snot encrusted, papier-mâché
armour and with small bunches of daisies firmly planted in
their helmets. Right at the front stood Plebb, his papier-mâché
armour entirely covered in glistening snottopotamus snot and
his helmet festooned with lupins. 

"Plebbians!" he cried, addressing his army, and his army sat
smartly to attention, "Them Wibblians does be planning to
steal our sprouts and wool and whatnot! They got loads, but
they make war that they may eat our sprouts!" 

"BOOO!" the enraged Plebbians all shouted, "Down with
Wibblians! Down with Wibblians!"

"Me says," Plebb said, "We go and take their sprouts. For
heroes have the whole Oeuf for their dinner."

"Hooray!" the Plebbians all cried, "Hooray! Hooray!"

Doggerel snackrificed a whole pile of potatoes to the Great
Celestial Betty and called on her to help them in their fight
(as they knew she would approve of the destruction of any
city whose inhabitants were stupid enough to worship her
husband). 

"We go Wibbleton," Plebb cried and, as though a single
mind controlled a thousand limbs, the army marched east. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
After several days of gruelling marching they reached
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Effluent Lake, and Plebb spent a pleasant evening drinking
alcojolly with Told-U-So the Oracle.

"So, you does hear voices," Plebb said politely, "That be
nice." 

"Yes," replied Told-U-So, "Sometimes they does tell me
Sybilline gossip prophecies, and sometimes they does tell me
about Basil." 

"Go on then," Plebb said, "Tell me one then?"
Told-U-So entered his trance like state and started

muttering to himself. "Hello Sybil. Yes. Oh. And how is she?
That's nice. Really? You don't say? Well I never did..." At
length, coming round, he turned to Plebb and said:

You not win, but nor does they; 
But from the fight, love may? 

To win your prize while they sleep, 
You must hide in a giant wildesheep.
Then all your dreams will come true; 

And all your schemes will fall through. 

Plebb's heart was filled with joy. "Then all your dreams will
come true," that is what it had said. Perhaps Floozy had not
forgotten him? Perhaps, she loved him? "Love May!" that is
what it had said! Slowly, deep within the permafrost of his
cold, cold heart, the seeds of hope began to germinate. 

The army could not set off the next morning as Plebb was
not feeling very well. This was just as well as Bumpkin had
decided that he didn't want to be in the same army as
Brickette. Happily Brickette had also decided that she didn't
want to be in the same army as Bumpkin. Luckily, when
Doggerel told each of them that the other had left, they both
rejoined. By then, Plebb was feeling better, and they all set
off along the well trodden path toward Wibbleton. Soon, on
the horizon, they could see the great city which they planned
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to besiege. 

IV. The Age of Heroes.

I. The Battle of Wibbleton.
Year of the Plebb-o-Wibblian War (Marge 9BD).

On seeing the Plebbian army approaching their city, the
Wibblian farmers abandoned their fields of precious sprouts.
"The Plebbians are coming!" they cried as they fled toward
the safety of Wibbleton's rubber walls, which now stretched
all the way from the banks of the Lesser-Effluent to those of
the Greater-Effluent.

Inside, the sleepy little town had become a workshop for
war. Everywhere the, "Boing! Boing!" of the rubber masons
could be heard as they tried to hammer the wretched stuff into
the shapes they wanted. The clickety-clack of knitting needles
echoed through the streets, occasionally punctuated by the
sounds of military training taking place in the Linoleum.
There, squads of hardened infantry1 practised eating vast
quantities of sprouts. Lug the Thug, the Wibblians' champion
warrior was busy too: watching bands of raw recruits
practising the only Twittian martial art. "Oooo!" he would
scream, "That's a smelly one!"  

Because Mystix's plan to expand the army required everyone
to be somewhat overweight, the Wibblians' ideal of physical
beauty had become one of quantity rather than quality, and
the concept of glory through eating (or kilos) arose. As
Sylloggit once said, "From a quantitative point of view, one
fat troggle is as pretty as two or even three skinny troggles!"
Encouraged by such arguments the Wibblian army had

1. Infantry were so called because they never stopped crying and screaming, "I want my
mummy!" 
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doubled in size in under a week, and a new concept had
entered their vocabulary: spheroism!

Of course, it wasn't all eating, strict military discipline was
the order of the day. Sadly it was an order which was quickly
disregarded on hearing the dreadful news the fleeing farmers
bought. Panic spread through the city like butter1.

"Runaway!" cried the guards, abandoning the city walls;
"Runaway!" agreed the knitters and the rubber-masons; and
"Runaway!" yelped Wibble as he bravely led the frantic
retreat. 

It quickly became apparent, though, that they could not
runaway without leaving the safety of the city's walls. "Where
we go?" cried Wibble; "Where we go?" chorused the mass of
panicking Wibblians, as they all regretted not having followed
the old Twittian maxim, "He who fights and runs away - ran
away yesterday." 

"Me know," Mystix said, waddling over to the terrified
crowd, "You go where you can runaway. You go out to meet
Plebbians, then you can runaway back to Wibbleton." In truth,
he did not really believe that such a blatantly stupid argument
would convince even Wibble. He had, and not for the first or
last time, overestimated both Wibble and the Wibblians.

"Yes! Yes!" cried Wibble, "We go find Plebbians!"
"We go find Plebbians," his devoted subjects agreed.
"Yes," said Lug the Thug, who had just found his raw

recruits hiding in Wibbleton's wool shop, "Lug attack
Plebbians."

"Attack?" asked Wibble; and, "Attack?" asked the terrified
Wibblians as they ran hither and thither, arming themselves
and pulling on their protective pullovers and bobbly-hats. 

1. Or possibly some form of butter substitute such as I Can't Believe It's Not Butter or
Utterly Butterly. 
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"ATTACK!" cried Lug the Thug as he bravely led the first
contingents of half-hearted, clinically obese warriors onto the
field of battle; and, "Attack," chorused Uglette the Brainy and
Sylloggit the Know-it-all as, together, they steered their
comfy-chairiots out of the city; and, "Attack?" asked Wibble
as he wisely kept his section of the army in reserve: hiding it
safely behind Lug's brave band.

"ATTACK!" commanded Mystix, as he stood safely on the
city walls. Sadly he could not participate in the physical battle
with the Plebbians, as Wibbleton's Odd Job Priest he would
be too busy performing a special ritual known as the
Grouting of the Bathroom Tiles. Then he recited a poem in
praise of Frank Spencer, in the hope that it would win the all
powerful odd job man over to their side. 

There once was a bloke called Frank Spencer,
And nothing does be more immenser, 

We do think he is great, 
He's our best mate, 

Cos he fitted a loo-roll dispenser. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

The Plebbians had expected to find Wibbleton almost
undefended: they had not expected the city to be surrounded
by a great wall, and they had definitely not expected an
enormously fat Wibblian army to be waiting for them. That
said, Plebb could not back down now. "Form plank formation1,"

he screamed at Doggerel's highly trained Hoplots (or heavy
infantry), and his army set about deploying themselves

1. A formation resembling a plank.
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according to his instructions. 
In front were the lightly armed mould hurlers, or Sploplots,

commanded by Bumpkin the Peasant. They wore protective
woolly cardigans and bobbly-hats, and they carried sloppy
lumps of mould, rubber balls and geraniums. Behind that lot
were Brickette the Bricky's papier-mâché war sledges, and
behind the sledges stood the densely packed plank formation
of Doggerel's Hoplots, wearing their thick, papier-mâché
armour. Safely at the back stood Plebb the Cute-Buns:
resplendent in his glittering snot encrusted battle-suit. 

Slowly the Plebbians advanced, and even more slowly so
did the Wibblians. As the two armies came closer, their
advance slowed still further until they both came to a
complete stop about thirty feet from one-another. 

"CHARGE!" Plebb cried, and the Plebbian army stuck their
fingers in their ears and started singing what they later
claimed was a war-cry. 

"La-la-la!" the Plebbian army cried, as they pretended not to
hear the order. In truth, they hadn't actually expected to have
to fight anyone, and they were starting to think that this was
getting silly and everyone should go home. They probably
would have done so too, had Plebb not gone completely
berserk. "CHARGE, YOU BIG BOTTOMS!" he screamed
and ranted, as he set about his army with a geranium,
walloping anyone unfortunate enough to be within walloping
distance. The Plebbian army had a choice. Either they fight a
berserk Plebb or an army of blubbering Wibblians. Not
surprisingly, they chose the army of blubbering Wibblians.

"Charge!" Bumpkin the Peasant and his Plebbian Sploplot
screamed, as they slowly advanced, half-heartedly hurling
dollops of gunk at the terrified Wibblians. The Wibblians
responded by bursting into tears. Only Lug the Thug and his
brave band refused to cry; instead they let forth a terrifying
volley of farts! Unable to endure the appalling smell they had
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unleashed, they charged. "I WANT MY MUMMY!" was their
battle cry as they collided with the Plebbian mould hurlers,
who were knocked backwards by their pudgy foe. The air
was filled with the clash of poking-stick on bobbly-hat and
the squeal of prodded troggles.

Lug the Thug thrust and parried, jabbed and stabbed. The
two sides fought tooth-and-claw, their knitted armour
unravelling as poking-sticks became entangled in woollen
armour. "Take that!" cried Lug; and, "Stop it! That hurts!" his
enemy whimpered. Poking-sticks were thrust hither and
thither, snapping in the tangle of wool and limbs and
geraniums. As each side thrust and parried with their poking-
sticks, they inadvertently knitted and purled too. "Have at
You!" the brave Wibblians screamed; and, "RUNAWAY!"
the Plebbian skirmishers wailed; but this they could not do as
both sides were now completely knitted together into a great
seething mass of unravelled wool, poking-sticks, limbs and
great dollops of sloppy mould1.

On the Plebbians' right, Brickette the Bricky led her
Plebbian war-sledges slowly passed the knotted mass of
woolly warriors; while, in the centre, Doggerel the Poet's

1. According to some sources, the battlefield was alive with cries of "Knit one", "Purl
one", and "Oh bother I've dropped a stitch". 
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heavily armoured Hoplots hopped into the thick of the fray.
Soon the Hoplots, too, were entangled in the tangled mass of
troggles, wool, poking-sticks and geraniums. At their head, a
crack regiment of pyjamazons 1, fought with great gusto.
Facing them in this fierce fight, Lug the Thug and his brave
band of Wibblians thrust and parried, but their poking-sticks
could not harm the Hoplots in their thick papier-mâché
armour. 

By this time, Brickette the Bricky's Plebbian war-sledges
had come to a complete halt - the exhausted wildesheep
refusing to continue their advance no matter how hard they
were prodded. Seeing Brickette and her now stationary war-
sledges, Wibble recognised an opportunity for easy glory. He
led the brave Wibblian reserves in a heroic attack, and
Brickette and her Plebbian sledgeteers abandoned their
sledges and fled. 

On the other side of the battle, Uglette the Brainy and
Sylloggit the Know-it-all, commanding the Wibblians' rubber
comfy-chairiots, charged. With a terrible boinging and
bleating they careered forward, reaching speeds of up to six
miles-per-hour. They hurtled toward the Plebbians' exposed
flank, missed and careered off over the horizon. 

In the centre of the battle, the knitting was fierce and
terrible. Lug the Thug and his brave band of Wibblians were
in desperate straits. They were being poked and prodded from
all directions, but they were too entangled in the Gordian
knot of unravelling woollen armour to retreat. "Ha-ha!
Crochet! Ouch! Ow! Ha-Ha! Missed me! Duck! That really
hurts! Eeek!" they cried. 

"Take that! Sorry! Why you not stay Still!" the Plebbian

1. A band of lady-troggle Hoplots who refused to take off their armour, even when they
went to bed. 
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Hoplots screamed in reply. Though also entangled, they found
that their protective suits of papier-mâché actually protected
them, and they fought with growing confidence. 

Wibble and the Wibblian reserves were the only ones to
have tasted victory so far, and that was only because they had
vastly outnumbered the Plebbian sledgeteers (as there had
only been four of them). Either way the Wibblian reserves
had tasted victory and found the taste to be sweet. 

"Charge!" Wibble ordered from the back of the Wibblian
reserves. "No! You charge," the brave Wibblians said as they
turned to face him, and then they charged toward him and
pushed him round in a great arc. "Runaway!" Wibble
screamed, as he was propelled round toward the enemy.
Seconds later, they bundled him into the flank of the Plebbian
plank of Hoplots, and seconds after that they were all
enmeshed in the great bundle of tangled wool and troggles
and poking-sticks. Though the Plebbian heavy Hoplots were
definitely getting the best of the fight, they were unable to
exploit their success: they were just too tangled up. 

As dusk fell a truce was called. It took ages to untangle
everyone and sort out who was who, and even then many
Plebbians accidentally became Wibblians and vice-versa. The
Wibblians retreated inside their city walls, and the Plebbians
made camp in the sprout fields outside.

"I is not doing that again," Wibble said, as he tended to the
tiny scratch on his knee. He was not alone: many had been
hurt, Lug more than anyone: the poor soul was covered from
head to foot in bumps and scrapes, but he did not complain -
he was far too busy crying. 

Mystix the Mystagogue walked among the exhausted
Wibblian warriors, occasionally mending their souls with his
sacred souldering iron. Then he wondered what had
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happened to Uglette the Brainy and Sylloggit the Know-it-all:
he hadn't seen them since their fearless comfy-chairiot charge.
He stood on the city walls and cried out, "O Woe. O Woe.
Brainy Uglette and clever Sylloggit be dead. The Great
Divine Erector of Wonky Shelves done taken them from us!
Never again will I hear their wise counsel." 

"Hello Mystix. You should not be so quick to say that we
be dead," Uglette and Sylloggit wisely counselled.

"Where you been?" Mystix asked.
"We not able to stop wildesheep," Uglette said, "They do

run and run, and then they not run no more no matter how
hard we poke them. We do have to walk back. So did we
win?" 

"No," Mystix said, "It was a tie."

II The Siege of Wibbleton.
Year of the Plebb-o-Wibblian War (Marge 9BD).

The next day the Wibblians decided that outright cowardice
was the better part of valour, and opted to stay safely behind
their big rubber wall. Similarly, the Plebbians felt that, if they
attacked while the Wibblians were safely behind the city
walls, they could fulfil their duty as soldiers without actually
having to fight anyone. 

Doggerel the Poet and the heavily armed, Plebbian Hoplots
advanced on the city in a long line. As they approached,
Wibblian footballers mounted the walls and started kicking
their bouncy projectiles at the advancing Plebbians - knocking
them down, quite literally, like skittles. The Plebbians were
quick to learn, however, and reformed into a densely packed
wedge, causing the Wibblians' footballs to simply bounce off
their tight formation. 

Above Wibbleton's main gate, Sylloggit the Know-it-all was
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busy erecting a secret weapon he claimed to have invented,
called a catapult; though in reality he had stolen the idea from
Uglette which was why everyone else called it a
copycatapult. It was constructed from two large rubber pegs
planted firmly in the wall with a sturdy rubber-band stretched
between them. A host of Wibblians pulled the rubber-band
back as far as it would go, and Sylloggit placed a giant rubber
ball just in front of it. The tension, both in the Wibblians'
hearts and the rubber band, was enormous.

"Fire!" Sylloggit cried, and the Wibblians let go of the
rubber band. It shot forward, catapulting its colossal
projectile toward the advancing Plebbian Hoplots. It missed.
Again the Wibblians stretched back their rubber band, again
they fired and again they missed. Again they tried and again,
as the Plebbians waddled ever closer, and then - KER-
BOING! 

"Ouch! Oooph! Urgh!" cried the Plebbian wedge of
Hoplots, as they fell like ninepins - literally. When the dust
cleared not a single Plebbian was left standing. Unfortunately
the Wibblians had nearly run out of projectiles. Wibble
politely asked if he could have his rubber balls back, but
Plebb meanly refused. Wibble only had one ball left, which
meant that the song that the Plebbian soldiers kept singing -
was actually true. 

The next Plebbian attack was more successful, and they
actually reached the city walls. Unfortunately they hadn't
really thought about what they would do when they got there,
so in the end they ran away. 

Something new was needed. "Bring up the battering ram!"
Plebb commanded.

"What's that then?" Doggerel the Poet asked.
"Me not know," Plebb said, annoyed that his second in

command seemed incapable of carrying out the simplest
instruction without pestering him with piffling questions of
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detail, "Can't you invent anything?" 
Doggerel looked around him and noticed that Wibbleton's

great north tower had fallen off. It wasn't much of a tower,
being only about a foot wide and six foot long. However, he
thought he just might be able to convince Plebb that it was a
battering ram, what ever that was? 

After some experimentation with their new weapon, the
Plebbian soldiers decided on a plan of action and attacked.
Forward they charged, carrying their rubber battering ram, as
dollops of mould whistled past their heads. Forward they
charged until their mighty ram collided with the wobbly walls
of Wibbleton. The wall gave a little, as did the battering ram,
then the rubber wall took back what it had given and the
Plebbians' ram rebounded with an enormous "Boing!"

"Ahhh!" the Plebbians cried, as they were scattered in all
directions; and "Crikey!" cried the Wibblians as their rubber
wall wobbled alarmingly. It took the Plebbians a little while
to recover, but soon they were preparing for another attack. 

As Sylloggit the Know-it-all stood on Wibbleton's wobbling
walls, wondering what to do now he had run out of
ammunition, he had an idea. He ordered his lackeys to pull
the rubber band back again, and then he placed a sprout
where the projectile should go. 

"Sprouts not hurt no one," Lug the Thug said, who was
standing nearby. 

"Maybe you is right," Sylloggit said, trying to hide his evil
grin, "It do seem a shame to waste it though. Why you not
have it?" 

"Thank you," Lug said, eagerly waddling over to the
scrumptious delicacy. "But what we fire at Plebbians?" he
asked, as he stood in front of the tautly stretched rubber band,
munching on the sprout. He found out two seconds later!
"Ahhh!" he screamed as he whizzed through the air. 

"Coo!" the catapult's crew cooed, "He's flying just like what
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the winged pig, Pigasuss, did in the unbelievable legend of
Frank Spencer Successful Career!" Meanwhile, Mystix put
another sprout in front of the catapult and selected his next
volunteer. 

"I hope," Wibble said, who had been watching the scene,
"you're not going to trick me that way." 

"No," Sylloggit replied, "It's a proletariatapult not an
aristocratapult. Oooo! Look a tasty sprout! Why you not have
it?" 

Meanwhile, outside the city, the Plebbian heavy Hoplots
saw Lug hurtling toward them too late. "Kerblaaammm!" and
"OOOPH!" the Plebbian Hoplots cried, as they were thrown in
all directions. 

Slowly, Lug's brain coughed and spluttered into action.
Needless to say, it was not overly pleased by all this
nonsense, but soon the lumbering, bureaucratic institutions of
Lug's brain were soon busy filling out the appropriate forms.
After only twenty-seven subcommittee meetings, approval for
a hasty retreat was granted. For once Lug followed his brain's
instructions, but the Plebbians were hot on his heals. As he
approached the city walls he saw a fellow Wibblian whiz
through the air and into the Plebbians' ranks. Then another
hurtled overhead and then another and another. Under such a
bombardment the Plebbians were forced to retreat, and Lug
and his fellow catapult-fodder were able to reach the safety of
Wibbleton's walls.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
The next day the Plebbians fared little better. They were
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near despair: it had been three days and the city still hadn't
fallen. 

"They do fight back," moaned Bumpkin the Peasant
gloomily, "Why they do that? Why they not let us bash them
like what wildesheep do?"

For once Brickette the Bricky agreed with him. "I not doing
war no more," she said, "It hurts!" 

But, just then Plebb remembered what Told-U-So the
Oracle had said in his Sybilline gossip prophecy: "To win
your prize while they sleep, You must hide in a giant
wildesheep."

"Wibbleton not fall till we does make great big rubber
sheep!" he announced.

"Of course! It was obvious!" they all thought, as they
realised what they needed to do. From the rubber they had
captured they would build a giant rubber sheep which they
would leave outside the gates of Wibbleton as a tribute to
their foes courage. Cunningly, a few Plebbians would be
hidden inside. The Wibblians would obviously drag the gift
inside their city. Then, in the dead of night, the hidden
Plebbians would climb out and let the rest of the Plebbian
army in. Then the boot would be on the other foot. It was
simple yet brilliant. It could not fail1.

Constructing the thing would take several days, and the
inevitable arguments between Bumpkin and Brickette would
take several more. They started work immediately but,
unknown to them, they were being watched by Floggit the
Trader who had popped into their camp to trade some secret
weapons with his hated foe. 

The next day Floggit reported what he had seen to the

1. This plan later caused the term a rubber sheep to mean any really, really stupid plan.
It also gave rise to the phrase: "Beware Plebbians with giant rubber animals."
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Wibblian council of war. "Them Plebbians do be making
great big rubber sheep," he said, "Is many feet high. Is got
wheels so it go along ground. Me not know why, but is very
big."  

Panic gripped the Wibblians. "What we do?" they
clamoured, "How we fight giant rubber sheep?"

"Surrender!" cried Wibble as he fled from the council of
war. 

"What on Oeuf is they going to do with it?" asked Uglette.
"Me not know," Mystix replied, "But they must have

thought of something what we haven't." 
"We better make one too," Sylloggit suggested, "Then

when we find out what they plan to do with it, we do it too!
They not be expecting that." 

Work started almost immediately. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

After several days the Plebbians completed their giant
rubber sheep. Bumpkin the Peasant and Brickette the Bricky
each volunteered the other to lead the mission, while Doggerel
the Poet volunteered everybody except Doggerel the Poet. In
the end Plebb decided to lead the mission himself, leaving
Doggerel in charge of the rest of the army.

Eventually all was ready, and they started pushing their
magnificent rubber sheep up toward the walls of Wibbleton,
when, to the Plebbians utter astonishment, the city gates were
thrown open and a second giant rubber sheep trundled out
onto the field of battle, Lug the Thug and a small party of
reluctant volunteers standing on its back. 

No one knew quite what to do next so, unable to think of
anything more sensible, Doggerel the Poet cried, "Charge!"
The Wibblians responded in kind, and the two armies started
pushing their bizarre creations forward. 

On the horizon, Floozy the Fungal and a band of her tough
nasal-miners could be seen marching quickly toward the
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battle. News that Plebb had returned and was attacking
Wibbleton had only reached Floozton that morning. How her
heart had soared on hearing that Plebb was still alive. The
snows, which had shrouded her heart for so long, melted in
the blazing light of hope. The sleeping seeds of love had
germinated deep within her unconscious mind, and were now
sprouting green shoots into the golden light of consciousness.
"Hooray!" she cried, as she raced toward her truelove. For a
moment she wondered why the two armies were pushing
giant rubber sheep toward each other, but she was not a
soldier and knew that the intricacies of strategy and tactics
were beyond her pretty little head. 

Meanwhile, inside the Plebbians' rubber sheep, Plebb was
struggling to know what to do. "Oh Crikey!" he exclaimed, as
he saw the Wibblians' rubber sheep trundling toward them.
Barely a minute later the two rubber sheep collided with a
deafening, "BOING!", and each was bounced backward, as
soldiers scattered in all directions. 

"CHARGE!" screamed Mystix from the safety of the city
walls, and the Wibblians regrouped and started pushing their
rubber sheep forward again. The Plebbians were slower to
recover, and they had barely got moving when the Wibblians'
rubber sheep hit them. "BOING!", the two monstrosities
boinged, as the Plebbian wildesheep recoiled toward the river
and its lid fell off. 

Floozy watched these shenanigans in utter bewilderment as
she raced toward the battle and her soul-mate. "Boys and their
Troys!" she said smugly. 

The armies reformed again, and again they started
propelling their weird and wonderful constructions toward
each other. "CHARGE!" screamed Lug the Thug from the top
of the Wibblians' giant wildesheep; and "Charge!" cried Plebb.
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"Boing!" the two rubber sheep resounded as once again
they collided and rebounded. The Wibblian sheep recoiled
and fell, almost crushing the fleeing Wibblians beneath it. At
the same time, the legs of the Plebbian sheep collapsed and
its body toppled backwards, as Plebbians scurried away in all
directions. It teetered for a second, and then it started sliding
down the banks of the Greater-Effluent and then: "SPLOSH!"

Floozy the Fungal finally reached the Plebbians, only to see
her truelove floating gently downstream in his rather peculiar
boat. She ran along beside the river crying, "Plebb! Plebb! Is
Me!" 

Plebb, who had been busy panicking, heard his name called
from the banks and turned to see who it was. "Floozy!" he
shouted, and a whole glut of emotions welled up inside him. 

"Plebb!" cried Floozy as she ran along the banks of the
Greater-Effluent, "I do fancy you!"

Suddenly all the hatred and anger drained from Plebb's
body. The doubt and fear was gone; the drab emptiness
dissolved; a door swung open and light burst in upon his
mind: illuminating even the darkest recesses in a golden aura.
"Me do fancy you too," he screamed, as he watched Floozy
trip over a sledgehog and fall head first into a steaming heap
of wildesheep dung. A few seconds later she struggled to her
feet and watched her soul-mate disappear from her life once
again. 

With Plebb drifting helplessly down the river, Doggerel the
Poet took charge of the Plebbian army and led them all in a
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triumphal retreat back to Plebbton. From the walls of
Wibbleton, Wibble and all the Wibblians jeered and booed at
them. "Nur, nur, nur-nur, nur!" they screamed. 

"We do beat them Plebbians good," Wibble said, having
tasted victory and having liked the taste, "Me thinks we go
attack Plebbton now. That do teach them."

III. To the Victor the Spoils.
Year of the Plebb-o-Wibblian War (Marge 9BD).

Despite their great victory, Wibble was not a happy troggle:
Floozy the Fungal obviously loved another. He felt cruelly
deceived. True, she had never actually agreed to marry him;
and true, she had always maintained that she did not like him;
and true, he had hardly seen her since their wedding; and
true, she had commenced divorce proceedings the moment she
had found out they were engaged; and true, she had always
maintained that she loved Plebb; but all that was, Wibble
thought, just her way of playing hard to get. His heart didn't
really mind that much but his head was very angry: after all,
they were, in the eyes of the law, married.  

"You is horrid," he said when he met Floozy the next day.
"Oh shut up," Floozy replied angrily, "Me never wanted to

marry you cos you does be so ugly and smelly and stupid and
dumb and annoying and ugly and wet and ugly. Me want
marry Plebb!"

"Me not ugly," Wibble protested, "Me does be really cute
and brave and strong and clever and handsome and dashing
and whatnot. Me does go to Plebbton and bash Plebb with my
bashing-flower. Me do say, you not see Plebb no more."
Then he turned to a small group of soldiers and said, "Throw
her in the jug." As the soldiers escorted Floozy away, Wibble
turned on Mystix the Mystagogue. "We do go Plebbton,"
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Wibble said sternly, "First we have a picnike1 to celebrate my
victory! Then, tomorrow, we go Plebbton and do duff-up
Plebbians. Plebb not be handsome when me be done with
him." 

Normally Mystix ruled through Wibble without much
difficulty, but when Wibble was like this, he knew that he had
to take a back seat and just watch as the inevitable disaster
unfolded.  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
To commemorate the Wibblians' victory, Bodger the Builder

erected a great monument made from the papier-mâché
artefacts the Plebbians had left behind them. It was almost
four-feet high and showed Bodger defeating the Plebbian
army single-handed. 

"Blimey!" passers-by would exclaim, "Does that be a girl
picking flowers?" And then it fell to bits. 

The victory picnike celebrations were lavish indeed, with
many sprouts and potatoes to eat. With the introduction of
knitting, lady-troggles realised that they didn't need to smear
their faces with oozle-worm pus2 anymore, and the new fashion
of wearing a woollen bag over the head became all the rage
with the guests3. However, this was not the only must have
accessory. Thanks to their warrior code's concept of kilos (or
glory through overeating), Floggit had started marketing a
new range of amulets to help keep slimming-sprites at bay,

1. According to the Wibblians' gluttonous warrior code, a type of picnic held to
celebrate a spheroic victory.
2. Many other aids to beauty were also employed: the most esoteric being a potion
called liposoma. As on Earth, none of them worked.  
3. The head-bags were similar to small burkas, and originally they were made from
cheese, which was why they were called cheese-burkas. 
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which he called kilogramulets.
Everyone sang the do-be do song, the Boom Bang-a-bang

song and a host of others. While some sang, others played
along on swanny-bagpipes and didgeridoo-kazoos. If all that
wasn't enough Sylloggit played his new mud drum, which
was made entirely of mud. It was extremely messy and it
sounded awful. "Squelch woo zzzz toot zzzz squelch zzzz
zzzz woo squelch," went the orchestra, while the Wibblians all
sang. 

Pong Pong! Ping Ping! 
Pong Ping Pong Ping Pong Ping! 

Pong Pong Pong Pong. Pong Ping. 
Ping Ping Ping Ping Ping. Pong. 

When the singing eventually died down, Mystix told the
Frank Spencer myth of how Private Godfery (the god of First
aid) had helped two semi-mythical troggles called Dumbo the
Feckless and Blondy the Brainless: "One time, Private
Godfery did go out with his first aid box and did cure all us
troggles with his Sister Dolly's tonic wine. But this angered
Victor Meldrew, the god of the Shady Hades Retirement
Home for the Dead, where all us lot get shoved when we
snuffed it. 'I don't believe it!' Victor Meldrew did say.'"

"Private Godfery did be really scared so he come down
among us troggles, and Dumbo the Feckless done helped him
find a loo. Private Godfery was grateful and did fix it so
Dumbo wouldn't have to go to the Shady Hades Retirement
Home for the Dead, what was guarded by the incredibly
sarcastic guard dog, acerberus, provided he could find
someone dumb enough to go there in his place. Anyway,
eventually Dumbo the Feckless was about to kick the bucket
so Blondy the Brainless, what was his bit of fluff, did think,
'Who does be dumb enough to go to the Shady Hades
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Retirement Home for the Dead in Dumbo's place?' And then
she did think: 'Me!' So she did go in his place, and Victor
Meldrew did say, 'I don't Believe it!'"

"Hooray!" the bemused Wibblians shouted, as they
devoured the huge feast and Mystix performed a special ritual
known as the Installation of the Immersion Heater.

Then Wibble the Stupid, who had decided that he was going
to be the Wibblians' new poet, got to his feet and, in the
grand tradition of Twittian worrier poets, he started reciting
his poem recounting the events of the battle. 

When Plebb do come, I do say,
'You dumbo wally-brain, go away! 

You be bad. You not be good. 
You got a brain what's made of wood!' 

Everyone does run and flee, 
Except, of course, for valiant me! 
Me does stand and me does fight, 

While you lot does all cower in fright. 
And me does win the battle alone, 

While you lot does all gripe and moan. 
And all do shout and all do say, 

For Wibble we do cry, "Hooray!"

"Booo!" Everybody booed, and Wibble decided that he
didn't want to be the Wibblians new poet anymore, so Uglette
the Brainy stepped into the breach.

Plebb attacked poor Wibbleton town,
With rams and sticks and balls. 

But no matter what he did, 
He could not breach our walls. 

They attacked and we did fight, 
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And they got in a dither. 
A rubber wildesheep they did make,

What then fell in the river. 

The battle lost, they runaway. 
They flee like frightened mouses! 

While we does thank our lucky stars, 
They're a bunch of big girl's blouses! 

"Hooray!" everyone hoorayed, with the sole exception of
Wibble (who thought that Uglette's poem was not half as good
as his). The guests all spent the rest of the evening singing
songs and boasting about their exploits in battle. 

The next day Wibble led the army in pursuit of the
Plebbians, while Floozy sat and watched them depart from the
jug. The jug was, as you have probably guessed, a jug. It was
just big enough for a troggle to sit inside it, and it was almost
impossible to get out of unaided. Sometimes, to make the
punishment particularly unpleasant the jug would be filled
with oatmeal, a punishment known to the prisoners as doing
porridge. 

For two whole days she languished inside that large pot,
wondering where Plebb the Cute-Buns was and whether she
would ever see him again. Gradually hope ebbed away and
despair settled upon her like a great weight. 

"Le mange le bicyclette," whispered Loopid the Mad,
Floozy's old friend, as he waddled passed her sleeping guards.

"Loopid!" Floozy cried, overjoyed to hear a friendly voice,
even if it was one which didn't make much sense. 

"Fish. What? Give me something long," Loopid whispered,
"and somewhere to stand and a hydraulic winch and I could
move the Oeuf!"

There was an ominous creaking noise as Loopid squeezed
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and pulled and levered Floozy out of the jug. Suddenly and
with a loud "Pop!" she shot out - landing head first, about ten
feet away. 

"Coo!" Loopid said in surprise, "I wonder how that
happened!" 

IV. Plebb's Adventures in Numland.
Year of the Plebb-o-Wibblian War (Marge 9BD).

After being pushed into the river, Plebb the Cute-Buns and
his small band of Plebbian warriors sat in the giant rubber
wildesheep and watched the banks of the river roll by. Plebb
was both elated and depressed: Floozy fancied him, but it
seemed likely that he would never see her again. It took them
only a day to reach Plebbton, where the Greater-Effluent
enters the Twit-Num Sea. Of course they could not stop there,
as they had not invented rudders or oars yet and consequently
they had no control over their boat. Instead, they entered the
sea too, and soon they lost sight of land. 

For many hours they drifted helplessly, and for many more
they eyed their tasty ship mates. The currents took them
south-west, then west, then north-west, as they prayed to
Uncle Albert for their voyage not to end as all his had.
Finally they sighted land. 

The weary mariners paddled with their poking-sticks for all
they were worth, but they needn't have bothered because the
currents would have washed them up on the beach anyway. 

"Where does we be?" One of the weary mariners asked, as
their makeshift boat ran aground and they scrambled out onto
the strange shore. 

"Me not know," Plebb replied, and then he saw the most
extraordinary sight: a troggle sitting on the back of a
wildesheep. Even more extraordinarily, far behind this
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precariously balanced troggle was a great tower of mud, even
greater than the Temple Of Silly-man.

Given some encouragement from its rider's poking-stick, the
wildesheep ambled over to the small band of Plebbians.

"Who is you lot? I not see you before," the strange troggle
asked in a rather strange accent. 

"We do be Plebbians," Plebb said, "We do come from
Plebbton what does be great city. We do come across sea in
big rubber sheep."

"Oooo," the troggle replied, shaking his head thoughtfully,
"Mad Queen One not like that."

"Who be Mad Queen One?" Plebb asked.
"Mad Queen One," the troggle said, "does be Queen of us

Nummians. She be the rightful successor to Feckless Ancestor
Zero, who no one's seen for years. She lead us here when
Twittians attack us and chase us off our land. They is wallies
those Twittians. Mad Queen One does be ever so brainy, but
she not very nice. She hate Twittians. She say, she ever meet
a Twittian she poke him with a stick. Hell not got no fury
what's not nothing like what Mad Queen One got."

It was time for Plebb to use the brain which nature had so
generously provided for him - even if nature had not been
particularly generous. "Well. We not Twittians," he lied, "We
is Plebbians. We hate Twittians too. We do do war with
them." This was partly true as the Wibblians were Twittians,
and though the Plebbians were Twittians too, they were also
Plebbians.

"Oooo!" the troggle said, "Mad Queen One want know bout
that. She want to conquer all Twittians, but she not know
where they is. You come. We go see her. You tell her where
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Twittians is or us Nummians does duff you up good."
"Oh Bottoms!" Plebb said, realising that though he might

be able to defeat this single troggle he could not fight the
whole population of this strange land. "Alright," he said. The
Nummian turned and rode in the direction of the enormous
mud-heap, and Plebb waddled off after him, leaving his fellow
mariners behind. 

As Plebb and the Nummian tramped west toward Oneton,
they talked. 

"What be your name?" asked Plebb.
"I not got name. I got number," the Nummian said.
"Oooo," Plebb replied, "I wish I had number too. I is called

Plebb the Cute-Buns. Names is confusing. What be your
number?" 

"I is Overzealous Security Officer 1,783," the Nummian
announced. 

"Oooo," Plebb said, "That be big number. You must be
very important." 

"Yes I is," the Nummian said, "I is 1,783rd in line to the
throne. We all got numbers here, cos names is silly. Numbers
is sensible. We all know where we is. I know I is less
important than 1,782 and I know I is more important than 1,
784. Is very logical. Of course, we all do change our
numbers when someone more important hatches out1. That do
get a bit confusing, but is worth it cos we all knows where we
is." 

"That do be very sensible. If I do be king of Plebbians, then
I do do that too," Plebb said, thinking it wise not to let on
that he was already King of the Plebbians.

"Yes, Mad Queen One does like numbers. We does all be
pieists," the Nummian said, and then he went on to explain

1. Though this was a major bureaucratic headache, it did have the advantage that no
one had the same identity long enough to make it worth stealing. 
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the nature of pieism.
Unlike most cultures, Nummian theology is based on cold

dispassionate logic. The Nummians believed, quite
reasonably, that all things which exist could be represented as
a number (in the same way a piece of music or photograph
can be digitised today). They also believed, also quite
reasonably, that pi was both a transcendental and an irrational
number (ie. it goes on forever and never repeats itself). From
this they deduced that, as pi was infinite it must contain all
finite numbers (or the sequence of digits representing them).
If pi contains all finite numbers it must, in essence, contain
everything that exists. If a supreme being exists then it must
be contained in pi. As, by definition, nothing can be greater
than the supreme being, the supreme being must be pi. QED.

In fact, the Nummians did not just believe that everything
could be represented by a number, they believed everything
was a number. Fishes, sprouts, hats: everything was a number.
Just as we believe that the eye interprets different
wavelengths of light as colour, so the Nummians believed that
it interprets numbers as fishes, shrubs, smells and all the
experiences which go to make up our world. 

They thought that they could tell the future by examining
pi, because if pi contained all things (every idea, thought,
feeling, every shrub and bush, every work of Shakespeare,
every moment that has passed or that will come to pass), then
it must also contain the future. 

It was the task of the Nummian holy men (or pi-priests) to
try and calculate as much of pi as possible, which was then
inscribed in their holy book: the Book of PI1. They realised
that calculating the whole thing was not practical so they
decided to aim for something they called the
googolgrammaton (the digit name of god). They would

1. It was in fact, not so much a book as something they referred to as a loo-scroll. See
Anon 7BDc. 
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then proudly recite this number during their long and tedious
ceremonies. Happily, the value they currently had for pi was
three-and-a-bit so their long and tedious ceremonies were
very short indeed. Sadly they would not remain so. On the
upside, pieism also involved eating an awful lot of pies.

It should be noted that the proof given above can be applied
to any irrational number and, consequently, in the Nummian
pantheon there are a theoretically infinite number of supreme-
beings. However, other than pi, the only ones which were of
significance to the Nummians were e, the square-root of two,
the square-root of five, and, of course, the golden ratio; but all
these lesser deities were only worshipped by uneducated
peasants in the most rural and backward of communities,
probably because none of them involved eating pies. 

"Really," Plebb said, when the Nummian finally finished
speaking, "We does believe in Frank Spencer. He does be
irrational too, cos he does stuff what not make no sense at
all." 

"Does he be transcendental too?" the Nummian asked.
"Yes," Plebb replied, "He does transcend all things dental!

Or, at least, that's what our toothsayers 1 say."
"Cooo," the Nummian said, sounding suitably impressed.
"So," Plebb said, "what you Nummians been up to then?"
"Oh, this and that. We make great civilisation," the

Nummian boasted, "We is very advanced. We is in the
Rubber Age. I bet them stupid Twittians is still stuck in the
Mud Age. We is more advanced than them, I bet. We make
up mythematics and writing and medicine. We do grow
sprouts and potatoes too. We make wheels and bowls and
spoons and parasols and waterwheels and paper." 

"What's paper?" Plebb asked.

1. A type of extremely violent soothsayer who predicted the future by using a method
similar to casting runes. The only difference being that toothsayers did this by knocking
out their clients teeth. 
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"It does be really thin stuff what scribes does scribble on
with oozle-worm. I got a bit," the Nummian replied, handing a
sliver of paper to Plebb. Then he added, "That be a parking
ticket. They make it in big paper-foundries, out of papier-
mâché what's been hammered flat."

"Cooo," Plebb said, pocketing the paper, "What else you
done?" 

"We do conquer wildesheep and sit on them. That be what
we do to Twittians when we find them - we sit on them and
sit on them until they is all squashed. Twittians is bunch of
wallies." 

"Yes," Plebb lied diplomatically, "Twittians do be rubbish!"

"What else we do?" the Nummian asked himself. "I not
know. I is very dumb. 926 say, if we numbered by
intelligence then I be 2,508. Mad Queen One she not dumb.
She build Oneton. That be where we going. Is great big pile of
mud, like what those horrid vile-ants do make. That be where
she get idea. Is most nasty; very unhygienic; but it do be
safe." 

"So," Plebb said, thoughtfully, "How does you lot decide
who gets what numbers?" 

"150 does it with his magic bingo-balls and his big tomb-
bowler," the Nummian replied. Then the Nummian pointed at
two huge mounds of earth just next to Oneton, and said
"Look! That does be one of our monumental bottom
sculptures. It does be called the Great Sphincter!"

A day later they reached Oneton. It was huge, towering
forty feet into the sky. Inside was a labyrinth of tunnels and
chambers, all crowded with Nummians scurrying about their
business. Some ran what appeared to be small shops, selling
sprouts, rubber, wool or papier-mâché artefacts. Now and then
they would pass a couple of Nummians who appeared to be
deep in thought, playing a strange game. 
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"What they doing?" Plebb asked.
"Oooo," his Nummian guide replied, "Them is clever

troggles. They does be playing naughts-and-crosses. It does
be a game. Is too hard for me." 

"And them?" Plebb added, pointing at a small group of
musicians. 

"They is musicians," the Nummian replied.
"How come they not making no noise?" 
"Well," the Nummian said, "This eccentric inventor done

invented musical notation so they can do their music without
having to listen to it." 

"And that bloke?" Plebb asked, pointing at a troggle who
was having rotten sprouts thrown at him by a rowdy crowd.

"He does be an orator," the Nummian replied, "They does
tell stories about our ancestors and stuff1. They is funny!"

The two troggles approached the back of the crowd and
listened. 

"Me not saying," the orator said, "that our fathers and our
fathers' fathers was stupid, but they used to walk on all fours
cos they thought, if they stood up, they'd bang their head on
the sky." The crowd responded by booing and throwing rotten
sprouts at the orator. "And what about Feckless Ancestor
Zero," the orator continued, "He does be almost as stupid as a
Twittian! One time, he tried to invent language by banging
potatoes together." 

Suddenly a great kerfuffle broke out near by. "I've been
robbed!" a voice screamed. Within seconds three burly,
official looking troggles barged into the crowd and extracted a
dodgey looking character. "We're the fuzz!" one of the
officials said, "You does be nicked!"  

"That's not fair!" the dodgey character replied, "I'm
innocent!" But as he was being dragged away to the clink and

1. Ancestor ridicule was a common aspect of early troggle culture, probably because
they had been responsible for it. 
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the group passed Plebb, the dodgey character seemed to
recognise his old friend. "Hello Plebb the Cute-Buns," the
dodgey character said. 

"Fingers the Bent?" Plebb said, recognising him, "What is
you doing here?" 

"Well," Fingers the Bent replied, "You lot kept chucking
me in the river so I came here and changed my name to
Felonious Pickpocket Four-Thousand-And-Two. It didn't
make no difference though. They keep chucking me in the
river too. What ever you do, don't tell them you're a
Twittian."

"I know," Plebb said, "I lied about that."
"Enough chatter," the burly officials said, as they dragged

Fingers away, "Draconian Judge Forty-Three is gonna have
you chucked in the river for sure1!"

Plebb and his guide watched as Fingers was dragged away,
and then they continued on their journey. Occasionally, they
would pass some pious pi-priest busily trying to calculate pi
or a squad of tough looking soldiers, all armed to the teeth
with vicious daisies, usually performing some bizarrely
complex drill. These drills were used to solve what they
called squadratic equations, as, at the time, the army was
used almost exclusively as a sort of abacus. 

Eventually Plebb and his Nummian captor reached their
destination. They wiped their feet on the special door-ma'at2 ,
and Plebb was led into the queen's chamber. A fear such as he
had never known flooded his whole being. 

The chamber was dark and cold and damp. In the corner
Mad Queen One sat - cackling to herself. "Who disturb the
Great and Loopy Mad Queen One?" she asked as Plebb

1. Interestingly, the Nummians' legal system was founded on Vindictive Legislator
Thirty-Seven's Law Code, which contained such fundamental legal principles as "an eye
for 3.14159 noses".  
2. This mat was symbolic of Mad Queen One's belief that, when it came to politics,
truth should always be left outside. 
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approached, and then she let forth a terrifying peel of
hysterical laughter: "Tee-he-he-he! Ha-ha-ha-ha! He-he-he!
He-he." 

"Your royal pieness," Plebb's captor said, "Me does be
Overzealous Security Officer 1,783, and me done captured
this funny bloke what does believe in Frank Spencer and what
does say he fights the Twittians!"

Suddenly a tidal-wave of fear swept over Plebb. "Hello," he
said timidly, "Me does be Plebb the Cute-Buns."

"Is you Twittian?" Mad Queen One asked, getting to her
feet and approaching Plebb.

"Oh Crikey!" the grovelling court psychotherapists said,
"She's having an episode!" And then they all burst into tears
and ran blubbering from the chamber. 

Plebb felt his legs begin to give way beneath him, as the
great queen reached him, sniffed him and picked at the nits in
his hair. "You is smell like Twittian."

"No. Me do be Plebbian," Plebb said, desperately trying to
stay calm, "Plebbians do hate Twittians. We do fight war with
Twittians."

"Does you win?" Mad Queen One asked, "Does you
destroy all Twittians? Me hates Twittians! They is stupid like
what Feckless Ancestor Zero is! Bash them all! Yes! Bash
them all with big begonias! Yes! Yes! Yes!" 

"I not know," Plebb said, shaking with fear, "I do be in big
battle. I do fight bravely. Then I do go boating by accident." 

"BOATING?" the queen screamed. 
"Yes," Plebb said meekly, "It be how I got here. I do travel

down river in giant rubber sheep; then me do go across big
sea and end up here." 
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"You go down river in giant rubber sheep?" Mad Queen
One asked.

"Yes," Plebb said, struggling to control his quaking limbs,
"Yes. Is truth. It sound odd, but it do be what happened." 

"Where is Twittians?" Mad Queen One asked, prodding
Plebb with a small bouquet of geraniums.

"I not know," Plebb lied, "Ummm! Errr! Yes that's it. They
is still nomads. They not invented cities yet, so they could be
anywhere by now." 

"Twittians is stupid," Mad Queen One said. Then she
paused and asked, "Who is Plebbians? I heard of Twittians. I
heard of Yobbians and Snobbians, but I not never heard of no
Plebbians."

"That's cos we is shy," Plebb lied nervously, "except when
we is beating up Twittians."

"Oh," Mad Queen One said, "You do please me. Now BOG
OFF!" 

Plebb reverently left the chamber (at some speed) and set
off in the direction of his boat. 

Mad Queen One watched him go, as Handsome Prince
Three (a handsome Nummian prince) emerged from the
gloom. "What be your orders?" he asked. 

Mad Queen One waddled over to him, sniffed him and said,
"Follow them. Plebb is Twittian. He lying. Find out where
Twittians is."

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
A few days later, Plebb returned to his strange boat,

inspected it and found everything to be "sheepshape". The
day after that he set off for home, though he had no idea how
to get there and was convinced that, one way or another, he
was going to die. Even so, anything was preferable to another
audience with Mad Queen One.

First the current took them north-east, then east, then south-
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east, and after only a few days they sighted the White
Mountains. Again they paddled for all they were worth, and
again their efforts were pointless as the Twit-Num Sea's
circular trade winds would have beached them safely on the
shores of Twitland anyway.

When they reached Plebbton they found Wibble and a
Wibblian army encamped at the foot of Bumpkins Hillock. A
small band of Wibblians were busy pushing a giant rubber-
sledgehog toward his city. Plebb felt a sense of mild despair
as he watched history repeat itself. "Them what not learn
from history," he said, "not never manage to repeat it
properly." As a small band of Plebbians pushed the rubber-
sledgehog into the river and the Wibblians retired to rethink
their strategy, Plebb and his comrades entered the city
through the unguarded Great North Gate. 

Unnoticed, far out at sea, a Nummian river-barge floated
by. On board Handsome Prince Three watched as the great
circular trade winds carried him past Plebbton and back
toward Numland.

V. The Siege of Plebbton.
Year of the Plebb-o-Wibblian War (Apron 9BD).

Plebb the Cute-Buns was glad to be home, and the
Plebbians were glad to see him. When they had stopped
carrying him shoulder high; and when they had finished
singing the Plebb is Great song; and after they had performed
some sacred rites on Plebbton's ceremonial traffic warden;
and once the ceremonial traffic warden had stopped crying;
and once Bumpkin and Brickette had finished arguing: Plebb
asked Doggerel the Poet what had happened in his absence.

"When you get washed down river, we do decide to go
home cos we was fed up with getting bashed by rubber balls
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and poking-sticks," Doggerel said, "But that Wibble the
Stupid, he do come after us. He do chase us back here and did
besiege us. Then this chap called Quisling the Conspiratorial
betrayed us and let them in through the great west gate. It was
all alright though, cos he betrayed them too and led them out
through the great east gate. Still, it was treason. Anyway, we
had a big battle, and I do fight like bashy fighty thing. I be
sphero!"

"Oh," Plebb said, suddenly remembering the piece of paper
which Overzealous Security Officer 1,783 had given him. "I
got something for you," he said, handing it to Doggerel, "Is
what them Nummians do use to write on. Is made from
papier-mâché. They use oozle-worm to make the squiggles."

"Coo," Doggerel said, taking the paper, "That's much better
than bricks." 

"So," Plebb said, "What do happen to Floozy the Fungal?
She fancies me, you know?" 

"Me thinks Wibblians did get her," Doggerel said,
momentarily filled with the kind of burning jealousy only a
warrior-poet can feel, "They do take her back to Wibbleton."

Plebb's first instinct was to attack the Wibblians and rescue
Floozy, but as Chief of the Plebbians he had a greater
responsibility. He knew that only united could the Twittian
tribe defeat Mad Queen One and the Nummians. Luckily the
concept of responsibility is so alien to a troggles mind-set, it
is usually attributed to the intrusive meddling of some
sanctimonious elf-and-safty sin-spectre. He looked at Doggerel
and said, "We do attack in morning!"  

That night the Plebbians had a great celebration, and
Doggerel recited the epic poem he had been working on,
called The Sillyode1.

1. The poem recounts the siege of Wibbleton and highlights the concepts of kilos
(weight loss during a battle) and nostrilos (psychosomatic sneezing fits). See Doggerel P.
7BD. 
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Noble Plebb loved Floozy fair,
But the gods are cruel and very unfair, 

For Wibble had wed her. Like a fate dispenser,
The powerful god, the mighty Frank Spencer,

Said, "I shall help Wibble cos Plebb is a wally."
But Betty did say, "No. Plebb does be jolly."

So Plebb and Wibble do fight a big fight,
And Plebb, with a lupin, his foe he did smite.

With whinging words, Wibble runaway,
Back to his city, and for many a day, 

We tried to get in, but Frank did not will it.
We'd bash a hole in the wall, but then they would fill it. 

Plebb, with the help of Betty's wise mentoring,
As light-fingered dawn was breaking and entering, 

Had a big rubber-sheep, he'd made from old tat,
Pushed up to the walls, while in it he sat. 

The trouble was, they made one too; 
And when we saw it we didn't know what to do. 

The rubber sheep they did collide.
Then Plebb and his one, did start to slide,
Into the river, as toward him, Floozy runs,

"Come back," she says, "you've got such cute buns,"  

Rather late the next afternoon the Plebbian army marched
out to face the besieging Wibblians in the fields outside
Plebbton.

Wibble stood facing Plebb, with their armies arrayed behind
them. Both the mighty kings wore snot encrusted papier-
mâché armour, and both had a bunch of petunias planted
firmly in their helmets. 

According to plan, the Plebbian left executed a cunning
flanking manoeuvre. The Wibblian right, facing them, decided
to move over to the left, while the Wibblian left performed a
cunning flanking manoeuvre on the Plebbian right. The
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Plebbian right decided to move to the Plebbian left. The
Plebbian left performed another cunning flanking manoeuvre,
and the Wibblian right moved to the left to avoid them. The
Wibblian left repeated their flanking manoeuvre too, and the
Plebbian right quickly moved to the left.

The flanking manoeuvres continued in this manner, as the
two armies effectively chased each other round and round in a
big circle, while Wibble the Stupid and Plebb the Cute-Buns
faced each other in the middle. 

"You be big girl's blouse," Wibble shouted.
"No I not," Plebb shouted back, "Where be Floozy the

Fungal?"
"She be in prison," Wibble said, "She be big girl's blouse

too." 
"I want Floozy the Fungal," Plebb demanded, "You give me

Floozy the Fungal and me not bash you up."
"You bash me up? Bah!" Wibble said jabbing his poking-

stick at Plebb, "Me do bash you up! Plebbians is all scaredy-
cats!" 

"No Plebbians is not," Plebb retorted, "Plebbians is bravey-
mice. Is Wibblians what's the scaredy-cats."

By this time both armies had got rather mixed up. No one
was sure who was who, so they all sat on the grass and
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watched their leaders duke-it-out in the centre of the battle
field, as the Great Fiery Potato disappeared beyond the
horizon and the tiny, twinkling sprouts came out to play. 

"You is dumbo!" shouted Wibble, as he pushed Plebb
backwards. 

"Silly-moo!" Plebb retorted.
"Windbag! Chump! Fish-face! Smelly! Ugly-mug!" they

screamed, as they jabbed and poked at each other with their
poking-sticks.

"How romantic," Floozy the Fungal said, as she rode onto
the battlefield in a comfy-chairiot stolen after her dramatic
escape from Wibbleton's jug, "They do be fighting over me."

"Woah!" she added as she hurtled up to the two kings, and
the two kings stopped fighting. 

"What you doing here?" Wibble asked.
"I do escape," Floozy said.
"Does you really fancy me?" asked Plebb.
"Yes I does," Floozy replied, grinning at him broadly, "I do

fancy you lots and lots and lots and lots cos you is so
hunky." 

"What about me," Wibble interrupted, "Does you fancy me
too?" 

"No, me not fancy you," Floozy said. She felt he deserved
to know why, and so she told him. 

Wibble, though, didn't think anyone deserved to know such
things, and he ran away, crying "Me is not!" 

"He is, you know," Floozy said sadly, as she watched him
go. 

"Oh Floozy!" exclaimed Plebb, "You is so pretty. I do fancy
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you mostest in whole of Oeuf. You is my fluffy-bunny-kins."
"Oh Plebb!" Floozy cried, staring into his murky puce eyes,

"You be so hunky. You be my cuddly-wuddly-puddle-duck." 
"Sweetie pie! Snuggle-puss! Tweetums!" they said as they

gazed into each other's eyes, and the two armies watching
started feeling slightly queasy. 

"You is my honey-kins," Plebb declared.
"And you be my bee." Floozy replied. Beneath the light of

the banana moon, they kissed; and as their lips touched, the
luniverse stopped spinning, birds hung suspended in the air,
sounds stretched away into the infinite and all the petty
causality of reason dwindled into nothingness. It was as
though time itself had ceased to be - having fulfilled its
purpose in bringing this moment into existence - it was not
needed anymore.  

All around them, Plebbian soldiers waddled wearily back to
Plebbton complaining under their breath, "Plebb not no
ruthless tyrant. He be even more soppy than what that wally-
brain Wibble is."

The Wibblians, meanwhile, started preparing to go home,
correctly guessing that their king would be too upset to fight
any more battles. 

Eventually Plebb and Floozy stopped snogging and were
violently sick (as neither had been flossing properly).
Together they turned, and waddled back toward Plebbton -
hand in hand. 

"Oh Plebb, what we do bout Wibble?" Floozy said.
"I not know," Plebb said, "I is more worried bout Mad

Queen One. She be Queen of the Nummians what do live
across the sea. She do hate Twittians. She say she do conquer
all Twittians and she means it too. She be bonkers. Me thinks
me was bonkers once, but me thinks me not bonkers no more;
and even when me was bonkers me was not never as bonkers
as what she is." 
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"What we do?" Floozy asked.
"Me not know," Plebb said, "They is smart, and there does

be lots of them too. They defeat us easy." 
"What bout Wibblians and Plebbians together?"
"Me thinks," Plebb said, "They defeat that too."
"I go talk at Wibble," Floozy announced, "Me does make

him see sense. Then we all fight Nummians together."
"I not want you go talk at Wibble." Plebb said possessively,

"Me want you stay here and talk at me." 
"Me want that too," Floozy said, "but then we all get

conquered by Nummians. That not no good. I not go now. I
go in few days, or maybe week or two." 

VI. The Unbreakable Walls.
Year of the Plebb-o-Wibblian War (Apron 9BD to

Ninember 9BD).

In Plebbton, the Plebbians celebrated late into the night.
They sang songs of victory and told tall tales of daring-do,
even though not a single daring-do had been done. 

"Then I be surrounded by many Wibblians," Doggerel the
Poet lied, "but I do fight them all."

"Well me did fight more Wibblians than that," Bumpkin the
Peasant lied, determined not to be outdone.

"Pah! I did fight twice as many Wibblians as what you did,"
Brickette the Bricky lied, "cos you not fight none and me
fought loads and loads." 

"Rubbish!" Bumpkin lied.
"I did too," Brickette lied, "I did fight lots more than you

cos me is not big cowardy-custard like what you is." 
"I not cowardy-custard," Bumpkin lied.
"SINGSONG!" Floozy the Fungal shouted, and the tales of

daring-do were drowned out by the dreadful cacophony of the
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do-be do song. When the singing eventually died down,
Doggerel recited his second epic poem which he called the
Oddsea, and which told the story of Plebb's adventures in
Numland.

Tell me O Muse, of Plebb's adventures at sea;
Though it's tedious to hear tales what's not about me. 

Plebb floats away, as Frank Spencer looks down,
And Betty does say, "Cute is his buns and big his renown!"

Passed Plebbton, Plebb sailed, and across the wide sea;
Till strange shore he spy, where Overzealous Security Officer

1,783,
Did lead him forth, to meet his mad queen, 

As Plebb told her his tale, she turned slightly green,
"Tell me," she asked, "is you a Twit?"

"No," he lied, "On Twit we spit!"
At last he escape and goes back to his boat, 

And across the wide see, in it, he float. 
He reached Plebbton town at light-fingered dawn,

But Wibble was there, for Wibble had sworn,
In the name of Frank Spencer, to crush his fine foe,

But in blubbering battle Plebb laid him low.
Then Floozy comes riding over field and bog,

And reaches brave Plebb and gives him a snog.
Frank Spencer looked down and said things all pedantic.

"No," argued Betty, "It's really romantic!"
Thus all us troggles must suffer and fight;

For the minds of the gods are not very bright. 

"Hooray!" the Plebbians cheered.
"So how you escape?" Plebb asked his beautiful Floozy.
"Loopid the Mad did help me," Floozy replied, "We did

meet Told-U-So the Oracle and he did tell me Sybilline
gossip prophecy."
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The one shall come by land and sea. 
But two and two, shall greater be. 

"Me wonders what it means?" Plebb said, but he couldn't
waste time trying to figure it out. He had to prepare for the
coming conflict with Mad Queen One and the Nummians. He
allowed his brave Plebbians a brief rest, but he knew that
much needed to be done, so the next day he gathered his
subjects together and said, "Do it!" 

Bumpkin had seen how the giant rubber sheep of Wibbleton
had floated, and he tried making a version which could be
steered and even propelled against the current. Brickette the
Bricky said he was bonkers for trying, but when he said she
was bonkers for not trying, she tried - just to irritate him.
They both failed. Then, after an appallingly tortuous
argument lasting two days, they combined the best bits from
both their designs. That failed too. Next they tried combining
the worst bits from both designs - which worked splendidly.
The result was a small single seat pedal-boat they called a
trikereme. More were quickly constructed, and soon small
flotillas of these craft could be seen on the Greater-Effluent,
making their way upstream to Wibbleton or travelling
homeward, laden with cargo1.

Doggerel the Poet drilled the army relentlessly, particularly
the regiments of pretty ladies. This now took place in their
new training disco: the A-Go-Go2 . He was just in the middle

1. These ships had a ram at the prow, designed to be inserted into the spokes of the
enemy vessel's paddle wheel. Unfortunately, in most instances this only resulted in the
attacking ship capsizing. See Hysteria W 5BD. 
2. Dance and music were both believed to be important aspects of military training.
Whereas dance improve the ability of soldiers to move in formation; the music was so
horrible, it made the horrors of battle pale in comparison. See Hysteria W 5BD. 
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of teaching the about-pas-de-deux, when a pretty stranger
waddled up to him and said, "Where be Plebb the Cute-Buns?
Me does be Traitorous Princess Two, a traitorous Nummian
princess what wants to betray her own people." 

"You is very pretty," Doggerel replied, gazing at the
beautiful princess who resembled a sort of cute haystack,
"You does be prettier than a pretty flower." 

"Of course me is," Traitorous Princess Two replied, "Now
shut up and take me to Plebb." Doggerel did as he was bid,
and two minutes later they entered Plebb's hovel. Traitorous
Princess Two had guessed by now that these Plebbians were
actually the hated Twittians (as Mad Queen One had thought).
The main clue was the song which everyone kept singing, as
one of the verses went, "We is Twittians. We is Twittians. We
is Twittians." They might have got away with this, had not
the chorus been, "We is Twittians. We is Twittians. We is
Twittians." Even then this might have gone unnoticed had it
not been for all the other verses which also went, "We is
Twittians. We is Twittians. We is Twittians." Just to make
sure, they called it the We Is Twittians song1 and they sang it
almost continuously. 

"Me does want betray Mad Queen One," Traitorous Princess
Two said, "She does want invade you cos she does think that
you is all Twittians and she hate Twittians."

"We not Twittians!" Plebb protested, as outside the army
burst into the We Is Twittians song for the umpteenth time.

"Oh," Traitorous Princess Two said, "Well, whether you is
or isn't, Mad Queen One does think you is, and she does be
preparing a great army, what does come through the White
Mountains to attack you all."

"Why you tell me this?" Plebb asked.
"So you can defeat her and make me queen of Numland,"

1. Happily, not everyone in Plebbton was singing this song as many couldn't remember
the words.   
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the traitorous princess said, "Me does be next in line to throne
of Numland, but me can't be queen while she does be around.
Does we got a deal?" 

Though Plebb had his doubts, he agreed. A great banquette
was thrown in her honour, picked up in her honour and then
gobbled up in her honour. "This does be a great honour," she
lied, as the Plebbians stuffed themselves silly and Doggerel
recited love poems at her - almost continuously. "I don't
suppose," she said, as she stood in Plebbton's ornate visiting
dignitary bucket, "me can have some food? Me is very
hungry!" 

"No!" the Plebbians all exclaimed, splattering her with bits
of half chewed sprout. 

The next day, Doggerel the Poet escorted the pretty stranger
back to her little boat, which was beached a short way up the
coast. Needless to say Doggerel was in love.

"Me does be in love," he said, "with the most beautiful
Nummian lady what me ever done met. Me done written
poem about how pretty you be." 

"Oh for pi's sake," Traitorous Princess Two said, and
Doggerel started to recite.

There once was a beautiful princess, 
Whose face was, more or less, 

Like a pizza with cheese, 
Tomatoes and peas, 

Delivered by Pizza-Express. 

"What be pizza?" Traitorous Princess Two asked.
"It do be a pretty food what our gods do eat." 
"Oh," the traitorous princess said, "You is very wet isn't

you?" 
"Yes," Doggerel proudly boasted, and then he watched as
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his umpteenth true love got into her pedal-boat and started
peddling back to Numland.

The next day, Brickette the Bricky was sent to Snicker's-
pass in the White Mountains, which was believed to be the
only overland passage to Numland (and through which Mad
Queen One would have to come). Brickette built five great
papier-mâché walls across the pass. If the Nummians
breached one, the Plebbians would simply retire to the next.
Brickette completed her task in only a few weeks; perhaps
because Bumpkin the Peasant was back in Plebbton so she
had no one to argue with. 

"They do be unbreakable," Brickette claimed on her return,
"We do hold the Nummians at Snicker's-pass for weeks."

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
All was not work though. Plebb and Floozy took time out

from their busy schedule to get married. Sadly, many felt that
the wedding was a travesty, as neither bride nor groom ran
away. 

Soon Floozy laid three beautiful, bouncing baby eggs,
which, of course, didn't bounce, as the doting parents
discovered during a game of catch. Needless to say, Plebb
and Floozy took their parental responsibilities very seriously,
taking the time to put their beloved progeny in Plebbton's
communal egg-box themselves, which was what constituted
the sum total of good parenting for a troggle.
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VII. The Wibblian Golden Age.
Year of the Plebb-o-Wibblian War (Mavis 9BD to

Ninember 9BD).

In this new, fractionally less irrational age, divination had
become not so much about predicting the future as finding
someone to blame for it. It surprised no one then, when
Wibble blamed his failure to take Plebbton on Told-U-So the
Oracle and his Sybilline gossip prophecies.

When they eventually found the great oracle, Wibble and
his army threatened to throw him in the river if he didn't
prophesy some nice prophecies with happy endings; then they
threatened to throw him in the river if he didn't give them
more alcojolly; then they threatened to throw him in the river
if he didn't show them how to make the alcojolly; then they
threw him in the river. 

As it turned out, Told-U-So the Oracle's alcojolly was made
by crushing sprouts, adding the yeast like fungus which grew
between his toes and the juice from sugar cane, and then
letting the result ferment. This produced a heady brew, but
those entrusted with this secret were not content and spent
their days trying to concoct ever more potent mixtures, a
science they called alcoholomy.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Back in Wibbleton, Mystix the Mystagogue waited

diligently for Wibble and the army to return. After many
weeks he reluctantly assumed the worst. He gathered the
remaining Wibblians together, believing that the time had
come to morn for Wibble and start the search for a new leader
through whom he could rule. He stood on top of the Greater
Mud Heap and cried out in pain and anguish, "O Woe. O
Woe. O Frank Spencer you does be a big bottom sometimes.
The army done been destroyed." 
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"Hello Mystix," the army said, as it marched in through the
city gates, "We not get destroyed!" 

"Did you win?" Mystix asked.
"Yes," Wibble said, "We did win great victory."
"You destroy Plebbton?" Mystix asked, "Where be Plebb?

Where be Plebbian captives?"
"No," Wibble said, "We not win great victory against

Plebbians. We win great victory over Told-U-So the Oracle.
We done thrown him in the river." 

"Oh dear!" Mystix exclaimed despairingly, "Did he tell you
any of his Sybilline gossip prophecies?"

"Yes," Wibble said, "He do say that the Nummians do
come and duff us up. And he do say that he be glad they do
cos we is bunch of dumbo wally-brains. But me do think that
he does just say that cos we did throw him in the river.
Anyway me done wrote poem bout my great victory." 

Wibble he be very brave,
With mighty army he did save, 
Wibbleton from evil Told-U-So,

Who said some stuff what he not know. 
Though the army did runaway, 
Wibble alone did stand and say,

"Told-U-So I will defeat,
With my tactical retreat!" 

At this threat, 
Told-U-So did fret,
And then they met, 
And Wibble beset,

Told-U-So who got all wet,
And was very, very upset. 

Over the next few days Wibble started making Told-U-So
the Oracle's alcojolly on an industrial scale. When at last it
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was ready, he retired to his hovel to sulk. He stayed there for
many weeks and, consequently, the Wibblian Golden Age
began. Commerce, art, science, poetry and drama all
flourished and, thanks to the large quantities of alcojolly
which quite literally flooded the market, philosophy
flourished as well. 

In the absence of actual war, trade resumed with Plebbton.
Mostly this involved importing papier-mâché, sprouts and
paper; and exporting rubber, alcojolly and snottopotamus snot.
Inspired by Brickette, Floggit converted his potato furniture
business to the manufacture of papier-mâché artefacts. He
made furniture, hats, armour and small statues of Frank
Spencer. He made bowls and pots which proved very popular
if not terribly waterproof. He even painted them with the
sticky ooze from the oozle-worm. They looked like someone
had recently vomited in them, and thanks to the toxic nature
of both these substances, someone usually had1. "From tiny
acorns does fat squirrels grow," Floggit would say as his
business bloomed into an industrial giant. 

Uglette the Brainy and Sylloggit the Know-it-all tried
copying the Plebbian pedal-boats, adding a few refinements of
their own (which they hastily removed when the boats all
sank). Without the refinements though, the boats worked
splendidly, and Floggit used them for towing large slabs of

1. It is from this fact that the pottery got its name of chunderware.
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rubber down to Plebbton. Carrying cargoes back upstream was
still hard work, but it was easier than transporting them on
foot - particularly when Sylloggit knitted the first sails.

Uglette the Brainy completed the first part of her poem
describing the Plebb-o-Wibblian war.

Plebb he loved fair Floozy so,
He did attack our city. 

But Wibble was great warrior,
Who sat on brave committee. 

Wibble advanced toward his foe,
With quaking legs of jelly, 

And poked his poking-stick at Plebb's,
Enormous, fat, round belly. 

"Ouch!" cried Plebb, "You hurt my tummy,"
As all around him fought. 

And then he cried, "I want my mummy!" 
And fled like all tyrants ought. 

Uglette then invented the bath, which was a large rubber
bowl with a hole in the bottom to let the water out. There was
only one bath for the whole of Wibbleton, and those
subpoenaed to take a bath did not get much choice in the
matter1. Nonetheless, it helped make city living a lot more
palatable. 

If all that wasn't enough, she also continued her

1. It was from this practise that the fundamental legal principle of foetidus corpus
derived.     
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observations of the night sky, mainly because the roof of her
mud-heap had collapsed so she had little choice but to do so.
She held regular weight-watcher meetings, called
slimposiums, where she would discuss the latest theories and
discoveries while stuffing her face with Floggit the Trader's
patented High Calorie Sprouts. One such discovery was that
there existed an average for any set of numbers. Interestingly,
she used this statistic to prove that Floggit's High Calorie
Sprouts were exactly the same as normal sprouts, and
consequently this new measure became known, if only by
Floggit, as the very-mean. She also developed something she
called the method of exhaustion, for finding the area of a
shape by repeatedly drawing polygons that would gradually
converge on the true shape. Unfortunately the name sounded
so discouraging, it was only ever used to prove that a square
had exactly the same area as a square.  

While Uglette was doing all this, the dramatic arts were
taking their first tentative steps toward a destiny filled with
glitz and glamour. A troggle called Misery-guts the
Playwright had started writing plays. For the most part, these
plays were tragedies about Misery-guts' dysfunctional home-
life, cleverly using characters from Twittian mythology to
disguise the fact that he was really talking about his wife.
However, some theatre go'ers read into them a deeper
meaning, dealing with the dualism which they believed to be
fundamental to everyday life. Whereas on Earth the Greeks
saw this dualism in terms of hubris (pride) and nemesis (fate),
the Twittians personified these ideas as husband and wife1. As
Misery-guts said, "Not to be married is, past all prising, best."

1. These ideas were familiar to the Nummians as well. One of their great thinkers
claimed that all male-troggles were condemned to repeat the same mistakes: getting
married over and over for all eternity. This he called the 720-Spoked-Wheel-Of-Wife.
He believed, however, that you could escape this dreadful fate, but he never told
anyone how because his wife wouldn't let him. 
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A patch of yellow mud. Two troggles stand centre stage.
Chorus of Bloke-Troggles.

We're off to war, so no more nagging. 
No more moaning and finger wagging. 

Chorus of Lady-Troggles.
Nag-nag Nag-nag Nag-nag, 
Nag Nag-nag Nag-nag Nag. 

Blondy the Brainless.
Does me look nice? Does me look pretty? 

Does me look like, me been designed by committee? 
Dumbo the Feckless.

Yes dear. 
(To the audience).

Me thinks she is more ugly than, 
A really, really ugly man! 
Me does runaway to war, 

So she can't nag me anymore. 
Chorus of Bloke-Troggles.

Hooray for war and violent quarrel. 
We like it lots cos it's so immoral. 

Blondy the Brainless.
(Preventing Dumbo from leaving).
Where you going? Do your chores! 

Pick that up! Wash the floors! 
Dumbo the Feckless.

But we're at war. The nasty foe, 
Will conquer us, if me not go! 

Blondy the Brainless.
War is silly. Now do the knitting! 
Or else me does do a lot of hitting! 

Chorus of Lady-Troggles.
Nag-nag Nag-nag Nag-nag. 
Nag Nag-nag Nag-nag Nag. 

Dumbo the Feckless.
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Me not do what you done said, 
Cos me be stupid in the head. 

Blondy the Brainless.
(Starts Pummelling Dumbo the Feckless).

You want wars you useless lump. 
Now hold still while your face I thump. 

Dumbo the Feckless.
Oh Misery! 

Why does this keep happening to me. 

Misery-guts' later works gradually became longer and more
complex, sometimes lasting for five or even six minutes; but
they never got any better. Misery-guts did not just write sad
and depressing tragedies though. He wrote sad and depressing
comedies too. Sadly no one could tell the difference. Of
course, Misery-guts was not the only playwright, which was a
shame as all the others were even more rubbish1.

By far the worst was Sylloggit the Know-it-all. However
Sylloggit called his plays dialogues and, rather than write
about his dysfunctional home-life, he wrote about
philosophical conundrums. His most famous was called The
Republic Bar a short extract of which is included below:

Troggle 1
Yes. 

Troggle 2
No. 

Troggle 1
No. 

Troggle 2
No. 

Troggle 1

1. Regular competitions were held between playwrights, but this was just to keep them
busy so they wouldn't write any more plays. See Missery-Guts P. 6BD. 
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Yes. 
Troggle 2

No. 

These plays could continue for months, but usually the
angry theatre go'ers would storm the exits and escape within
the first thirty seconds.  

Sylloggit also set out to find the answers to deep
philosophical questions. "The un-laughed at life does not be
worth living!" he said. Lug the Thug (the Wibblians' rather
dumb champion warrior) was interested in philosophy too;
but sadly he was not very good at it and Sylloggit almost
always won. Often they could be seen debating the big
questions while sitting about in the marketplace1.

"Do a sprout what not been tasted taste of anything?"
Sylloggit asked on one occasion, posing one of the great
philosophical conundrums of the age2.

"Errr, Yes," Lug replied, pulling a sprout from his pouch,
"Lug thinks that it does taste of sprouts."

"But how you know," Sylloggit said, "you not never tasted
a sprout without tasting it."

"No. You be right bout that," Lug said, scratching his head,
"Lug not never done that."

"I got idea! If I taste your sprout then you not tasted it so I
can tell you what it tastes like," Sylloggit said, grabbing Lug's
sprout and stuffing it into his mouth, "Mmm! Oooo! It be
scrummy." 

"Oh, thank you," Lug said, pulling another sprout from his
pouch, "Lug hopes this one does be scrummy too."

"If you do eat that sprout then you do stop all other troggles

1. Socrates was fond of doing this as well, which perhaps explains why the Athenians
killed him. See Smaripants K. 6BD and Sylloggit K. 7BD. 
2. He tried this one on Uglette who responded by arguing that, by the same logic, if
there were not a smart-arse capable of conjecturing that the sprout didn't taste of
anything, the possibility that the sprout wouldn't taste of anything would not exist.   
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from eating it. Therefore you be bad troggle," Sylloggit
remarked, highlighting Lug's ethical dilemma.

"Oooo!" Lug exclaimed, "Lug not want be bad troggle."
"If I do eat that sprout then I do stop you from eating it, so

I be good cos I do stop you doing bad," Sylloggit said
grabbing the sprout and stuffing it into his mouth.

"Oh, thank you," Lug muttered, pulling a third sprout from
his pouch, "Lug does eat this one instead."

"Is knowledge nice?" Sylloggit asked. Lug said he thought
it was, and Sylloggit said, "Do I know more knowledge than
you?"  

"Oh Yes," Lug said, "You know loads and me knows
squat!" 

"If knowledge is nice and I know knowledge, then it
follows that I am nice. You don't know no knowledge, so if
knowledge is nice then it follows that you is nasty. Now, is it
fair that a nasty troggle should have a sprout when a nice one
goes hungry?" 

"No," Lug said, sadly handing over his sprout, and then he
added, "Oh well, Lug got one left."

He was just about to eat it when Sylloggit said, "You just
let me eat three of your sprouts. You be very dumb, yes?"

"Yes," Lug agreed, feeling very dumb indeed.
"Cos you be so dumb, everything you think be wrong.

Therefore if you do think that your sprout be your sprout then
you be wrong. If your sprout not yours, then it must be
mine," Sylloggit reasoned as he grabbed Lug's last sprout.

"Lug not got no sprouts?" Lug moaned.
"Well bog off then," Sylloggit said grumpily, "You not

getting none of mine." 

In addition to indulging in philosophical debate, Sylloggit
also investigated the nature of the luniverse. He dismissed
Uglette's vatomic theory of matter, maintaining that his theory
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of the two elements was correct1. This theory postulated that
everything was composed of two elements, both of which he
called, "Stuff". Stealing Misery-guts' big idea, he further
theorised that the organising principle of the luniverse, which
governed the way the two elements interacted, was the same
as that which he had observed in married couples. Thus all
change arose from conflicts between Stuff and Mrs Stuff.
Essentially, he believed that Stuff was inherently lazy and it
was only Mrs Stuff's incessant nagging which caused things
to change. "Nature does nothing without nagging," he said.
He deduced that sound was transmitted as wobbles in the air,
and believed that if he wobbled at the same frequency, he
would no longer be able to hear the stupid nonsense everyone
kept spouting. 

As he believed the troggle to be the only creature on Oeuf
capable of abstract reasoning, and as troggles were also by far
the most smelly and he was the most smelly of all, he
deduced that a things smell and its abstract essence were one
and the same, and that the seat of reason was in the nose.
Thus all hats, for instance, were hats because they shared a
common odour. This he called his theory of ideal odours,
which further postulated that there existed an incredibly wiffy
plane where everything existed as pure smell, and which he
explained with his famously noncommittal allegory of the
caveats and slightly more informative allegory of the troggle
with a bucket on his head. These allegories attempted to
show how everyone else had a metaphorical bucket on their
head, and that only Sylloggit, having removed his bucket,
could see the true nature of things. Needless to say, Uglette
disagreed vehemently with this theory, which was the real
reason why she invented the bath. 

1. According to the doctrine of mereological bihilism. This doctrine posits that all things
exist because they are two, because one (in the sense of a monad) cannot exist because
it can only be composed of itself, thus causing the logic which deduced its existence to
infinitely regress. 
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To get his own back, Sylloggit refuted Uglette's
turnipcentric theory of the Solanum System, arguing that all
the celestial bodies orbited him: a theory he called the
egocentric theory. He conceived of the Solanum System as
being a number of concentric celestial balls: each one
defining the motion of one or other of the heavenly veg. He
explained gravity and the orbit of the planets by stating that,
all things being equal, everything was falling in direct
proportion to its weight in a strait line toward him. Even his
fiercest critics loved this idea, as it meant that one day,
Sylloggit would have the entire luniverse fall on his head.
Mystix the Mystagogue was particularly enthusiastic, as the
syllogittian model seemed to put his Prophecy of Doom on a
scientific footing. 

Encouraged by this resounding success, Sylloggit
investigated the nature of light and claimed that it was an
absence of dark-stuff. Comparing darkness to a muddy river,
he reasoned that the Great Fiery Light Bulb was like a sort of
cosmic vacuum cleaner, sucking up all the particles of dark-
stuff. He even dabbled with the axioms of geometry, though
he restricted his efforts to strait lines in one dimensional
space. This he called stupidian-geometry because it was so
totally useless.  

He also speculated on the nature of god, good and evil:
deducing that they were all made of stuff too. However, he
spotted an intriguing problem with the nature of good. "If god
created good," he argued, "then there was no good before
god. If there was no good before god, how can good or god
be good." He then spotted a similar problem with existence.
"How can we know that we exist," he said, "given that there
is no way we could know if we didn't exist, because then we
would not exist to know that we did not exist." Then he
spotted a similar problem with his debts. 

Sometimes he dabbled in political theory. While Aardvark
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the Unimportant (who was so unimportant no one could be
bothered to remember who he was) claimed that the state
should be organised alphabetically and Doggerel said it
should be organised idiocratically; Sylloggit argued that,
according to his theory of ideal odours, society should be
ruled by the most smelly, or in other words: his good self. He
also showed how even great civilisations, such as that
described in the legend of Fatlantis, could crumble and fall if
they didn't do as he said. 

He headed a group of philosophers known as the Moronics.
They believed that ignorance was not just bliss - it was the
path to enlightenment too. "Wise troggle not seek
knowledge," they claimed, "Wise troggle seek ignorance, for
only the ignorant can become wise." To demonstrate their
ignorance, most Moronic philosophers had to let Sylloggit
swindle them out of their precious sprouts. "A friend is a
troggle with lots of sprouts," was another of Sylloggit's many
maxims.  

Thanks to Sylloggit's appalling example, philosophy became
the new craze, particularly with the young who formed
schools of philosophical thought in much the same way as
teenagers on Earth form violent street gangs. Apart from
Sylloggit and the Moronics, there were three main schools of
philosophy. 

The Thugics believed that life was suffering, and that to live
a good life you had to inflict as much of it as possible. They
reasoned that - given that all emotions are relative, making
one person unhappy is, relatively speaking, the same as
making everyone else happy. This school of thought was not
terribly popular though - particularly with its victims. 

The Whingics, in contrast, believed that truth could only be
found by a process of rigorous and systematic complaining.
"If at first you don't succeed, blame society," was their motto. 

The Bimbics, on the other hand, thought that true self
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knowledge could only be attained through shopping. 
Lug the Thug also formed a philosophical school. Sadly he

could never remember what his philosophy was, so he would
make up a new one daily, which was just as well because
Sylloggit disproved them daily too. As Sylloggit once said,
"It be impossible to hear Lug's philosophy twice."
Interestingly Lug disagreed with him, claiming that it was
impossible to hear it even once as he never seemed to have
enough sprouts. 

Needless to say all the different philosophical schools did
not see eye to eye, and their philosophical debates usually
ended in an unseemly food fight. In fact during one
particularly spirited debate on the nature of metaphysics,
more troggles were hurt than in the entire Plebb-o-Wibblian
war.

Sylloggit was also responsible for the first legal contract.
This was, in fact, a philosophical treaty on the nature of
ducks, which was so incomprehensible everyone assumed that
it must be legally binding1.

Bodger the Builder, meanwhile, worked on building an
enormous temple from rubber, papier-mâché, mud and
snottopotamus bogies. For the first time, Bodger used
vertical, Doris columns; rather than the horizontal, Ironic
columns of old2. Unfortunately, it was frequented mostly by the
aggressive, unsociable elements of troggle society, such as the
Thugics, which is perhaps why it was christened the
Psychopathenon.

1. From whence the legal principle of lex est an ass derives.
2. They didn't remain vertical for long. See Bodger B. 6BD.
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Inside, the walls were decorated with elaborate frescoes
depicting the wallpaper in Frank Spencer's living room. There
was a great papier-mâché statue of Frank Spencer at the far
end. Smaller statues of the other gods lined the walls, and at
the far end was an alter festooned with sacred artefacts
fashioned from the finest snottopotamus snot.

All in all it was a golden age of thought and culture, and
everyone was glad when it was over. 

VIII. Diplomacy.
Year of the Plebb-o-Wibblian War (Ninember 9BD).

In Plebbton, Floozy the Fungal reluctantly prepared for her
journey to Wibbleton. Convincing Wibble to join Plebb in
fighting the Nummians would not be easy. That said, she
knew that it would not be particularly difficult either. One
thing was for sure: if she failed, all Twitland would be
overrun by the barbarous Nummians. Slowly she pedalled her
small craft out of Plebbton's harbour and up the Greater-
Effluent. Plebb stood on the city walls waving goodbye as she
sploshed her way upstream. She hoisted her small woollen
sail, and the easterly winds blowing in from the Twit-num
Sea carried her effortlessly toward Wibbleton.

Wibbleton had changed beyond all recognition, or so Floozy
thought when she recognised it. The walls of the city were
five feet in height and dotted with stout towers. In front,
Bodger the Builder had dug a defensive ditch which stretched
all the way from the Lesser-Effluent to the Greater-Effluent,
making the city effectively an island. The entrance to the city
had a large, sliding rubber gate. In front of the gate, another
slab of rubber spanned the defensive ditch. Day and night
caravans arrived or departed, carrying great cargoes of rubber,
snot and papier-mâché. By river too, a host of tiny pedal-
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boats dragged great slabs of rubber up the Lesser-Effluent
from Floozton.

"Me want see Loopid again," Floozy thought as she
bounced across the rubber bridge opposite the gate. She
missed Loopid the Mad, who was now running her snot
mining and rubber quarrying business in Floozton.

At the city's gate, a diligent guard stopped her and said,
"Hello Floozy. Is you friend or is you foe?"

"I is spy," Floozy lied, as saying she was a diplomat didn't
sound half as exciting. 

"Oooo," the guard said, "That be exciting. I tell you secrets,
yes?" And he proceeded to tell her all the secrets he knew.
Most of these secrets were deeply personal and terribly
embarrassing, so when he realised what he had done the poor
guard ran away and hid. 

Floozy continued into the city. The centre had changed too.
The sprawling slums of unsightly mud-heaps had been
replaced by smart, well appointed rubber hovels. A thriving
market bustled with sprout sellers, potato vendors and wool
merchants. Uglette's old, mud blobelisk shadow clock had
been replaced with an enormously tall rubber one which
waggled about wildly on windy days, thereby making it
almost impossible to tell the time. The Greater Mud Heap had
been replaced by the Psychopathenon. It was the most
impressive building Floozy had ever seen. It had great
soaring columns, a massive slab-like roof, and when you
touched it, it wobbled alarmingly. 

As she waddled inside, she passed a troggle leaving who
she recognised. "Hello Quisling the Conspiratorial," she said,
"What you doing here?" 

"Oh, ummm," mumbled the troggle, who was indeed called
Quisling the Conspiratorial, "Nothing. No. Not me. Me not do
nothing." And then he ran away and was lost in the crowd.  

Floozy scratched her head in puzzlement at Quisling's
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curious behaviour, before continuing on her way. Inside, the
various schools of philosophy were duking it out in the
central hall, at the end of which stood the massive papier-
mâché statue of Frank Spencer.

Floozy waddled over to a group of philosophers. "Hello,"
she said, "Does you know where Wibble do be?" A Thugic
philosopher responded as any good student of Thugic
philosophy should, but Floozy ducked and countered with her
own special brand of logic (which, unsurprisingly involved a
log). As the Thugic philosopher crawled off in search of
medical assistance, Floozy turned to the other philosophers
and asked them where Wibble was.

"What you asking me for?" a Whingic philosopher replied,
"You think me not got enough to think about? It not be easy
being philosopher you know." 

"Does my bum look big in this?" a Bimbic philosopher
asked, highlighting the central question of Bimbic philosophy
while adjusting her fashionable head-bag1.

Floozy, meanwhile, spotted Sylloggit the Know-it-all and
Lug the Thug standing in the middle of the great building.
She waddled over and said, "Hello Lug."

"Hello Floozy," Lug replied, "How does you be?"
"I is alright," Floozy said, "What is you doing?"
"Oh, Lug does just be proving Sylloggit's paradox2," Lug

explained, "Sylloggit done bet me a sprout that me not run as
fast as sledgehog. He do say he prove it mythematically, and
he try to explain it to me. It be so boring I did fall asleep and
sledgehog did win. Now me not got no sprouts."

"You know where Wibble be?" Floozy asked, "Me need

1. This is the central question of Bimbic philosophy, and like all questions in Bimbic
philosophy the answer is more a matter of tact and diplomacy than dialectic reasoning.
See Beady V. 7BD 
2. Sylloggit's paradox is similar in nature to Zeno's famous paradoxical story of a race
between Achilles and a tortoise. The main difference being that Sylloggit took bets.
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speak at him. Is very important." 
"Yes he be over there," Lug said, pointing at a small crowd

of troggles standing by the great statue of Frank Spencer.
"Thank you," Floozy said, and with that she turned and

waddled off in search of the great king. It did not take her
long to find Wibble, presiding over a legal dispute relating to
the ownership of a particularly juicy sprout.

"I do pronounce that we cut the sprout in half, then each
party do have half the sprout and me do have half too,"
Wibble said, demonstrating that he had the wisdom of
Solomon if not his mythematical ability.

"Hello Wibble the Stupid," Floozy said in her most friendly
voice. 

"Oh, it's you!" Wibble replied grumpily, "What you want
then? To break my broken heart some more! Does it not be
broken enough for you then?" 

"No. And you not got no broken heart," Floozy said, "You
is just pretending." 

"So what," Wibble said, "I'm king. Me can pretend that it
does be broken if me wants to. Now bog off." 

"No me not bog off. Me done come here to tell you about
Mad Queen One. She does be mad, and she does be going to
bash you and thwack you and conquer you. You got to join
me and Plebb so we can fight her together."

"No," Wibble said, "Me is great warrior. Me knows cos me
is so podgy. No queen would dare fight me." Floozy realised
that reason had failed and that she would have to resort to
what passed for diplomacy among the troggles. She pulled a
sturdy geranium from her pouch and started belting Wibble
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round the head with it. 
"OUCH!" cried Wibble, as he was felled by a mighty blow,

"Stop it!" 
"Hello Floozy," Mystix the Mystagogue said, as he waddled

up to the unseemly brawl, "What you bashing our king for?" 
"The Nummians," Floozy said, "does be coming to conquer

us, and Wibble say he not help stop them."
"Oh right,," Mystix replied, "Can I have a go?"
"You help fight Nummians too?" Floozy asked.
"Me is too spiritually pure to do fighting," Mystix said,

"But me get everyone else to!" 
"Me fight them," Wibble wailed, "Now stop bashing me."

The two troggles reluctantly let go of Wibble, though they did
bash him a bit more just to be on the safe side. Eventually
Floozy left to tell Plebb of her diplomatic triumph, though she
made a slight detour to visit Loopid the Mad in Floozton.

The next day, Wibble and Mystix convened a council of
war. The Wibblians put away their art and philosophy and
focused their collective genius on the problem of defeating
the Nummians. They concluded they were doomed.

IX. The Invasion of the Nummians.
Year of the Plebb-o-Wibblian War (Tenember 9BD to

Jamuary 8BD).

In Numland, Mad Queen One was not in a good mood.
Assembling the army had taken a little longer than she had
hoped. In fact it had taken a lot longer. The ordinary
Nummians were not overly enthusiastic about the war. It was
their duty to fight for their Queen, but as, in their experience,
duty was usually thoroughly unpleasant they tended to
runaway instead. They were all caught, but they still managed
to come up with innumerable ways to delay the expedition.
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Every day, whole regiments would get lost while going to the
shops or pull a muscle during military exercises or pass-out
during the passing-out parades. In fact it was a stunning feat
of bullying and coercion to get the thing going at all. 

The Nummian pi-priests were no help either, particularly
the violent lady-pi-priests (or piethugorean sisterhood). As
virtually all these lady-pi-priests were in love with some
hunky bloke-troggle who was in love with someone else, they
became obsessed with something they called the eternal
triangle. They knew that this triangle was a right-angle
triangle because left-angle triangles didn't exist, and they then
deduced that the square of the hypotenuse was equal to the
sum of the squares on the other two sides, calling this useful
geometrical tool the piethugorean theorem1. They also studied
music and harmony, but only as a means of torchering small
animals. They even theorised that if they looked hard enough
they would find harmonics in the motion of the heavenly pies
in the sky, calling this ethereal music the pop of the pies2. In
short, they were all far too busy with all this nonsense to
worry about their loony queens invasion of Twitland.

The rest of the populace was, as stated, even less
enthusiastic about the war, but from the four corners of
Numland they reluctantly came: nomadic wildesheep herders
from the south, peasant sprout farmers from the west, rubber-
masons and bogey-miners from the north and papier-mâché
smiths from the White Mountains. All travelled to Oneton to
dutifully answer their country's call. 

Days passed as all was made ready. 

1. There proof for this theorem ran along the lines: given that sex is the root of love,
then love equals sex squared. Therefore, for the eternal triangle to remain balanced, the
love of the hypotenuse must equal the love on the other two sides, or, in other words
the sum of the sex squared. The only problem was that they thought that sex was a
kind of fish. 
2. This discordant cacophony was related to the motion of celestial bodies and
represented the make do and mend philosophy which troggles' thought underpinned the
entire luniverse.
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"The army does be ready," Handsome Prince Three would
announce, and Mad Queen One would cheer madly. "But me
can't find the navy," he would add, and his queen would boo
with outrage. Days turned into weeks. "We found the navy!"
he would cry, and his queen would dance with joy. "But the
army done gone home," he would add, and his queen would
rage with anger. Weeks turned into months. "The army does
be ready again!" he would announce, and his queen would
thank the gods, "But the navy done sunk," he would add, and
his queen would explode with rage. 

Eventually though, everything was ready. They had all the
equipment an army could wish for: poking-sticks, comfy-
chairiots, papier-mâché armour, knitted protective cardigans
and bobbly-hats, very ineffective bows and arrows, catapults,
sheep riders who rode on the backs of wildesheep and lots of
battle-litters. In short, they had everything the Twittians had
and more. A date was set for the invasion to begin.
Unfortunately, the Nummian calendar conforms to the
underlying principles of pieism, so the solar year is only
3.14159 days long. They calculated that this meant they had
to add approximately 362 leap days to keep the calendar in
step with the solar year, which worked out as 4.8 leap days
every hour. In short, this meant that no one had the foggiest
what day was what. Luckily, however, by pure chance
everyone turned up at exactly the right time. 

The navy was ready too: forty seagoing pedal-boats and ten
mighty battle-punts made from rubber and papier-mâché, lay
at anchor in a newly constructed harbour called Threeton. In
addition, the Nummians had one mighty tri-ream, so called
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because it had been constructed from 1,440 sheets of paper.
Sadly it became waterlogged almost immediately and sank
only ten minutes after its launch. 

Mad Queen One's plan was simple. The army would march
north through the White Mountains, while the navy would sail
across the Twit-num Sea with supplies.

An ancient rite intended to bring luck to the expedition was
performed next to the lid (or roof) of the Great Pieroom.
Unfortunately the lid was so large it had completely squashed
the first Great Pieroom and another had to be built next door.
This monumental structure was thus known as the Great
Pieroomlid and was considered to be one of the One Wonders
of the Oeuf, though no one was quite sure why.

Unfortunately, to understand this ancient rite it is necessary
to understand a little more about the Nummians' belief system.
In addition to believing that they were numbers, the
Nummians also believed that at any moment in time the
number which was their soul (or kaka1 ) was being divided by
the amount of time they had left to live. Therefore, at the
moment of death the number of their soul was divided by
zero, thus causing them to become infinite and ascend into
the higher-rate plane. Here, according to the Nummian
Accounting Regulations of the Dead2, they were considered to
be non-performing assets, and were thus entered into
subsection D of form CT0709 by horrible demons known as
accountants, who would then transmit this information to the
Nummians' most pious, pious pi-priest. It was believed that, at
the end of the financial year, this data would accurately
reflect their deity's enormous tax liability. The pi-priest would
then audit the form and submit a tax-demand. Needless to
say, their deity would fail to pay, and the pious pi-priest

1. So named because it's physical manifestation kept falling out of their bottoms.
2. A mystical pieist text detailing the nature of the afterlife and how best to negotiate
its complex bureaucracy. See Anon 7BDb. 
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would thus be empowered to repossess the deities
possessions (which happily included just about everything in
existence). 

The ceremony began and a pious pi-priest waddled up to
the Great Pieroomlid, reverently carrying the Book of PI, as all
around him his acolytes chanted, "Who ate all the pies! Who
ate all the pies! ..." He stopped and started to recite pi.
"Three," he said, "and a bit." Then he performed the sacred
carrying of the one, before snackrificing an enormous
quantity of pies and being violently sick. This done, he
repossessed as much worldly wealth as he could carry, before
disappearing off to one of Numland's many religious tax-
havens. 

With all the religious stuff over, Mad Queen One gave the
command, and the whole army started to move. The great
column was so vast it took almost thirty minutes for it to pass
the gawking spectators, but that was mainly because their
were an awful lot of gawking spectators. At the head of the
column, in a magnificent comfy-chairiot adorned with
snottopotamus snot, rode Mad Queen One - cackling
demonically. Behind her, mounted on a ferocious war-sheep,
rode Handsome Prince Three. Behind him came the core
commanders, resplendent in their snot encrusted papier-mâché
armour. Behind them were the sheep riders on their bleating
mounts. Then came the archers and footballers in their thick
woolly jumpers and bobbly-hats; then the heavy infantry
dragging their shields behind them and occasionally running
away. Finally came hordes of wildesheep, towing cart-loads of
sprouts, catapults and other fiendish engines of war.

It was a magnificent sight to see, provided you were not a
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Twittian. The great army marched north: past the baking soda
desert, past the great tingle-weed patch and up into the White
Mountains, tramping through narrow passes and along
treacherous ravines. Eventually they turned south, while the
Nummian navy set sail for the Twittian coast, intent on
watching the fun. 

X. The Battle of Snicker's Pass.
Year of the Nummian War (Jamuary 8BD).

As the Nummian army approached Snicker's-pass, the
Plebbian soldiers stationed there took up their positions on
the first of the five unbreakable walls. Plebb the Cute-Buns,
with Doggerel the Poet standing beside him, stood on the
wall and looked out at the Nummian army as it sorted itself
into battle order.  

Plebb spoke to his troops, "We Plebbians is really tough
and rugged. Them Nummians is bunch of big girl's blouses!
They may be many, and we be few. They may have nasty
weapons and clever generals. They may thwack us and twist
our arms and our legs. They may chuck gunk at us and hurt
us. They may punch us and kick us and give us Chinese-
burns. They may beat us and bash us and stuff blackberries
up our noses. They may defeat us and conquer us and chase
us and make us all slaves. They may eat all our sprouts and
drink all our alcojolly; but they not never break our spirit."

This rousing speech broke the spirit of his disheartened
troops; but not as much as the disastrous omen. Doggerel the
Poet had examined the innards of a potato, and discovered, to
his horror, that it contained mostly potato! True, the troops
drew courage from the fact that they were safely behind a
wall of solid papier-mâché, located at the highest point of the
pass so the Nummians would be attacking up hill; but even
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so, no one was optimistic. Convinced of the disastrous fate
awaiting them, the Plebbian Hoplots pulled out their nit combs
and had breakfast, while Doggerel endeavoured to appease
the local warfairies, which were sort of mischievous
elementals he'd invented to explain their impending defeat. 

On the other side of the battlefield Mad Queen One gave
the word of command. A host of Nummian bowmen started
advancing toward the first of the Twittians' unbreakable walls.
The bowmen stopped, took aim and unleashed a volley of
arrows. "Twang!" the bows all twanged, as nearly all the
bows snapped and a host of arrows shot higgledy-piggledy up
into the air and down onto the bowmen who had fired them.
"Ouch! Eeeek! Argh!" the bowmen screamed, and the brave
Plebbian defenders, unaccustomed to laughing in the face of
danger, laughed in the face of danger. 

"That's right, laugh you fools," Mad Queen One screamed
from her comfy-chairiot, "Laugh while you still can!"

At that moment the Nummian line parted, and a giant pram
rumbled through the gap. It had wildesheep yoked to either
side, and perched on top was an enormous battering-ram,
made from rubber and tipped with papier-mâché. "I call it a
battering pram," its eccentric inventor said, "And it does be
unstoppable." With gathering speed the unstoppable
battering-pram started trundling toward the Plebbians'
unbreakable wall. 

"Blimey!" Plebb said, "Runaway!" And with that he turned
and abandoned his first line of defence. For the first time
ever, the Plebbian soldiers obeyed without question. They fled
with almost military efficiency. 

Seconds later, the unstoppable battering-pram hurtled strait
through the unbreakable wall - smashing it to smithereens.
"Who'd have thought it," a wise Nummian philosopher said,
as he reluctantly paid the ram's eccentric inventor all the
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sprouts be had wagered on the result of the collision1.

The giant ram kept going, though, and now it was downhill
all the way. It hurtled past Plebb and the fleeing Plebbians,
before colliding with the second wall and smashing it to
pieces. Plebb and the Plebbians picked themselves up and
managed to reach what had been their second wall, just in
time to see the battering-pram demolish their third. 

By now Handsome Prince Three and the elite division of
the Nummian army were storming over the rubble of the first
wall. This elite division were known as the Immorals, and
though in most situations they would be far too busy looting
their own baggage train to actually fight anyone, if their was a
prospect of booty they would be the first into the breach. 

"Cripes!" Plebb yelled. The Plebbians did not see the
battering pram hit the fourth wall, but they heard it; and when
they heard the accursed machine collide with their fifth and
final wall they knew that the fourth, at least, was gone. It was
now not so much a battle as a foot race. In this, at least, the
Plebbians were victorious.

They reached the remains of the fourth wall well ahead of
their pursuers and saw that the fifth wall had been breached
too. Barely a minute later they scrambled over the fifth wall's
demolished ruins and fled all the way back to Plebbton. They
ran for some twenty-six miles. It was an athletic achievement
which would be commemorated in years to come by re-
enacting the great run or 'Snicker', often dressed as

1. He later appealed the bet to the Nummian High Court of Wagers, on the grounds
that the unbreakable wall had turned out to be nothing of the sort. 
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rhinoceroses for some reason1. Even taking into account this
amazing achievement, there was no way that the Plebbians
could call this a victory. The Nummians had breached all
their defences and the whole of Twitland now lay open to
attack. 

Back at the pass, Mad Queen One's vast army made camp
on the Twittian side of the wall's crumbling ruins, as the
maniacal monarch looked out over the plains of northern
Twitland. Truly, she had won a great victory. It had all been
terribly easy and no one had been hurt - not even the enemy.  

"We got a prisoner!" a platoon of Nummian scouts said, as
they returned from a foraging expedition, dragging their
unfortunate captive behind them. 

"Oh Goody!" Mad Queen One said with an evil glint in her
eye. 

"Hello," the prisoner said, "Me does be Quisling the
Conspiratorial, and me does want be your friend? Me be your
guide. Me tell you all about the Twittians and you not need to
torturer me or nothing." 

Mad Queen One looked rather disappointed. "Oh," she said.
"Yes," Quisling replied, "Is cos me does be a sneaky, back-

stabbing, two-faced, lying toad. Anyway them Twittians does
got two big cities and one little one. The armies does be..."
Mad Queen One sat and listened to this avalanche of
strategically vital information, and when Quisling finally
stopped talking she stuffed a cucumber up his nose. 

That night the Nummians celebrated their victory. A lavish
feast was held, and one of the charming Nummian poets
commemorated the historic victory in verse. 

1. In addition, a plaque was erected at the pass, which read: "Don't tell anyone, stranger
passing by, that here, disobedient to our laws, we fly." 
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Hooray! Hooray! They ran away! 
We didn't have to fight them! 

I pray that we don't have to stay, 
Or do anything to excite them; 

Cos then it's us what'll have to pay, 
And fight and kick and bite them. 

When the Nummians stopped cheering, they started eating
and drinking the captured stores of sprouts and alcojolly, as
orators entertained them with extremely uncomplimentary
myths about Feckless Ancestor Zero. "One time," an orator
said, "Feckless Ancestor Zero did ask Peroxide Semi-
Mythological-Blonde Minus-One out on a date; but they both
fell off." 

Undeterred by the notoriously unfunny orators, the
Nummian army sang songs and danced wild, disjointed
dances. Then they drank all the Plebbians' alcojolly. The
celebrations lasted for five days, and then the hangover lasted
for ten. Napoleon once said that an army marches on its
stomach. Of course he failed to mention that it only does this
because it's usually completely legless. 

Eventually the Nummian army sobered up and set off in
pursuit of the vanquished Plebbians.

XI. The Fall of Plebbton.
Year of the Nummian War (Jamuary 8BD to Marge 8BD).

Once Floozy the Fungal had obtained Wibble the Stupid's
assurance that he would help fight the Nummians, she had
gone to see Loopid the Mad and her various business interests
in Floozton before heading home. The moment she reached
Plebbton, she found she had to leave it again. She found a city
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that would have been in a state of panic, had it had the
energy. Most of the Plebbians were lying on the ground
groaning, having only completed their mammoth run a few
hours earlier. 

"The Nummians is coming," Plebb said, as he lay on the
ground gasping for air, "You take everyone. You go get
Wibblians. Me does stay and delay them."

"I not leave you," Floozy pleaded, "I do stay too."
"No," Plebb said, shaking his head, "You must go get the

Wibblians."
"But," Floozy said, "you get really hurt if you do stay."
"Me runaway when time comes," Plebb replied

reassuringly, "just like Dumbo the Feckless did when he met
those mythological ladies, what was so ugly they turned
anyone who looked on them into cheese." 

"The gorgonzolas 1?"

"They're the ones." 
Floozy reluctantly agreed to go, and the exhausted Plebbian

army gathered itself together, but not without some debate as
to who would go and who would stay behind. 

"I is going," Bumpkin the Peasant announced.
"No you not," Brickette the Bricky replied, "If you is

staying then me is going; and me is going so you is staying!" 
"No," Bumpkin retorted, "me is going cos you is staying,

and you is staying cos me is going." 
"No! No! No! Me is going cos you is staying cos me is

going and you is staying cos me is going cos you is staying."
And then they both went. 

Doggerel the Poet went too, believing that his first duty
was to his muse. Only Plebb and a small band of extremely
gullible volunteers (Who'd actually volunteered for sprout

1. A mythological creature resembling a lady-troggle, which had wings and hair made of
gorgonzola. Their extreme ugliness was believed to turn any who looked on them into
cheese. 
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eating duty) stayed behind. 
As Floozy, the vast bulk of the Plebbian army and their fleet

of pedal-boats set off in the direction of Wibbleton, Plebb
started preparing for the coming siege. Three weeks later the
Nummians arrived.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
"There it does be!" Quisling the Conspiratorial said, as he

guided the Nummians toward Plebbton, "Just like what me
done said it was." 

"We bash them and we thwack them," Mad Queen One
ranted insanely, as she stuffed a cucumber up Quisling's nose
and her army settled down to have lunch, "That be what we
do!" 

Handsome Prince Three, her right hand man, stood beside
her. "Why is you so nasty?" he asked, "Why you always
want bash everybody; what they ever done to you?" 

"What use would me have for reason?" Mad Queen One
replied, "Me is supposed to be mad you know! Anyway, we
use battering-pram. It knock down walls easy. Then we bash
and wallop and thwack and punch and kick all them what be
inside." 

"Why don't you," suggested Quisling the Conspiratorial,
struggling to remove the cucumber, "just go in round the
back. The wall done fallen down round there." Needless to
say, Mad Queen One answered him with another cucumber.

"I got plan too," Handsome Prince Three said, not wanting
to be left out, "Me thinks we should do what Quisling said
them Plebbians did at the siege of Wibbleton. Only we do do
it with a giant rubber vole. Here be what we do: we do build
giant, rubber vole; and some of us hide inside; and we leave it
outside Plebbton. Then, them Plebbians do take it inside their
city; and Nummians what be inside sneak out and let us in. Is
good plan, yes?" 

Mad Queen One felt that this plan was about as silly as
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something cooked up by their notoriously feckless ancestor,
Feckless Ancestor Zero. However, for shear entertainment
value it was irresistible, and construction of the great rubber
vole started immediately. Handsome Prince Three, who was
not quite as stupid as he looked or acted (or possibly was),
generously let someone else have the honour of leading the
party inside the rubber vole. Five days later it was complete.
A small party of reluctant volunteers clambered inside, and
Mad Queen One had their strange creation pushed into the
fields outside Plebbton. Then they retired to a safe distance
and watched. 

After about an hour, a small band of Plebbians ventured out
from Plebbton, inspected the gift, pushed it strait into the river
and scuttled back into their city - giggling helplessly. 

The gift and the small band of reluctant volunteers were
promptly carried out to sea and back to Numland, which did
not make them entirely unhappy. Neither did it make Mad
Queen One unhappy: it made her mad, and seeing as she was
mad already - she was very mad indeed1.

"We show them! Bring up battering-pram," she screamed,
"Get army lined up over there and over there. We do Attack!"

The vast Nummian army did as it was bid, and soon the
massive military force was arrayed in front of Plebbton's
crumbling walls. Then the Nummians' psychological warfare
brigade started trying to panic the city's defenders by
bombarding them with forged tax demands, using a clever

1. As troggles are not particularly sane at the best of times - due to constant infestations
of obsessive-compulsive-elementals, narcissistic-panic-sprites and post-cognitive-anxiety-
demons - this was extremely mad. 
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new invention they called a vatapult.
"ATTACK!" screamed Mad Queen One from her comfy-

chairiot, and their great battering-pram started rumbling
toward the city. Faster it went and faster - then faster still.
The Plebbians, knowing only too well what was coming,
abandoned the city walls just before the terrible weapon hit
them. There was a deafening, "BOING!" as the ram smashed
through the wall, sending huge slabs of papier-mâché
bouncing in all directions. The out of control battering-pram
trundled on through the city - demolishing everything in its
path. Nothing could stop it. It just hurtled forward, crashing
through the wall on the other side of the city, crossing the
sprout fields and landing with a loud splosh in the Greater-
Effluent. From there the huge battering-pram was washed out
to sea, following the Nummians' giant rubber vole back to
Numland.

"ATTACK!" screamed Mad Queen One, and the elite
Nummian Immorals charged forward. Soon they were
scrambling over the demolished rubble of Plebbton's walls,
while the Plebbians' were doing exactly the same thing on the
other side of the city. Just as the Nummian Immorals entered
the city, the Plebbians left it. The Immorals rampaged through
the city's streets, and when they realised that the Plebbians
had fled, they started looting and pillaging everything which
wasn't nailed down (which happily included everything as no
one had thought to invent nails yet). 

Meanwhile, Plebb and his small band were in a real pickle:
in front of them was the sea, dotted with Nummian pedal-
boats; behind them stood Plebbton, swarming with Nummian
soldiers; to their right, a great horde of Nummian sheep riders
ambled toward them at breakneck speed; and to their left was
the un-crossable Greater-Effluent. Plebb and his small band
were just about to start surrendering, when they spied a host
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of pedal-boats splashing and sploshing their way down the
Greater-Effluent. "Floozy!" Plebb screamed, when he
recognised the troggle leading the small fleet, and turning to
his army he yelled, "To the river bank!"  

XII. The Rescue.
Year of the Nummian War (Marge 8BD).

The Twittian fleet was a fine sight to see: some were
Wibblian, some were Floozian and some were Plebbian. At
their head Floozy the Fungal waved and shouted from her
pedal-boat, "Plebb! Plebb!"

"Floozy! Floozy!" Plebb yelled back from the river's edge,
as a host of Nummian sheep riders ambled toward him and
his small band of brave Plebbians.

The sailors on the Nummian pedal-boats and battle-punts
had seen the Twittian fleet approaching too. Having observed
the ease with which their army had dealt with the Twittians
on land, they were keen to see action. Those on the pedal-
boats pedalled furiously toward Floozy's small armada, while
the puntsmen on the battle-punts punted themselves forward
with their bendy punting-sticks. 

It was obvious from the start that the Twittian fleet would
not have time to pick up Plebb's brave band and make its
getaway. It would have to fight the Nummian fleet first. To
make matters worse Plebb's tiny force could not be expected
to hold out for long. That said, Floozy realised that she just
needed to scatter the Nummian fleet long enough to rescue
Plebb and his small force.

"We do do duckplous1 ," she shouted to her fellow sailors.

1. The meaning of this term is unclear. It may be a manoeuvre to avoid some airborne
missile, or it may have been a manoeuvre where the prow of the ship is submerged
beneath the water while the stern sticks up in the air. It is not to be confused with the
duck-billed-platyplous manoeuvre which involves hiding in a hole pretending to be
extinct. 
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After a short discussion about what she actually meant by
this, the skilled Twittians quickly formed their pedal-boats
into a tight duck-like formation, while hurriedly snackrificing
sprouts to Uncle Albert. The Nummians were less organised,
having their craft arranged in a sort of formless blob. 

Floozy wasted no time: heading strait for the centre of the
Nummian fleet. Beside her Loopid the Mad, her ever loyal
lieutenant, paddled furiously. 

"ATTACK!" Floozy screamed; and, "Attack!" her fearless
sailors cried. "Attack!" the cowardly Nummians whimpered in
reply; and, "Viev La France!" Loopid shouted for no
apparent reason. 

Seconds later, the Twittians' well formed duck shape
collided with the Nummians' formless blob, and all was
mayhem and turmoil: mighty rams split flimsy hulls; poking-
sticks pierced bobbly-hats; paddle wheels were ripped
asunder; Nummian puntsmen were sent sprawling into the
briny deep; great ships capsized - their bedraggled crews
wading to the shore where more fighting awaited them. On
the bank, the Nummian sheep riders had arrived and Plebb's
small band were fighting tooth-and-claw to hold their tiny
patch of ground. On the river, the two fleets were locked
together in a bizarre and brutal, amphibious scrum. They
pushed and shoved each other back and forth - the crews of
the pedal-boats peddling furiously, while the puntsmen on the
battle-punts punted with their bendy punting-sticks1.

1. The Nummian puntsmen were famous for both their wit and their singing, which
involved placing notes in opposition to one another, a style referred to in their
puntsmen's punteresque punting puns as ... contrapuntal. 
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For a time it looked as though the Twittian wedge might
split the Nummians formless blob, but for every pedal-boat
the Twittians had the Nummians had two or even three.
Slowly the Twittian fleet was pushed in toward the shore.

In the midst of battle, Plebb dragged a Nummian from his
wildesheep, and then, out of the corner of his eye, he saw his
truelove. "Floozy!" he cried, as he fought his way over to her.

"Plebb!" Floozy replied, as her ship was pushed aground by
three Nummian pedal-boats.

""Floozy!" Plebb yelled, as he parried a mighty rubber
mace with his poking-stick.

"Plebb!" Floozy called back, as five ruthless Nummian
sailors tried to bored her stricken vessel. 

"Zoot Allores! Je vais mange le bicyclette," Loopid the Mad
screamed, leaping from his sinking ship as it was rammed by
a Nummian battle-punt. "Je suis une grande fromage!" he
cried, as he scrambled ashore and hurtled headlong into a
phalanx of Nummian sheep riders, unseating them to left and
right. 

However, the Twittians knew by now that the battle had
been lost. Perhaps it could never have been won. Escape was
the only option for the Twittian sailors, and if they could they
started to slip away upstream. 

Floozy leapt from her vessel and pushed it clear of the
bank. Plebb managed to scramble down to her through a
hailstorm of poking-sticks and dollops of mould, and in the
midst of terrible battle they kissed. 

"Oh Plebb!" Floozy whimpered, "I do fancy you so much it
do make my brain hurt." 

"Oh Floozy," Plebb replied, while fending off a Nummian
with his poking-stick, "My fancying of you does be even
greater than the fancying done by Frank Spencer of the
Ethereal Betty! I do fancy you so much, my heart do go
boom-di-dee-boom-boom when I do look at you." 
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With dollops of gunk raining down upon them and poking-
sticks being thrust at them from every angle, they managed to
free Floozy's pedal-boat. "Get in," Plebb demanded.

"No, you get in," Floozy replied, "I not matter."
"No," Plebb insisted, as he fought off a host of barbarous

Nummians, "You must go."
"I not go," Floozy cried, as her sturdy pedal-boat was

rammed amidships by another Nummian battle-punt, "I not
care what you do say. I do stay. Me'd fight the three furies,
the four very angries and the seven mildly annoyeds to be
with you1."

"Well, I not go if you not go. I stay too," Plebb said, as
three irate Nummians dragged him from the water. Floozy
was dragged from the water too, but as she struggled she saw
Loopid leaping over the Nummians and landing on a
temporarily vacated enemy pedal-boat.

"OBLONG!" Loopid screamed, as he pedalled the mighty
warship out into the river. 

Despite the impossible odds facing them, Plebb and Floozy
fought on. Inspired by their example, so did Plebb's brave
band. It took almost thirty seconds to finally subdue the
heroic Plebbians. By the end, the Nummians had realised that
their foe was not just skilled in the arts of running away -
they could surrender too. 

Eventually, the bruised and battered prisoners were dragged
away to be interrogated.  

"Quisling the Conspiratorial!" Plebb said, when he was
dragged in front of the Nummian high-command and saw the
duplicitous Twittian hobnobbing with the Nummian royals,
"What is you doing here?" 

"Ha!" Quisling laughed contemptuously, "How the mighty

1. In Twittian mythology, bad tempered goddesses responsible for punishing such crimes
as leaving the loo seat up.  
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is fallen on their bottom! Me done betrayed you for a handful
of sprouts! Is me not a horrid, nasty, two-faced..."

"Hello Plebb the Cute-Buns!" Mad Queen One said,
interrupting Quisling in mid-boast by stuffing a cucumber up
his nose. 

"Hello your royal pieness," Plebb said grumpily.
"Yes," Mad Queen One said, "It does be me. It does be Mad

Queen One. Or does it? Does you be sure it's me; or might me
be a dream, a nightmare, a figment conjured up from the
dark recesses of your mind." 

"Coo," Plebb said, "Is that what you is?"
"No," the mad queen replied, "Don't be silly." 
"Sorry." 
"You did lie to me. You is Twittian."
"Yes me is!" Plebb said defiantly.
"You tell me everything now?" Mad Queen One said, "Me

want know everything?" 
"Oh alright," Plebb said reluctantly, "Well, the rest of the

army..." 
"Silence!" Mad Queen One screamed, "How dare you

speak in my presence." 
"But..." Plebb tried to say.
"Does you defy me?" the mad queen ranted, "Does you

dare speak in my presence?" Plebb remained silent. "WELL
ANSWER ME!" the mad queen screamed, "You defy me!
You defy me again! No one defies Mad Queen One!" Then
turning to a flunky, she commanded, "Torcher him! Use the
tumscrews 1!"

1. A torcher device worn around the torcherer's tummy. It was tightened to induce
farting and break the victim's spirit by smell alone. 
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XIII. Wibble Marches West.
Year of the Nummian War (Frankuary 8BD to Mavis

8BD).

When news of the fall of Plebbton reached Wibbleton,
argument raged about what they were going to do. Mystix the
Mystagogue wanted the army to march south and join up
with the remains of the Plebbian army, while Uglette the
Brainy thought that everybody should stay in Wibbleton.

"Yes. No. Yes. No. Yes. No. Yes. No," they debated. 
"Oh alright," Uglette finally said, and in Wibbleton

argument raged no more. It was agreed. 
"Wibble the Stupid," Mystix said, turning to Wibble, "you

do lead army south and defeat Nummians. Me stay here and
guard Wibbleton."

"No," Wibble said and, once again, argument raged in
Wibbleton.

"Yes. No. Yes. No. Yes. No. Yes. No. Yes," they argued. 
"Oh alright," Wibble eventually said, as he had forgotten

what he was arguing about, "What I agree to then?" 
"You," Mystix said, "agreed to go south and fight

Nummians."
"Did I?" Wibble exclaimed, "Gosh! Aren't I brave?"
"Yes," Mystix lied, only too happy to encourage such

delusions, "You be bravest troggle in all of Oeuf. Everyone
know that." And then Mystix started chanting, "Hooray for
Wibble the Brave!"

"Hooray for Wibble the Brave!" everyone lied. Then they
carried Wibble the Brave, shoulder high, out of the
Psychopathenon and around the streets of Wibbleton.
Unfortunately he had an attack of vertigo. While he recovered
the procession halted just opposite Wibbleton's communal
bath, and they watched as Sylloggit the Know-it-all happily
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splashed about in it. As one of the many water bearers poured
yet another bucket of water into the imposing rubber tub,
Sylloggit leapt out of it.

"Eureka!" he screamed as he ran past Wibble1.

"What you invented this time?" Uglette asked.
"A PLUG!" Sylloggit replied as he sped off in the direction

of the rubber shop.
"A plug!" Uglette exclaimed, "Coo! That is a good idea!"
As Sylloggit disappeared from view, Mystix turned to Lug

the Thug (the Wibblians' champion warrior) and said,
"Assemble the Army!" 

Lug the Thug had been busy since Floozy the Fungal's
diplomatic mission. In addition to the Hoplots, clad in their
thick papier-mâché armour, and the lightly armed Sploplots,
wearing woollen armour, they now had something new. Lug
had been impressed with Floozy's tales of the Nummian sheep
riders. He tried riding a wildesheep himself, and after some
rather undignified dismounts he found that it was quite easy.
At first his fellow Wibblians were reluctant to follow his
example, but they became much more enthusiastic when he
explained that on a wildesheep you could runaway without
having to do any running. Needless to say, he called these
new mounted troops Cloplots.

Uglette and Sylloggit had been busy building comfy-
chairiots and clever mobile catapults, called cartapults. The
rest of the Wibblians had been busy too, knitting large nets
which could be thrown over the enemy to entangle them.

1. Some tabloid scholars claim he actually cried, "Ulrika!" and have tried to tie him
into a ménage à trois involving Sven Goran Eriksson.         
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They had made great quantities of armour from the papier-
mâché which they had imported from Plebbton; and they had,
in keeping with their gluttonous warrior code, trained and
trained and trained until they were sick. 

Mystix the Mystagogue decided to have their victory
celebrations before the battle, as he felt that they probably
wouldn't have much to celebrate after it. Everyone crowded
inside the Psychopathenon and, in front of the awe-inspiring
statue of Frank Spencer, Mystix told the expectant Twittians
the Frank Spencer myth which told of Nora Batty's riddle.
"One time, Nora Batty, the goddess of wisdom, came down
and spoke to Dumbo the Feckless. 'Does my bum look big in
this?' she asked. And Dumbo did say, 'Yes!' What was the
wrong answer to the riddle, so Nora Batty did bash out all his
teeth with her mighty bashing broom. And everywhere where
a tooth did fall a troggle did sprouted from the ground; and
them troggles was us."

"Oooo," the baffled troggles exclaimed as they scratched
their heads in bemused awe, and then Mystix started
performing a ritual known as The Wiring of the Plug.

Uglette the Brainy, who had replaced Floggit the Trader as
the Wibblians' chief-poet, then stood up and recited her epic
verse which told of the Nummian invasion and the Twittians
heroic resistance. 

She do scream, that Mad Queen One,
As ruthlessly she conquers, 

That she will bash all Twittians cos,
She be completely bonkers. 
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She do attack us peaceful Twits,
And tried to cause an affray; 

But she did find, at Snicker's-pass,
That we can runaway. 

But now us Twits do take up arms,
And march to battle's splendour, 

Where we shall fight and punch and kick, 
And probably surrender. 

For it be fun to fight for country, 
It be quite a treat, 

Provided that you don't, of course, 
Suffer a defeat. 

"Woogy! Woogy! Woogy!" the crowd all cheered, and then
they started singing the poem, while others played along on
swanny-bagpipes and didgeridoo-kazoos.

When the singing died down the assembled multitude
exchanged stories of the Nummians and their curious
practises. "In Numland," one said, "It's the blokes what does
the cleaning and the nagging and what is all pretty, while it's
the ladies what does manly stuff like knitting and farting and
sitting. But is not just social roles what is backwards, the
names of the genders is reversed too: the ladies being called
blokes, and the blokes being called ladies." The crowd oooed
in wonder. "In Numland," another said, "They does worship
bicycles!" The crowd gasped. "The streets of their cities does
be paved with double yellow lines," was another rumour. 

The celebrations went on late into the night, and when at
last the dreaded morning came everyone was too hungover to
go to war. It was late in the afternoon when the army finally
set off, and it was an inspiring sight to see. It was, quite
simply, the greatest display of military might the Wibblians
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had ever seen. 
Only Mystix, a lot of eggs and the philosophers stayed

behind. Mystix could not go as he was needed on the home
front to perform the ceremonial bleeding of the radiators. The
various schools of philosophers had as many reasons for not
going as there were philosophers: the Thugics believed that
violence was only morally right when it was inflicted on
others; the Moronics were afraid they might learn something;
the Whingics were too busy complaining about their feet; and
the Bimbics claimed that they had nothing to wear.

All those not going on the expedition stood on the great
rubber walls, cheering as the soldiers passed by.
Unfortunately the great rubber walls had not been designed to
take that much weight, and they collapsed onto the army
passing beneath them1.

Undeterred, Wibble led his brave troops west, along the
banks of the Greater-Effluent, and after two days march they
reached Effluent Lake where the remains of the Plebbian
army was encamped. Though the Wibblians' morale was high,
the Plebbians were profoundly dispirited: they had seen the
vast force they would have to fight, and they had seen how
easily the Nummians had brushed them aside at the Battle of
Snicker's-pass. They also knew, from the few Plebbian pedal-
boats which had returned from their rescue mission, that the
Nummians had taken Plebbton and all but destroyed the
Twittians' navy. Worse still, both Plebb and Floozy had been
taken prisoner. 

After some unseemly bickering it was agreed that Doggerel
the Poet would lead the Plebbians, Lug the Thug would lead
the Wibblians and Wibble would be in overall command.
After a days rest and some more unseemly bickering, the

1. Some claimed that it was an ill omen signifying the coming destruction of Wibbleton,
while others claimed that it was a sign that all defences would crumble in the presence
of such a mighty force. No one guessed the truth, which was that Bodger was still a
lousy builder. 
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great Twittian army formed up: Plebbians and Wibblians
standing shoulder to shoulder. Then on Wibble's command
the combined Twittian force set off toward Plebbton and the
vast Nummian army.

XIV. The Battle of Floggit's Hillock.
Year of the Nummian War (Mavis 8BD).

Each day Wibble and the reunified Twittian army marched
closer to Plebbton and the enemy, and each day it marched a
little more slowly.  

Twittian scouts started to return with wildly exaggerated
stories of what they had seen. "Nummian army is ten-billion
strong," one said. "They is all fifteen feet high and do use
mountains as clubs," another reported. "They is made of
titanium alloy," was yet another rumour. However, one voice
spoke the truth - the beautiful and traitorous Nummian
princess, Traitorous Princess Two - who had warned Plebb of
Mad Queen One's plans a few months before. She had
managed to slip away from her fellow Nummians, and after
many adventures she reached the Twittians' camp.

"They does all be wetting themselves," she said, when she
was interrogated by Doggerel the Poet.

"Answer the question!" Doggerel said curtly, "does you got
a boyfriend or not?" 

Traitorous Princess Two sighed despairingly, and then she
tried to explain Mad Queen One's strategy for the third time.
Doggerel, though, insisted on persisting with his line of
questioning. Happily, the importance of the intelligence was
eventually recognised, and the decision was made to stand
and fight here, at a place known as Floggit's Hillock.
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The next day, at the crack of dawn, Mad Queen One and the
Nummian army arrived and held a council of war. Quisling
the Conspiratorial suggested that the Nummians should attack
while the Twittians were still asleep; while Handsome Prince
Three argued that they should build a giant rubber-
trannysaurus. Mad Queen One, though, was not that far-
sighted. She would win the battle by sheer force of numbers.
Where the Twittian line was four deep, her line would be ten
deep. She lined her infantry up next to the river, and placed
her sheep riders, battle-litters and comfy-chairiots on the flank.
Behind all that lot she placed the reserves. This done
everybody sat down to wait for the Twittians to wake up.

Panic filled the hearts of the Twittians when they awoke
and saw the huge Nummian army waiting for them. Once
Wibble had calmed down, he started issuing orders. He
placed his newly trained sheep riders (or Cloplots) and all his
comfy-chairiots next to the river, where they had no room to
manoeuvre. Next he placed Lug the Thug's highly trained
heavy infantry (or Hoplots) on the right, where they could be
easily out flanked. The dispirited Plebbian infantry he placed
in the middle (more Hoplots). Safely behind all this he
positioned the archers, footballers, catapults and mould
hurlers (or Sploplots), who consequently could not see what
they were shooting at. In military terms it was a lousy plan -
but everyone took heart from the old military maxim that no
plan survives contact with the enemy.

In the Twittian line morale was high, probably because they
lacked the mythematical ability to calculate the odds they
faced. Wibble waddled out in front of his trembling army.
"Twittians! You is rubbish! Most of you be poor and hungry
and oppressed by nasty rich Twittians like me. So what you
got to lose? Nuffing! You not got nuffing to lose cos you is
all a bunch of useless ugly, smelly, wally-brained, bum-faced
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wobbly-bottoms!" he ranted, before scuttling back behind the
Twittian line.

Inspired by Wibble's rousing speech1, the Wibblians and
Plebbians started singing their rousing battle songs.
Unfortunately both these songs had been composed during
the Plebb-o-Wibblian war.

Wibblians is really silly,
They run about all willy-nilly, 
Even when it is quite chilly, 

And the ground is slightly hilly. 

Sang the Plebbian half of the Twittian army.

The Plebbians is very boring.
They're interested in stuff like flooring; 

And not in us or in exploring; 
And that's why we all do snoring! 

Sang the Wibblian half of the Twittian army. Then the
fighting started and the Wibblian and Plebbian Hoplots,
deeply offended by the other's battle-song, attacked: not the
enemy but each other: bashing their fellow Twittians for all
they were worth. 

"Take that you rotten Plebbians!" the Wibblians cried as
they assaulted their allies with their daisies; and "No. You
smelly Wibblians take that!" the Plebbians replied, as they too
bashed their comrades with petunias and lupins. 

By the river, the Twittian comfy-chairiots started to amble
forward, as the wildesheep pulling them spotted a fresh patch
of tasty grass mid way between them and the enemy.
Unfortunately, one of the comfy-chairiot's excellent design
features was its complete lack of brakes, so the crews were

1. But not in a good way.
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unable to stop them. In desperation they bashed and poked
their wildesheep which, of course, had the opposite effect.
Within seconds the Twittian comfy-chairiots were charging at
breakneck speed. Unfortunately, another of the comfy-
chairiot's excellent design features was its almost total lack of
steering, so the comfy-chairiots were now fixed on their
deadly course. The Twittian chairioteers leapt from their
rickety death-traps and looked on in horror: Sylloggit the
Know-it-all had not thought it important that the wheels on
either side of each comfy-chairiot should be the same size.
Consequently half the comfy-chairiots veered to the left and
into the river, while half circled round toward the Twittians'
own lines.. 

Behind the comfy-chairiots the newly trained Twittian sheep
riders (or Cloplots) decided to practise a tactical withdrawal
so that when the time came to do it in earnest, they would be
sure to get it right. 

Wibble watched all this from a small hillock and said to
Uglette the Brainy, "It all be going to plan."

"Me think it not going very well," Uglette replied, as she
watched the battle unfold, "We not have nothing protecting
flank; our Cloplots do runaway; our Hoplots do fight each
other; half our comfy-chairiots done fallen in the river and the
rest do be charging round toward our own lines. We do defeat
ourselves before Nummians do get chance to."

In the centre of the battle, the neat ranks of Nummian
infantry decided to follow the Twittians' own comfy-chairiots,
as the accursed things arced round and careered back toward
the brawling and disorganised Twittian line.
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The brawling and disorganised Twittian Hoplots saw the
comfy-chairiots careering toward them just in time. They
hopped to left and right, and almost instantaneously a large
gap appeared, through which the comfy-chairiots hurtled. The
Twittians barely had time to catch their breath, before hordes
of Nummian soldiers descended on them. The Nummians
started pouring through the gap which the Twittians own
comfy-chairiots had made, screaming their terrible battle cries:
"3.141592..." 

Thankfully the Twittian skirmishers (or Sploplots) were in
just the right place, positioned, as they were, behind the break
in the Twittian line. As the Nummians streamed through the
breach, the Sploplots bombarded them with a hailstorm of
missiles. Rubber balls, poking-sticks and gallons of foul gunk
hurtled through the air, stopping the cowardly Nummians in
their tracks. 

Mad Queen One threw regiments of reserves into the fray,
hoping to exploit the break in the Twittian line; but as these
regiments joined the battle, the Twittian comfy-chairiots, on
their second lap of the field, careered into the back of them.
Worse still, the rampant Twittian comfy-chairiots had chased
the reluctant Twittian sheep riders (or Cloplots) into action.

"Hoppety, Hoppety hop," hopped the regiments of Hoplots;
"Sploppety, Sploppety Splop," splopped the scatterings of
Sploplots; and "Cloppety, Cloppety Clop," clopped the
terrified Cloplots, as they charged and ran away and charged
again and ran away. 
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On the Twittians' right, away from the river, the Nummian
comfy-chairiots, battle-litters and sheep riders were preparing
to charge into the Twittians' undefended flank, when a sheep
frog (a bizarre type of frog, of the genus rana-ovis, latter used
by troggle shepherds for the herding of sheep) hopped into
view, croaking ferociously. These frogs are quite harmless,
but, by and large, they do love chasing wildesheep and, by
and large, wildesheep are terrified of them. Pretty soon the
sheep frog had rounded up the regiments of Nummian sheep
riders and comfy-chairiots and was busy herding them into a
small gully. This just left the battle-litters. The panting litter-
bearers charged forward about fifteen yards, rested, charged,
rested, charged, engaged the enemy and surrendered. 

Seeing her army in peril, Mad Queen One led her elite
regiment of Immorals into battle. They did not follow her.
Instead they looted the Nummians own baggage train and ran
away back to Numland.

The battle was by no means decided though. The Twittians,
for the time being, seemed to have luck on their side (or could
it be genius); but they were still vastly outnumbered. 

The fighting was fierce and terrible. There was much
poking and prodding and pulling of hair. Lug the Thug (the
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Wibblian champion warrior) cut and thrust. He ducked,
slashed, parried and recoiled. Again and again he charged,
cutting a swathe through the cowardly Nummians. "Ouch!"
and "Eeek!" and "Get off!" his foes screamed as they jabbed
their poking-sticks, embedding them in Lug's papier-mâché
armour. 

"Oooo-la-la!" cried Loopid the Mad, wearing his
revolutionary clip-on, rubber battle suit, as he bounced into
battle; and, "Boing!" he resounded, when three Nummians
bounced him strait out of it again. 

Brickette the Bricky and Bumpkin the Peasant were in the
thick of the fighting too. Brickette thrust her poking-stick into
the densely matted woollen jumper of her Nummian foe;
while, on her left, Bumpkin the Peasant lunged and parried.
Suddenly Bumpkin was knocked to the ground by a great
rubber mace. He looked up to see a Nummian raise the
mighty rubber club. Bumpkin saw his life flash before his
eyes, and with a deafening "Boing!" the great club smashed
into his papier-mâché armour, bounced back and hit the
Nummian squarely in the face. Bumpkin tried to get up, but
three Nummians sat on him and savagely poked him with
their poking-sticks. Suddenly Brickette the Bricky was there,
fighting like a wild cat: whacking, jabbing, stabbing and
mauling the enemy. She fought just like she argued - refusing
to be bound by the mundane laws of reason. In a second
Bumpkin was on his feet, and the two Twittians fought side
by side, both knowing that now they were united by
something even more powerful than their mutual dislike -
could it be love? 

"Ouch!" Lug the Thug yelped, as he was knocked sideways
by a mighty blow. But seconds later he was back in the thick
of the fray, lunging forward and breaking his poking-stick
against the papier-mâché shield of his enemy. Then a shower
of Nummian throwing twigs hurtled through the air toward
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him.  
"Boing!" resounded Loopid's clip-on, rubber armour as he

bounced back into the thick of the battle, and "Boing!" he
resounded, as he was bounced strait out of it again. 

Traitorous Princess Two was in the thick of it as well; but
she, being the traitorous princess she was, was fighting for the
Twittians and not her own country. Her identity was hidden
by the thick papier-mâché armour which Doggerel the Poet
had lent to her in a moment of amorous stupidity. She jabbed
and stabbed at her fellow Nummians for all she was worth. If
all went well she would be Queen, ruler of all Numland: then
she would finally be able to avenge herself on Handsome
Prince Three for not choosing her as one of his three (and a
bit on the side) wives. Suddenly Handsome Prince Three was
in front of her. "Why wait?" she thought, and she knocked
him to the ground. For a moment she had him at her mercy. 

A few yards away, Doggerel the Poet was in desperate
straits. "Ouch, Uugh, Oooph, Eek, Ow, Uugh, Ouch, Ouch,
Eek," he cried as dozens of Nummians cruelly jabbed his
unprotected body with their poking-sticks. "Why Traitorous
Princess Two not give me back my armour?" he thought as he
screamed in pain. "Help!" Doggerel screamed at the
treacherous princess, as he was jabbed and prodded, "You got
my armour!" Traitorous Princess Two looked at Doggerel,
who was only yards away, and then she looked at Handsome
Prince Three. She had a choice to make: either she could
continue avenging herself on the handsome prince or she
could save Doggerel.

"Boing!" resounded Loopid's clip-on, rubber armour as he
rejoined the fight; and "Boing!" it resounded as he left it
again. 

Amid the higgledy-piggledy mass of brawling troggles, a
Nummian jabbed at Lug the Thug, and the mighty warrior
stumbled and fell - landing upside down in a heap of
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exhausted Twittians. Soon Lug was joined by the Nummian
and, though they were both upside-down and could barely
move, they bravely continued fighting by trying to bite each
other on the nose. 

Wibble the Stupid and Uglette the Brainy, forgetting their
innate cowardice, rushed down and joined the melee. Wibble,
thwacking all around him, fought his way to where the battle
raged most fiercely. 

"Ouch, Charge, Argh, Boohoo, Uugh, Take That, Oooo,
Help, Eek, Duck," the Nummian army screamed.

"Clunk, Runaway, Ow, Oooph, Have at you, Boing, Uugh,"
the Twittians replied.

Then, amid all the carnage and confusion they met. Wibble
the Stupid and Mad Queen One faced each other. Wibble
charged forward stabbing wildly, and Mad Queen One
knocked him to the ground. She let loose a torrent of mighty
blows on the hapless Twittian king, so powerful his papier-
mâché armour started to disintegrate. But then a mighty blow
felled the loony queen. Wibble looked up and saw Sylloggit
the Know-it-all leading the philosophers into battle. They had,
thanks to a transcendent inference in one of their compound
syllogisms, changed their minds. They proved a formidable
fighting force, bashing everything with the sort of moral
certainty that only comes from pondering the big questions. 

"Thwack, Eek, Thwack, Ouch, I want my mummy! Oooph,
Wham, Ouch, Bosh, Eek," was the noise of battle. 

The philosophers were soon pushing the enemy back.
Those of the Thugic school fought wildly, thwacking and
bashing anything within reach - regardless of whose side they
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were on. The Whingic philosophers fought more cautiously
and complained bitterly when their foe was inconsiderate
enough to fight back. However, the Bimbic philosophers were
the real surprise. Though cautious to begin with, when they
were bombarded with mud from the Nummians clever
splatapults, they became infused with rage - routing whole
regiments single handed. 

"Sylloggit the Know-it-all!" Uglette the Brainy cried, when
she saw the mighty thinker felling Nummians to left and
right. 

"Uglette the Brainy!" Sylloggit replied, fighting his way
over to her. 

"I do fancy you!" Sylloggit shouted, while stabbing and
thrusting at the enemy, "You is not very pretty, but I do still
fancy you cos your bottom does be even bigger than what
your brain is. Does you fancy me?" 

"Do I?" Uglette wondered, as she fended off blows from
left and right, "Maybe? No. Beefcake. Maybe? No. Cute buns.
No. Then again. Maybe. No. Yes. Yes! YES! I DO!" she
eventually thought, and then she proudly shouted, "No!" 

"That's not right," protested a broken hearted Sylloggit, as
yet another Nummian walloped him with a rubber mace, "I'm
handsome and you're ugly! It not make sense!" 

"Sorry," Uglette replied, "You're right. Me meant to say
yes." 

"Hooray!" Sylloggit cried, as he shoved a geranium up a
Nummian's nose, and in the fog of war the two great thinkers
kissed. 

Wibble was back in the thick of it by now. He stab and
jabbed and lunged and thrust, while all around troggles
brawled and fought, collided and fell over. Poking-sticks and
dollops of mould whistled past his head, but Wibble
continued fighting. Beside him fought Wibblians and
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Plebbians and a growing number of turncoat Nummians as
well. Then a gap appeared and Wibble burst through. In the
distance, near a small hillock, he could see Mad Queen One
who had left the front-line for a mid morning snack. "Me does
get you!" Wibble cried, charging after the loony queen.

In dribs and drabs the Nummians started slipping away or
changing sides. It was a trickle at first, but soon it became a
torrent. Then the Twittians broke through in force and the
torrent became a deluge. For the ordinary Nummian soldiers
running away was the one part of army life which came
naturally to them, and they proceeded to demonstrate that in
this, at least, they were second only to the Plebbians who had
fought at Snicker's-pass1.

"You lot is more useless than Feckless Ancestor Zero," Mad
Queen One screamed at her fleeing army, while hurtling past
them in her comfy-chairiot.

As for Quisling the Conspiratorial, he realised that he was
not welcome in Twitland anymore. The trouble was, Mad
Queen One had made it quite plain (with the judicious
placement of a cucumber) that he would not be welcome in
Numland either. "Where me go now?" he thought to himself
as he fled. 

In the fog of war, the bulk of the Twittian army continued
fighting - jabbing at shadows. Then it began to dawn on them.
In the centre the Plebbians looked for the enemy and on
finding none, wondered what they should do next. 

"Where all Nummians gone?" Brickette the Bricky asked.
"I dunno," Bumpkin the Peasant said, "Did we win?"
Then, seeing Traitorous Princess Two waddling toward

them, Brickette asked, "Did we win?"
"I not know what did happen," Traitorous Princess Two

said, "All me knows is that me did get my own back on
Handsome Prince Three."

1. Though it was a rather distant second.
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"Why you not help me?" an extremely battered Doggerel
the Poet complained, as he hobbled after her, "You know I
not got no armour. I got really hurt!" 

"I is sorry," the traitorous princess lied, "You did say I
could borrow it." 

"Not for the battle!" Doggerel said grumpily, "I just thought
you wanted to try it on. So, anyway, does you want to be my
girlfriend?" 

Traitorous Princess Two realised that in the face of such an
admirer, resistance was futile. "Oh pooh!" she said as she
resigned herself to the inevitable, and they embraced. 

The romantic scene reminded Brickette the Bricky and
Bumpkin the Peasant of the powerful bond they had forged in
the heat of battle. Was it love or merely a short-term,
hormonal imbalance? They would argue about it for years to
come, and they would be very happy years. 

"Boing!" resounded Loopid's clip-on, rubber armour as he
landed on an unfortunate Plebbian close by. "VICTORY!" he
shouted as he bounced high up into the air, from where he
could see the big picture and the Nummian army slinking
away in humiliating retreat. 

"VICTORY!" cried all the Plebbians in an explosion of joy.
On the left of the Twittian army, the Wibblians were in

similar confusion when they heard the massed voices of the
Plebbians proclaiming victory.

"Victory?" Floggit the Trader asked.
"VICTORY!" Loopid confirmed, as he plummeted to earth

and, "Boing!" he resounded as he bounced strait off it again. 
"Oh good," Floggit said, sitting down with a bump, "My

feet's killing me." 
"VICTORY!" the bands of unruly philosophers screamed,

before settling Down to a long and tortuous debate about
what that actually meant. While the Bimbics claimed that it
meant that they could go shopping again and the Thugics just
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sat and whimpered, the Whingics saw in it an opportunity to
record their sufferings for posterity. 

"We does write story of what did happen," they said, "We
do whinge to future generations. We do call it Histrionics."
The battle field was strangely quiet now, despite the incessant
debating of the philosophers. Most of the Twittians were just
too tired to celebrate their victory. To the left, the now
familiar "Boing!" of Loopid's rubber armour was quickly
followed by a scream of, "Zoot Allores!" and a loud splosh,
as he bounced into the river and floated away downstream. 

Mystix the Mystagogue, who had come along to watch the
battle, waddled past exhausted heaps of Twittians and
Nummians, rubber balls, broken poking-sticks and dollops of
mould. It was evening by now. Oddly it was nice: warm, with
a cool breeze blowing in from the west.  

"Hello Mystix," Plebb and Floozy said, waddling toward
him, "We done escaped!" 

"Oh," Mystix replied, "Well done."
"Does everybody be alright?" Floozy asked.
"I think so," Mystix replied, "Me still not found Wibble

though." Then, though he knew not why he did it, he gazed
up at the darkening sky and noticed a spec of light he did not
recognise among the host of tiny twinkling sprouts. For a
fleeting moment his mind seemed to contain all of creation.
He saw its beginning and its end, and all the host of
labyrinthine patterns which wend their weary way between the
two. In that instant he saw a truth he could not understand.
His old prophecy, which had been forgotten in all the
excitement of the last few years, returned to him. 
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The end of the Oeuf is nigh!
Ten years from now or by and by, 
Big rocks will fall out of the sky, 

So if you don't all want to die, 
You best get smart and learn to fly, 

And bog off to a world nearby. 

As his mind attempted to perceive the truth, it changed with
the perceiving and dissolved into its un-remembered state.
And then he recognised a figure waddling toward him. "Hello
Told-U-So the Oracle," he said, "Your prophecy was wrong.
Them Nummians not beat us. We beat them good!"

"Yes," Told-U-So replied, looking round at the desolation,
"Who'd have thought it. Still, you can't be right all the time." 

"Me thinks," Mystix said accusingly, "You is rubbish
oracle." 

"So," Told-U-So replied confidently, "You not want know
about Twittian Empire then?"

"Twittian Empire?" Mystix asked.
"And," Told-U-So continued, "You not want know about

the fall of Twitland, and about the Yobbians? And about
Mammonism? And about the Cup of Tea And about the
celestial pizza-delivery-bloke what does cross the heavens on
his Yamaha C501 and all the things what it forebodes?" After a
short period of haggling, Told-U-So handed over a little book
of his Sybilline gossip prophecies. "I'm off now," he said,
when the bargain had been concluded, "before they don't
come true and you lot chuck me in the river again." 

When Told-U-So had left, Mystix continued on his way,
and then he came upon a tragic sight. "O Woe! O Woe!" he
cried, "Wibble the Stupid is dead!"

1. Probably the comet E-2793-F. It is highly unlikely that it was a genuine pizza
delivery, as the vast distances involved and the Yahama C50's low top speed would
prevent the pizza from being delivered hot. 
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